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Introduction

T

his report was prepared in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Science in Historic Preservation at the University of Oregon. The
author hopes that it will provide a useful resource for the staff of Washington State
Parks as they prepare for their centennial celebration in 2013 and that it will prove of
value to those interested in the growing field of fortification preservation.
The new (though it is approaching ninety years of age) mine casemate at Fort
Columbia is a unique structure. It is a su bterranean structure of massive reinforced
concrete, every bit as intimidating and fascinating as the Neo-Doric Art Deco gateways suggest. It still has secrets to unravel, but this report should resolve many
previously unsettled questions.
This report relies more heavily on photography as a means of documentation
than is usually the practice. There are several reasons for this difference. First, the
author is a photographer. Second, he believes it is possible to capture certain aspects
of a building, tangible and intangible, through the camera that are not conveyed by
other media. This is indisputably the case with the landscape setting of the casemate.
The the photographic documentation is presented in a separate volume in
order to make this report as usable as possible. By binding the photos separately it
has been possible to reproduce them in larger format.

Acknowledgements
s is often said, but too little appreciated, this work would not have been possible w ithout the help of many kind and knowledgeable people. My committee members - Don Peting and Leland Roth of the University of Oregon, and Greg
Hagge of Fort Lewis Mi litary Museum - are certainly at the top of the list. Thanks
to Donella Lucero of Fort Columbia State Parks for her perseverance in looking for
historic photos and other documents, and to the rest of the Washington State Parks
people for their assistance with this project. To my wife, Mary Lingo, 1 can onl y
express my inadequate thanks for her help and companionship, not only on this
report, but throughout my time at the University of Oregon.

A
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Executive Summarv
Purpose
This report is intended to provide a resource for those responsible for the
preservation of the New Mine Casemate at Fort Columbia State Park. The casemate
is a subterranean concrete fortification built between 1921 and 1945 to control the
mine fields that closed the Columbia River against invasion, and embodies much of
the history of the United States military's important role in the Pacific Northwest.
This report provides historical background and a comprehensive construction history of the structure intended to help with the interpretation of the park's history. The
physical description and recommendations given are designed to facilitate sensitive
and careful preservation action.

Methods
The research that led to this report was conducted using archival resources,
including original Army Corps of Engineers construction drawings and historic
photos, from Washington State Parks Lewis and Clark lnterpretive Center and the
collections at Fort Columbia State Park. The building history section relies heavily
on construction documents in the National Archives obtained through the Coast
Defense Study Group.
Field work was conducted in five separate trips to the casemate. Extensive
site documentation included measurements and a general condition assessment.
Photo-documentation was a major focus of the project.

Character Defining Features
The architectural character of the casemate is defined by a number of specific
features that should be protected and maintained in any management decisions. The
features discussed in Chapter 5 are :
-The high earthen embankment landscaped with native plants to conceal the
casemate from detection.
-The following building components and systems: the concrete gates with
their Art Deco lintel motif, the interior gas-proofing doors and pipes, and the
original finishes in the tunnel, plotting room, and casemate operating area.

Findings and Recommendations
The concrete structure of the casemate is in generally good condition. There
only a few areas of concern, none critical at this point. There are no signs of structural failure. Of the recommendations given, the following are of the utmost importance:
• Perform a complete and comprehensive concrete condition survey
• Resolve health and safety issues, such as fall and environmental hazards.
• Deal with moisture issues by clearing blocked ventilators.
• Treat metal features to protect them from further corrosion damage.
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Chapter 1:
Chinook Point and
Fort Columbia
(with a short history of
American Coastal Defense)

Chinook Point and Fort Columbia
(with a short histonJ of American
Coastal Defense)
The Columbia River forms much of
the border between the states of Oregon
and Washington, flowing over 1,200
miles from its source in the mountains of
British Columbia, and draining an area
of over 250,000 square miles on its way
to the Pacific Ocean. On the north the
river's mouth is flanked by the rocky
headland of Cape Disappointment and
on the south lies Point Adams and the
sands of Clatsop Spit. The big river
itself is filled with shifting sand bars,
some bearing the names of the ships
that foundered on them. Although
jetties and dredged channels have made
the Columbia's bar safer, as have the
lighthouses at Cape Disappointment and
North Head, these are still dangerous

1

waters. The entrance to the river has
been called the "Graveyard of the
Pacific" and holds the wreckage of over
two thousand vessels.'
Chinook Point juts out from
the river's north shore a few miles
from the place where the Columbia
churns into the Pacific Ocean. Above it
Scarborough Hill rises eight hundred
feet, covered, as it now appears, with
thick vine maple, alder, and giant sitka
spruce. Once, however, it was a broad
grassy slope visible for miles and its
bare top was a navigation reference for
mariners.' The Chinook people, who
called the point "No' s-to-ils" and the
hill behind it "No'si-misp", had their
largest village near here, home of their
famous chief Comcomly-' The smaller
of the two inlets on Chinook Point is
known as Comcomly's Cove. The river
here is still rich with clams and fish

.

describes "a point of rocks about 40 fee t
high, from the to p of which the hill Side
is o pen and assend with a Steep assent to
the tops of the mountains." 5
In the 1840s Jam es Sca rborough,
mariner and former H udson Bay
Company employee, built a farm
at Chinook Point. Scarborough (or
Scarboro, as it is sometimes shortened)
Hill is named after him. Several

Camas still grows in the grassy spots.
There are deer and bea rs in the spruce
woods. The word "Chinook" originates
in this spot, and has come to refer to the
whole region's animal and place nam es
- salmon, rivers, and winds.
Chinook Point is a Na tional
Historic Landmar k; the status
commemorates its important role in

the discovery of the Columbia Ri ver by
Robert Gray in 1790. 4 Here he anchored
his ship, the Columbia Rediviva, and
gave the river its current nam e, though
it already had a name, being called
"Wimahl" or "Big Ri ver" by the peoples
who had Li ved along its shores for over
10,000 years. Fifteen years after Gray,
the Lewis and Clark expedition made
camp about a mile from Chinook Point
in November of 1805. From Station
Ca mp, as they named the spot of
Clark's astronomical observations to

contemporary sou rces remark o n

Scarborough's fine orchards and herds
of cattle. He planted many ornamental
plants, including a hawthorn tree that
became an additional navigational aid in
the spring when its white flowers made
the tree stand out distinctly on the hill .'
Sca rborough and his Chinook wife,
Ann, died in the early 1850s and the land
passed through the hands of several
owners. The Army purchased the 643acre cla im in 1864. During this period
squ atters occupied James Scarborough's
now dereli ct fa rm until it was leased to a
nearby resident in the 1870s. In the 1890s

create an accurate mapping refere nce,

a party passed on their way to Ca pe
Disa ppointment and the ocean. Clark
2
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course of the nineteenth century the
United States developed one of the most
advanced coastal defense systems in the
world.'°
Construction of these coastal
fortifications can be grouped into distinct
periods, or "systems" as they are called
in military history sources. First and
Second System fortifications were built
mainly due to fears of war in 1794 and
1807. As the threat of war diminished,
most of these works were left
incomplete. These structures consisted
of earth and timber with some masonry
elements, and were designed to be fitted
with smoothbore cannon. Most have
vanished with time, but Fort Mifflin in
Philadelphia is an extant First System
example.
The Third System of American
coastal defense was authorized by
Congress in 1816, with $800,000 allocated
for its construction. The report of the
first Board of Engineers for Fortifications
in 1821 provided the general plan for
most of the seacoast defenses of the
19th century. The fortifications were
generally tall masonry structures with
towers for mow1ting guns, influenced
by the ideas put forward in the
Marquis de Montalembert's elevenvolume treatise on fortification design
published in 1776. 12 Third System
works showed a sophistication and
intention of permanence often missing
from the earlier First and Second
System fortifications. 13 Fort Point
under the southern piers of the Golden
Gate bridge is a late Third System
fortification. 14 During the Civil War most
coastal defense construction took the
form of quickly built and inexpensive
earthworks. The original work at Fort
Stevens on the Oregon side of the
Columbia River entrance is typica l of

Chinese fishermen constructed a house
on the rocky bluff of Chinook Point,
which is referred to as "Chinaman Point"
on several Corps of Engineers maps from
the period. A 1906 map shows this house
standing in the spot now occupied by the
new mine casemate.1

A Brief History of American
Coasta l Defense
Along the coasts of the United
States exist the remains of an extensive
system of defensive structures. Some
are overgrown and crumbling, some
are restored as important historic sites.
All date from a time before the spy
satellites and intercontinental missiles
that characterize current notions of
national defense. These historic defenses
represent four centuries of building
tradition and technology, and are part of
an ancient heritage of fortification that
includes renowned structures like the
Great Wall of China and the fortresses of
Europe.•
The geographical boundaries of
the United States eliminated the need
for large scale fortification of its land
frontiers. The vast spaces and rugged
mountains of the interior of North
America made invasion from Canada or
Mexico unlikely. Any attack would have
to come from the sea, a reality borne
out by our early wars with Britain. In
addition, for much of American history
a defensive outlook on foreign affairs
was dominant (though this would
radically change over the course of the
19th century), and combined with an
early distrust of a standing army and
reliance on militia forces, a system of
coastal fortification seemed to be the
most effective means of avoiding foreign
entanglements and wars.' Over the
Historic Structure Repon - November 2008
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port cities in need of fortification,
ranking them by the urgency of the
recommended work. San Francisco
ranked second only to New York
City in the priority established by the
Endicott report. Among Pacific Coast
cities, Portland and San Diego were also
deemed vitally important. 17
The Endicott report made sweeping
recommendations for providing the
United States with a coast defense that
would equal any then in existence. A key
element of the program was a system
of electrically controlled mine fields to
protect shipping channels and harbors.
These mine fields would be protected
by extensive shore fortifications and
floating fortresses. The total cost for
the recommendations was estimated
at $127,000,000. 18 Congress provided

this period. A number of fortifications
were begun in the 1870s, but most were
not finished, and sat abandoned by the
1880s. 15
In the years after the Civil War the
coast defenses of the United States fell
into disuse and disrepair. The poor state
of this important element of the nation's
defense prompted President Grover
Cleveland to appoint a special board led
by Secretary of War William Endicott.
The board issued a report that decried
the "utterly defenceless condition of our
seacoast" and predicted "disastrous and
humiliating results" in the case of war
with "even the most insignificant foreign
power" .11

The Endicott Board made a number
of recommendations to counteract this
grim state of affairs. The report listed
4
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of fortifications has not received the
scholarly interest and appreciation
of the more architecturally styled
works of the earlier periods, these
fortifications represent an important step
in the history of defensive works. The
Endicott system fortifications represent
a departure from the historical ways
of building, and of understanding,
fortifications . They utilized a newly
rediscovered building technology
- massive concrete. As the century
progressed these fortifications also
mark the completion of a transition
from fortifications as part of the city,
created on an architectural scale, to a
landscape designed by professional
military engineers. In this respect they
are a forerunner of the triumph of
an engineering aesthetic that was an
important strain in the development of
modernist architecture. "
By 1914 the Chief of the Coast

funding for a more modest building
program that began in the 1890s. A
second presidential commission was
appointed by Theodore Roosevelt
in 1905 and made revisions to the
Endicott plan based on improvements in
technology.
Fortifications constructed in the
Endicott/Taft period remain in many
places along the West Coast. Fort Barry,
north of San Francisco; Forts Stevens
and Columbia, on the Columbia River;
and the forts of the Puget Sound area, all
date from this period. Typical of all these
forts is a system of earth and concrete
gun batteries and well constructed
wooden buildings to house the soldiers.
The high quality concrete work in the
fortifications and the sturdy, but elegant,
houses of Officer's Row have survived
the intervening century well, even in the
harsh coastal climate.
Although the Endicott system

Historic Struchlre Repon - November 2008
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Artillery Corps was able to report that,
by and large, all coastal defense projects
had been completed.'° After the end of
the First World War few new batteries
were constructed, although there were a
numbe r of new defense plans. 21 During
this time many coast defense forts were
put on caretaker status, manned by a
minimum number of soldiers.
As the clouds of war gathered in
the late 1930s, some effort was made
to rearm the nation's coast defenses
with newer and heavier weapons. In
late 1940 a new construction program
was approved by Congress. After the
attack on Pearl Harbor construction of
new defenses began in earnest. New
gun batteries and improvements were
planned for 33 permanent coastal
defense areas, but this program was
suspended by the end of the war as it
became ap parent that there would be
no invasion of the American mainland .
Even so, the program had resu lted in the
construction of over 200 batteries and
represented the strongest coasta l defense
works in the nation's history. 22
As is often the case with
technological innovations, the most
advanced step had come w hen the
system was al ready obsolete. The
military developments of the Second
World War had made coastal artillery
emplacements and submarine mines
largely irrelevant. Airplanes and
missiles had taken their place in the
modern arsenal. By 1950 all coastal
defense batteries were deactivated,
their weapons were scrapped, and the
Coast Artillery Corps ceased to ex ist.•
The opening of the first Nike surfaceto-air missile station in 1954 marked
the begirming of a new era in national
defense."

Harbor Defenses of the Columbia
River and Fort Co lumbia
As early as the 1820s, the stra tegic
importance of fortification at the
Columbia River's entrance was realized
in connection with the dispute with the
British over the Oregon Territory." In his
report to the Secretary of the Navy in
1842, Lieutenant Charles Wilkes urged
the necessity of occupying the mouth of
the river, and recommended that" ... a
small fort on Cape Disappointment, and
a few guns on Point Adams to defend
the south chann el with its dangerous bar,
would be all sufficient for the defense
of the Columbia Ri ver." Bearing w itness
to the charged political atmosphere of
relations between the United Sta tes and
Britain, his report was not made public
until nearly seventy years later. 26
The Oregon crisis was resolved by
treaty in 1846, and interest in expend ing
sizable sums of money on such a remote
location waned. 1n 1851 a presidential
commission recommended that Cape
Disappointment and Point Adams be
among the first and most important
Pacific coast defenses. However, eight
years later, Captain Thomas Jefferson
Cram, in the report on his topographica l
survey was of the opinion that "there
is no point. .. north of San Francisco.
. where the construction of permanent
forts, for at least three genera tions
to come, wou ld be anything but
an extravagant waste of the public
treasure."11

With the outbreak of the Civil War,
the neglect of coastal defenses in the
Pacific Northwest began to be seen as
a real liabi li ty. Though there may have
been some linge ring uneasiness over
British intentions toward their recent
possessions, the main motivation for

the rapid construction of the Columbia
6
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property had been formally
acquired in 1867 the
urgency of constructing a
fort there had disa ppeared.
Known as Scarboro Hill
Military Reservation the
area sa t L111used for any
mi litary purpose for thirty
years. 30

The Endicott Board
of 1886 had marked the
defense of the Columbia
River as a priority, but it
took the Army Board of
Engineers nearly ten years
to come up with a complete
plan. This plan called for
new armaments for Fort
Stevens and Fort Canby,
and for construction of
the new Fort Columbia
at Chinook Point. This
new fort would provide
a submarine mine
component, and its guns
would cover the new mine
fi eld that was an important
part of the Endicott-era
coastal defense system. The
estimated cost for these fortifications
was nearly three million dollars.'"'
Work on the first of Fort
Columbia's gun batteries began in
March of 1897. A loca l outcry arose
when the Army cut down Scarborough's
hawthorn tree. By the next year the
battery and the fort's mine casemate
were completed. 33 Over the next
several years add itional batteries
were added. Finally, in 1902, the fort's
principal buildings - barracks, officer's
housing, hospital, guardhouse, and
administration building were completed.
These handsome bu ildings still stand
at Fort Columbia. They are balloon-

River defenses was the presence of
Confederate raiders, the She11nndonl, and
the Alnbnmn, who had been ca using great
harm to Un.ion shipping in the Pacific for
a number of years. 28 After much delay,
construction began at Point Adams and
Cape Disappointment in August of 1863.
The work did not proceed quickly and
was sti ll incomplete at the end of the
war. Guns were not mollllted at Fort
Stevens lllltil severa l months after the
end of fighting and most were not in
place unti l 1866.29
Due to difficulties negotiating the
purchase of land at Chinook Point, work
was not begu n on the recommended
fortifications there. By the time the
Historic Structure Repon-November 2008
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framed structures, built in a U.S. Army
1930s finally disturbed the repose of Fort
Columbia's dairying soldiers. According
adaptation of the Queen Anne style then
popular across the United States. They
to Army Corps of Engineer records,
are very similar to their counterparts at
in 1937 all mine casemate operations
other military installations of the period,
were consolidated from Fort Stevens to
such as at Fort Worden and Fort Casey on the better concealed casemate at Fort
Puget Sound, and at Fort Stevens across
Columbia. The 249th Coast Artillery
the river in Oregon.
of the Oregon National Guard went
The end of the First World War
on active duty in September of 1940,
brought a steady decrease in activity at
and were stationed at Fort Columbia in
the Columbia River forts. 34 New mine
March of 1941.36
casemates completed at Fort Stevens
On December 7, 1941, the United
and Fort Columbia in 1921 were one
States entered the Second World War
of the few active projects. Forts Canby
with the attack on Pearl Harbor. Efforts
and Columbia were placed on caretaker
to update the Columbia River coastal
status, and by 1936 three enlisted men
defenses went into high gear. A new
made up the entire complement of
submarine mine system was deployed.
forces at Fort Columbia. Their duties
The new mine casemate at Fort
were apparently light since they were
Columbia was reinforced, and a plotting
reported to have time to keep cows
room addition and gas-proofing was
to produce milk for sale to the fort's
added. Battery 246 was constructed to
neighbors.• The global unrest of the late
house rapid-fire 6-inch guns. Two of the
8
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ships has long been recognized as a
powerful defensive technology. But
except for a few uncertain references
to Chinese use of s ucl, devices and to
the use of "water petards" in the 17th
century the technical problems proved
too great for widespread application. 38
The modem use of sea mines was

few remaining examples of these gu ns
were recently obtained from Canada and
have been installed at the battery.
ln jw,e of 1942, as construction
was underway on improvements to Fort
Col umbi a's fortification, Fort Stevens
was attacked by a submarine of the
Imperia l Japanese Navy. Fort Stevens
became the only military post in the
United States to come w,der fire from a
foreign power since the War of 1812.35'
The s ubmarine fired nine shots from
its 145mm deck gun. No damage was
reported to the fort, and no fire was

an American invention, first used

during the Revolutionary War.• David
Bushnell is credited with the design and
construction of the mines used against
the British off Philadelphia in 1777. His
mines consisted of a wooden keg filled
with powder and supported a few feet
beneath the surface by a float. A gun lock
was set to trigger the powder if the mine
came into contact with any other object.
The attempt was largely unsuccessful
since the mines were released too far
from the ships, allowing the current and
the ice in the river to prevent them from
causing any damage, except for one
wtlortunate boat crew who was killed
removing one of the mines from the
water. The incident did reportedly cause
alarm among the British naval forces,
demonstrating from the beginning the
powerful psycl,ological effect these
weapons could have. 40
Over the next eighty years
improvemen ts were made to these
"torpedoes" .41 The changing terminology
surrounding the submarine mine
can be confusing. The weapons were
originally called torpedoes, a name
which came to be connected with selfpropelled explosive devices. Mines
were called torpedoes until well after
the beginning of the twentieth century.
Robert Fu lton made several successful
and unsuccessful trials of submarine
mines in the United States and Europe.
In the 1840s Samuel Colt experin1ented
with controlled mines fired by electrical

returned. 36b

By June of 1945 it was obvious
that there was no longer any need for
the mines in the river's channel and
they were removed. Several batteries
were deactivated and the number of
troops stationed at the Columbia River
forts was reduced. The forts were
declared surplus property in 1947,
and Fort Columbia officially became a
Washington State Park in 1951.
The three forts that formed the
coast defenses of the Columbia River
never fired a shot at an enemy target.
Their historical significance does not
come from their role in any great battle.
They stand in testimony to a tin,e of
global confl ict and to the part of the
United States in the great wars of the
twentieth century, wars that, fortunately
for us, were not fought on these shores. 37
They also serve as reminders of a way of
war, equally terrible in its in1plications,
but seemingly romantic and noble in
contrast with the spy satellites and killer
drones of our day.

The use of submarine mines in
American seacoast defenses
The use of submerged explosive
charges to sink or damage enemy
Historic Structure Repon - November 2008
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A collection of Civil War Mines. From Robert C. Duncan, America's USt' of &a Mines, U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Washington O .C. :U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962. p. 27.

impulse. The reaction to the new weapon
b military authorities was mixed,
a~d development of mine technology
ssed little."
progr;he Civil War marked a dramatic
increase in the use and development of
mine warfare. The Confederacy sought
ways to make up for its disadvantage
ships and guns and settled on the
submarine mine as an important
defensive weapon. Under the auspices
of the Torpedo Bureau and the Torpedo
Corps several types of buoyant mines
were developed, along with electrically
controlled ground mines, some
containing as much as 5,000 pounds
of explosive. While ultimately not a
determining factor in the outcome of
the war, Confederate use of submanne
mines sank 27 Unions ships, damaged
many more, and generally hampered
Union naval efforts."
After the Civil War the U.S. Army
began development of a program of
mine defenses. As head of the Engmeer
School at Willett's Point, New York, Col.
Henry L. Abbott perfected a system of
submarine mine use that remamed the

basic approach used from the 1880s
through the Second World _War. Abbot's
"Grand Mine Group" consisted of
groups of mines controlled from a shore
facility. The Endicott Commission of 1886
made controlled mine fields one of the
key elements of its plan for modermzmg
United States coastal defenses.
The mines used by the U.S. Army
to defend coastal positions were buoyant
controlled mines. This means simply
that they floated at a predetermined
depth in the channel where they were
planted, and that they were operated
by a control device on the shore. The
mines were only deployed for any length
of time during wartime. Otherwise
they were planted for practice then
retrieved and stored on shore. After the
First World War most improvements to
Abbot's system consisted of refinements
to the electrical equipment as more
sophisticated electrical cables and
distribution box equipment became
available." During the last years of the
Second World War the Army planted
4,000 larger ground mines that rested on
the bottom of the channel."
10
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Its use was Limited to a very few tactical
conditions, such as when friendly and
hostile vessels were in the field together,
or if an attempt was made to clear
the mine field. This method was less
effective than either form of contact fire,
especially since the position of mines
could change slightly due to currents. 48
By the end of the 1930s the
basic operations of harbor defense
mine systems had been refined and
established for the remainder of the
period of mine defense. The mine
casemate was the nerve center of the
mine defense system. Its basic functions
were to provide power to operate the
mine field and to house the operating
boards that were connected to each
group. Most of these facilities were not
casemates in the architectural sense
- a reinforced vaulted structure in a
masonry fortress. Early mine operations
were housed in true casemates and the
name was appropriated through usage
to mean any mine control structure,
including Lightly built Sewell stucco
buildings in the first decades of the 20th
centurv. After the First World War the

Controlled mines could operate
in a variety of modes. The preferred
method for controlled mines was
'delayed-contact fire". When operated
in this fashion, the mine was set so that
a Light on the operating board would
activate when the mine was bumped.
The casemate personnel could then fire
the mine after a pre-determined delay
in order to allow the mine to be pulled
under the hull and maximum damage
to the ship. This setting could also allow
the mine field to be used for surveillance
against the passage of submarines.
The mines could be set to fire upon
contact with a ship. Contact fire was
a method designed to be used only in
a few specific circumstances - when
multiple ships were crossing the mine
field at high rate of speed or in too
many different places to be individually
controlled effectively. It could also
be used if smoke or fog obscured
observation of the mine field."
Observation fire was the last resort
for controlled mine attack. The firing of
the mines would be directed from the
mine command station bv teleohone.
4

MINING

CASE'MArE
Illus tration: Greg Hagge, from American Seacoast Defenses: A Reference
Guide, Mark Berhow, ed . McLean, VA : CDSG Press, 2004 . p. 361
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advantage of more strongly constructed
facilities became clea r, and attem pts
were made to make later mine casemates

resistant to bombardment and gas
attack."
The casemate power system was
a compl ex affa ir. An engine dri ven

generator provided DC electricity
to charge a series of wet cell storage
batteries housed in the casemate batte ry
room. The DC power also operated the
casemate lights and the mine control
panels. The mines cou ld only be fired by
AC power, largely as a safety preca ution,
so two motor-generators converted the
D from the batteries to AC used to
detonate the mines. This dual power
system allowed the mjnes to be tested
and set to their delayed-contact fire /
detection mode whi le making sure that
a firing voltage was not present in the
system except when it wa intended. 50
The Second World War marked the
high point of development fo r Army
coastal mine defenses. Defensive mine

field s were planted at all important coast
defense sites along both coasts. In 1943 a
new underwater defense plan provided
fo r upgrading to the new heavier ground
type mines. These mines were magnetic,
an electrical impulse being sent to the
cascmate whenever a ship of grea ter

than 1,000 tons passed within range.
Over 4,000 of these new mines were
laid .51
The end of the Second World War
spelled the end for the Arm y's long
involvement with controlled subm arine
mines. With the end of the Coast
Artillery Corps operation of harbor
defen se mines passed to the Navy
who, after a few fina l tests in the 1950s
discontinued the program. 52
Notes for Chapter 1.
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Chapter 2: A Building
History of Fort Columbia's
New Mine Casemate

Columbia River Casemates

original casemate was abandoned in

The operation of the Columbi a
River defenses Endicott-era minefield s

1906 or 1907. After improvements to the
ventilation system it was later converted
to use as a telephone switchboa rd
building.'
In 1909 construction began on Fort
Columbia's second casemate. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers com pleted
the building March 30, 1911 for a
total cost of $5,005.00.4 This lightlyconstructed building wo uld serve as

was one of the main reasons for the

construction of Fort Colu mbia. The
mine casemate was the most important

element in these o perations, housing
the mine control boards, batteries, and
electrical generating system necessary
to operate the mine fi elds.' The U.S.
Army constructed the fort's original
mine casemate in 1898 as part of the
intial construction of Fort Columbia (see
appendix, Reports of Completed Works).
This first casemate is located southwest
of Battery Murphy. A subterranean

the mine casema te for a decade. Jt was
constructed further south and west from

the batteries and the ea rlier casemate,
behind Chinook Point's rocky knoll,
which provided natural protection. Such
naturaJ protection was a necessity, since

concrete structure, inadeq uate

the structure was a Sewell-type building
understa nding of underground
construction methods made it very damp of wood-framed stucco and expa nded
and uncomfortable.' It was soon rea lized metal lath. This construction method
followed a prototypes built in 1904that this was not a suitable facility for
housing electrical generating equipment 1905 on the east coast, including one
at Fort McKinley in Portland, Maine.'
and sensiti ve switching devices and the
14
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arrangement

of s pace was
clea rl y dictated
by the fun ctional
needs of the
mine opera ting

system, and
was essentially
unchanged in the
nex t casern ate to

The observa tion station dormi to ry on
Sca rborough Hill was constructed using
the sa me technique.
There is one historic photo of the
casemate from this period . The photo
clearly shows the casemate a little in
front of the roc ky outcropping of the
point. In comparison w ith the stables
and sho p bui ldings that stood on the
broad grassy lawn of the present site,
the relati vely small Sewell-type bui lding
is not imposing. No rea l indi cation of
its fun cti on is revea led by a curso ry
exa mination of the photogra ph, and if
one did not already know that this was
an important military install ation there
is nothing lo give its station away. Of
course, it should be considered that the
geogra phica l isolation of Chinook Poin t
in 1909 provid ed a grea ter measure of
security than any fence.
The interior of the building was
comprised by four sy mmetrically
a rranged rooms, each a li ttle less than
22 feet deep. A battery room and engine
room occupied the east side of the
building, and were d ivided from the
opera ting room and the cot roo m by
a partition of closet space. This basic
Historic suucture Repon - November 2008

be bui lt.
The Firs t
World War
d emonstrated
the inadequacy
of lightly
constructed command structu res, and
the need for fo rtifi ca tions resistant to
heavy artille ry fi re beca me apparent.•
Even in places as remote as the Columbia
Ri ver the need was appa rently seen to
strengthen the command stru ctu res that
enabled the gun batteries and casemates
to fun ction. The Army developed a
project to build new fo rti fied concrete
case mates fo r both Fort Stevens and Fort
Colu mbia. The Enginee r Notebook for
the Harbor Defenses of the Columbia
records this plan:
"D.E., Po rtland, Ore., August
21, 1917, submits estimates fo r
bombproofing mining casemates at
Forts Stevens and Columbia. New
concrete casemate at Fort Stevens
to be loca ted about 50 feet from
p resent building (25576/114). New
concrete casema te, Ft. Columbia, to
be located west of present building
(25576/ 11 5).Total estimated cost of
two buildings is $29,920. C. of E.
fwd s. Sept. 5, 1917, papers to AGO
recom_mcndi ng approval, stating

funds ava iable fo r allo bnent. AGO
fwds. Sept. 7, 1917 to C. of C.A.
15

O.C.C.A. fwds. Oct.9,1917 to C. of
E. with approved tracings. C. of E.
fwds. Oct. 16, 1917 to D.E. 2nd Dist.,
Portland, Ore. approving plans
and allotting $29,920. for purpose
of building new casemate. D.E.,
second Dist., Portland, Ore.,returns
papers Jan. 7, 1918 with notation
'Returned,noted."'
The casemates constructed in this
project are the two structures currently
at Fort Stevens and Fort Columbia. The
1917 casemate at Fort Stevens is worthy
of examination, since it was built as part
of the same project and has seen little
alteration over the intervening years. As
seen in the Corps of Engineers "Report
of Com pleted Works" it is a rectangular
building roughly the same size as the
1909 Sewell-type casemate at Fort
Columbia, laid out in the same fashion.
We find the same storage battery room,
engine room, a dividing row of closets
and a latrine, and then the operating
room and dormitory.
If the a rrangement and function
of the interiors are the same, there is a
vast difference between the construction

method. The 1917 casemate at Fort
Stevens is constructed, not of a wood
frame and stucco, but of massive
concrete, much the same as the earlier
Endicott-era gun batteries. The walls
of the casemate are eight feet thick,
and the reinforced concrete roof is five
feet through. A covering of sand nine
feet deep was piled over the structure,
effectively camouflaging it among
the dunes of the Clatsop sands and
providing an additional measure of
protection against artillery fire . The Fort
Stevens casemate is also notable for the
good condition of its interior finishes and
spaces. It would be a valuable source of
com parisons for any restoration attempt
involving Fort Columbia's casemate, and
is significant in its own right.

The New Mine Casemate at Fort
Co lumbia
The Army approved construction
of a new casemate for Fort Columbia
in the same project that included Fort
Stevens' new casemate. A cursory
com parison of the construction
documents shows that the two structures
16
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configuration. For the next twenty years
th.is remained unchanged. In 1937 a new
underwater defense plan was developed
calling for the four mine operating
boards then housed at Fort Stevens
to be moved to the casemate at Fort
Columbia .' The mine control cable was
exposed during low tides at Fort Stevens,
and the casemate at Fort Columbia was
recognized as being better protected by
the rocky knoll of Ch.inook Point.'
As the possibility of American
involvement in the Second World War,
already raging across Europe and Asia,
increased, the Army made plans to
further strengthen Fort Columbia's mine
casemate. On a sheet labeled Apri l 1941,
expansion of the casemate to include
gas proofing equipment, as well as a
new power house for the searchlight on
Ch.inook Point, is shown.' This drawing
differs from the actual construction,
but the essential elements remained
unchanged. Two entry tunnels give
access to the added rooms, although
they lack the elegant curve of the
final construction. A more substantial

are functionally identical. Closer
examination reveals some significant
differences. While the casemate at Fort
Stevens relies on massive concrete walls

for protection from artillery fire, the
new mine casemate at Fort Columbia
uses the rock outcrop of Chinook Point
for concealment and protection. The
construction is still very stout. According
to Army Corps of Engineers drawings,
the walls are between two and three feet
thick and are poured directly agajnst
the solid rock at the rear and the ends
of the structure (Drawings 1,2). The
walls are of massive concrete with little
reinforcement. The roof was constructed
of reinforced concrete five feet thick,
though information as to placement
of reinforcing steel is unavailable.
A covering of earth placed over the
finished casemate provided additional
protection and concealment.
At the time of its completion in
1921 the visible facade of the new mine
casemate at Fort Columbia would have
been nearly identical to the Fort Stevens
casernate, still visible in its original
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covering of earth, along with a cap
of stone rubble that was to serve as a
burster course, was intended to detonate
any bomb or shell before it cou ld
penetrate the covering (Drawing 3).
By July of 1941, engineers had
worked out the plan in greater detail.'°
The next drawing in the building's
development shows an arrangement
closer to that actually built. The entry
tunnels are no longer symmetrically
angled, but curved to accommodate
the existing searchlight power house at
the casemate's east end. The size of the
various gas removing chambers is still
different from the final construction, and
the burster course is shown as a layer
of stone rubble, rather than concrete as
actually built. (Drawing 4)
The final drawing in the series
dates from May 1942 (Drawing 5). 11
Construction was already underway,
and the drawing accurately depicts the
final state of the casemate. The drawing
on the opposite page shows relation
between the original construction and
the gas-proofing addition. According
to the Corps of Engineers Report of
Completed Works, construction began
on the new addition on November 1,
1941. One can imagine the urgency the
construction of coastal defense works
assumed after the catastrophic events at
Pearl Harbor on December 7.
Most of the features that define
the character of the existing mine
casemate date from this construction
phase. By the time work was finished on
January 31, 1943 for a total cost of $29,
957.12, the casemate had assumed its
current external appearance. The rock
of Chinook Point was no longer visible,
its place taken by a low hill with two
entry gates. The design of the gates with
their stripped classical lintel is one of the

casemate's character defining features.
No construction document showing
the source of this design was found.
The addition measures ten by fifty feet,
excluding the entry tunnels, and consists
of a long room flanked by two air locks.
An extensive system of ventilators and
ducts along with fabricated steel gas
doors provided the intended protection
against gas attack.
The roof of the gas-proofing
addition was five feet thick, matching
that of the 1921 portion of the casemate.
On top of the reinforced roof ten feet of
earth was placed as an embankment.
This embankment was capped with
a two foot thick concrete (rather than
compacted rubble as shown in the
18
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Ballery Room

E11gi11e Room

Cl.

Opernling Room

Dormitory

E]
Fort Columbia New Mine Casemate
1942 co11structio11 sJ,01011 i11 black. Original (1921) co11structio11 stippled.
Redraw11, Ocl. 2008, S.Lingo.from L/SACE DMCR 1027
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drawings) burster course. An additional
three feet of earth was placed over the
burster course. The resulting hill was
finished in an irregular fashion to make
it look natural, and then planted with
native grass and shrubs for concealment.
The casemate is described as
"bombproof" in several Harbor defense
planning documents. The 1937 annex
to the Columbia River Harbor Defense
project twice refers to the structure
in this way. The purpose of the 19411943 work is cited as "gasproofing
and bombproofing of the Mine
Casemate" even though the structure
was already considered bombproof
and repeatedly referred to as such. It
may be that the definition of what
constituted a bombproof structure
was revised as understanding of the
technologies advanced. Certainly what
was bombproof in 1921 may not have

seemed so secure by 1942, just as what
was bombproof during the Second
World War would not be considered so
today. Additional clarili'cation to this
characterization is provided in the 1944
Harbor Defense Supplement where
a table titled "Battery No. 4 - Mines Exhibit 13-B." breaks the fortifications
into two categories. Under a column
labeled "Protection against Bombs /
Shell fire" the new casemate is given
the code "BB" meaning "Bombproof
by construction". Other structures
such as the Mine Commander's
station on Scarborough Hill are labeled
"SB" denoting lighter splinter-proof
construction. The casemate's actual
resistance to bombardment by air or by
artillery was of course never tested.
In July and August of 1944 a new
cable gallery was poured. (Drawing 6)
This project covered the mine cables

20
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which had previously lay exposed
on the river's shore for a time at each
change of the tide. This sma ll but
significant construction project was part
of the larger underwater defense plan
instituted in 1944." The Columbia River
minefields were converted from buoyant
mines to larger ground mines holding
3,000 pounds of high explosive each.
Such an extensive effort demonstrates
the importance of the mine casemate at
Fort Columbia as a part of the defensive
plan for the Columbia River, while the
battles of Guam and New Guinea raged
on in the Pacific.
Even as it became apparent that
there would be no invasion of the United
States the Army p lanned additional
improvements for Fort Columbia's mine
casemate. One last construction project
was carried out with the addition of a
plotting room, allowing this important
function to be housed in the better
protected casemate. Previous ly, mine
plotting was carried out in the lower
level of the Mine commander's station
on Scarborough Hill, which continued to
function as an observation station.

drawings that were prepared for the
previous additions, stress diagrams and
detailed reinforcement placements are
given for the plotting room. (Drawings
7-9) No such drawings for previous
additions were found in the Lewis and
Clark Interpretive Center collection, and
a list of historic drawings from the center
makes no reference to them.
A drawing dated April 1945 shows
that a final project, the addition of a
switchboard room, was planned for Fort
Columbia's mine casemate (Drawing 10).
The drawing shows the plotting room
with the notation "Under Construction."
This addition would have consolidated
all the operations essential to Fort
Columbia's mine defense in one location.
The Report of Completed Works for
the plotting room addition notes that in
anticipation of the switchboard addition,
the reinforcing steel of the roof, walls
and footings of the plotting room were
left protruding to serve as dowels in the
subsequent pour. The end of the war
made constmction of the switchboard
room irrelevant. Construction was never
begun.
After the war Fort Columbia
was declared surplus property and
became part of the Washington State
Parks System. Since the closing of the
fort in the late 1940s very little, if any,
maintenance work was performed on
the mine casemate. Electrical work was
performed on the casemate around 2006
to provide light. In 2008 debris from the
decayed floor and dividing walls in the
original 1921 section was removed by
work crews. Some form of restoration /
stabilization is planned in anticipation of
the Washington State Parks centennial in
2013.

The earth embankment of the
casemate was removed to allow for
this construction and replaced in its
original configuration after completion.
Construction work was carried out by
Army personnel, as were the previous
add itions. Totalcost for the plotting
room addition came to $14,698.79 and
work was completed July 28, 1945
- a few weeks before the end of the
war, and a month after the Columbia
River's minefields were removed. 13 The
drawings prepared for this construction
project seem to show an evolu tion
in understanding of the demands of
concrete fortification construction. In
addition to the basic plan a nd elevation
Historic Structure Report - November 2008
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Casemate construction
history drawings
The following figures are taken from
original construction drawings in the collection of Washington State Parks Lewis
and Clark Interpretive Center.
They are provided for easy reference
to the Building History Section. Larger
format drawings are included in the
Drawings appendix, and full size digital
scans are found on the enclosed digital
resources CD ROM.

Drawing 1. (Above). Initial plan for
gas-proofing addition to Fort Columbia
Mine Casemate. April 1941. Note angled
tunnels and section showing position of
originaJ casernate construction against

rock of Chinook Point.
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Drawing 2. /11ly 1941, sltowiug evolution of gas-proofitlg system.
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Drawing 3. (Below). May 1942, construction a lready underway, shows plan as built.
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Drawing 4. Cab le ga llery project, 1944

Casemate construction
history drawings

Drawings. Plotting room pla,i and section with stress diagram, Ju ly 1945.
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Drawing 6. Plotting Room plan and section. July 1945.

~·1

Drawing 7. Planned switchboard room addition. AprU 1945.
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Point itself conceals the view from the
river. A number of ventilation stacks
rise from the casemate at various spots
around the hill. At a point that roughly
corresponds to the southeast corner
Conditions as of October 2008. Photo of the main casemate the corner of
reference numbers correspond to
a concrete slab has been exposed by
images in Volume 2: Photographic
slu mping of the earthen cover. It is
probable that this is the comer of the
Documentation.
burster course. The burster course was
Site (Photos 90-109)
originally covered by three feet of earth.
Fort Columbia's New Mine
It is two feet thick and was separated by
Casemate is located on the rocky
outcropping of Chinook Point. The
ten feet of earth fill from the casemate
roof.
accompanying chart and aerial
photo give latitude and longitude
Immediately adjacent to the
measurements for several key casemate
casemate's east gate is a rectangular
features. The top of the hill created
building constructed of concrete and
by the casemate and its earthen
expanded metal lath panels. This
embankment is dotted with secondary
structure is not related to the casemate
features. A pillbox sits slightly to the
functionally, but is the power house for
southwest of the west gate, positioned
a searchlight station that was located
to cover approach from land. Chinook
on Chinook Point. The powerhouse
obscures view of the
Fort Columbia, New Mine
east gate from the
Casemate, Site Plan
road.
S.Li11go, M.Lingo 11 Jrme 08
The site is currently
heavily wooded, but
the first available
historic photo of the
1911 casemate shows
a few relatively large
trees on a much
different looking
Chinook Point (See
Appendix: Historic
Photos). Based on
examination of
historic photos and
comparison with
current conditions,
it seems apparent
that there have
been significant
modifications to
the site over time.
HistoricStructure Report-November 2008
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Chapter 3: Physical
Description and General
Assessment

Latlbllll Mii llllltlllll If BPS ••lats
W11111 20 ft. S II 4615.150N. 123 55.401W
PIIIIIII
4615.1401, 123 55.433W
Burster CIUne 4815.1401, 123 55.433W
East Bite
4815.131N. 123 55.409W
Old 1'8111 end
4815.139N. 123 55.462W
r:L:.ie;::w1:1is=an.;;.d.,;.,C1;1la11ri;.k-d"'e""sc;..cr"'i..
be....,C"'h"'.in_o_o""k..£.....,_ ~
Building dimensions and layout
point as a high rocky outcropping. This
The new mine casemate is roughly
has changed significantly due to the
seventy five feet wide (at the entry
construction of the new mine casemate
tunnels) by one-hundred twenty feet
and the earth embankment placed over
deep. The main casemate operating
it in several stages. To the east of the
area, as constructed in 1921, has an
casemate the site has been changed
interior dimension of 21' 6" x 50'. This
by earth roadbed constructed to take
section of the casemate was poured
the place of the bridge visible in the
against the bedrock of Chinook Point
earliest historic photo. One of the most
on the south (rear), east and west. The
significant changes made to the site
concrete walls are roughly two feet thick,
was the filling of the beach to the west
varying according to the vagaries of the
of the casemate. This beach is clearly
rock outcropping. It is not documented
visible in the early photo, but in the two
what sort of work was performed on
subsequent images earth has been placed the rock in preparation for the concrete
in the low area, giving the site what
pour, but presumably there was some
is essentially its current topographic
shaping and removal of material to
profile.
obtain a solid junction between rock
ln these three historic photos the
and concrete. The roof of this section
radical changes to the area around the
is of reinforced concrete five feet thick.
casemate are clearly seen. Most notable
No documentation is available relating
is the removal of the stables and wagon
to placement of reinforcing steel in the
sheds that originally stood in what is
original build. The walls surrounding the
now the broad grassy lawn north of the
main rooms of the casemate have been
casemate.
painted white above with a very dark
28
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band of blue-black at wainscot height
below.
At the east end of the 1921
casemate were the battery room and
the engine room. The partition walls
between the casemate rooms are gone
with the exception of the wall dividing
the dormitory at the west end from the
rest of the space. On the east wall the
battery room sink is still in place. The
two concrete bases on the floor of the
casemate originally held the diesel
engine and generating equipment. Two
original electrical control boxes remain in
place.
Between the engine/battery rooms
and the operating room were a row of
closets and latrine facilities. The twin
sinks to the immediate left of the central
operating room entry are the only
remains of these rooms.
The operating room once housed
the mine operating boards and was
the nerve center of the submarine
mine system.' Little remains of Fort
Columbia's casemate operating room.
The suspended wooden floor had
collapsed due to decay by the mid1960's.2 At the present the most obvious
feature of the room is the large cable
gallery that once lay under the floor.
The ga!Jery is now completely open and
the entry points of the conductor cables
that operated the mines are visible. ln
the south west corner of the room is the
concrete base for the motor generator
that was used to actually fire the mines.
At the time of the initial field work
for this report, the collapsed remains
of the floor and partition wa!Js almost
completely filled the cable gallery. ln
September of 2008 a work crew removed
this debris.
Farthest west in the 1921 portion
of the casemate is the dormitory. The
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partition wall that separates it from
the rest of the casemate is the only one
still intact. There is no light source in
this section at present, and detailed
observations are difficult. The wall is
clad with bead board and several colors
of paint are in evidence. The paint
colors are very close to those used in the
Fort Stevens casemate. The dormitory
space is mostly filled by a double row
of plywood cabinets. Based on the
constmction material these would date
from the Second World War, since that
is the period in which plywood became
widely used.
The entry tunnels, their associated
utility rooms, and the gas-proofing
system date from the 1941-1943
construction phase. The tunnels are
4' wide with a 7' ceiling height. Wall
thickness is given as 12" in the Report
of Completed Works for this build. A
standard concrete mix of 1:2:4 was used
in the construction of the 1943 addition.
No mention was made as to whether
the mix was computed by weight or by
volume.
The entry to both tunnels is closed
with a steel gate constructed of welded
steel angles. The gates are crowned by
a massive concrete lintel decorated in a
stark but elegant Art Deco arrangement
of horizontal fluting. This motif is one
of the few decorative elements found in
this very utilitarian structure, and the
stripped down classicism is appropriate
in its evocation of raw strength. The
interior surface of the turmels appears
to have been finished with a skim
coat of plaster to fill voids left in the
construction process. A two-inch
chamfer acts as a transition between the
walls and ceiling, another rare decorative
feature .
The west tunnel runs
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approximately 50' from the
beginning of the 14' exterior apron,
then makes two ninety degree turns
before continuing on into the gas
removing area. At the first turn
the tunnel widens to about 7' and
there is a large manhole in the floor.
After the second turn the tunnel
returns to its standard 4' width,
runs about 14', then widens slightly
to accommodate the gas-proof
doors leading to the gas removing
chambers and the dormitory.
The eastern entry is identical
in dimension to that on the west,
but the exterior apron is longer
and the entry sits back toward the
hill about 6' compared with the
west gate. The differing angle and
placement of the east gate seems
to have been an accommodation
to the existing searchlight power
house that sits very close to the
entry. This tunnel runs straight
for about 15', then makes 45Fort Columbia, New Mine Casemate, West Gate
degree turn and holds this line for
Mary Lingo, Sketch; S. Lingo, meas11reme11ts, tracing
approximately twenty feet before
turning again parallel to its original line. are extensively rusted, as are all metal
The two small rooms on the right-hand
components of the casemate, but some
side were used for fuel oil storage. The
of the original bright red-orange paint is
final 30' of tunnel lead to the east airlock still evident in a few places. The locking
with its gas-proof door and to the entry
mechanisms use a lever handle on the
to the battery room. The louvered nonoutside, with a freezer-type release on
gas proof steel door for the battery room
the inside. Gas proof doors are present
has been removed from its hinges and
on openings leading in to the dormitory
sits in the tunnel.
from the entry hall, and into the two
The gas-proof doors of the
small air lock rooms on either side of the
casemate are one of the character
casemate.
defining features of the structure,
The air locks measure 4' x 10' and
essential for an understanding of the
are located on the west and east ends
building's function. The doors were
of the large gas-proofing chamber.
fabricated of steel, with the door frames
Each has one gas-proof door leading
cast in place. The doors themselves are
from the entry tunnels, and a treadle
of riveted construction. The door seals
apparatus hooked to the ventilation
of woven material are still in place. They pipes. Access to the inner gas removal
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door has been removed and is currently
(2008) in the long gas proofing room. The
doorway to the plotting room addition
was cut through the north wall of the gas
system room. This wall was originally
three feet thick, but an extra foot of
concrete was added for the plotting
room. This doorway widens from three
feet on the hallway side to five feet on
the plotting room interior.
The plotting room addition was
the last construction associated with the
casemate. It measures 20' x 24', although
the Report of Completed Works and
the construction drawings describe
it as 23'6". The room was measured
repeatedly (with different tape measures
and different assistants) and measured
24' each time, leading us to conclude that
this is the actual dimension. The ceiling
is 10' in height and 5' in thickness. The
north, east, and west walls are 3' thick.
West Gate Lintel Detail.
The floor is 10" thick. The addition
rests on footings 7' wide and 18" thick.
room is through a steel non-gasproof
door. The gas-proofing equipment is no
According to construction drawings
longer in place, with the exception of the 5 I 8" reinforcing steel was placed in a
6" air pipes, but originally consisted of
matrix 12" on center in walls and ceiling.
a series of air pumps and canister filters
The floor and footings have 1/ 2" rebar
on 12" centers top and bottom.
at the east end of the large gas system
room(Figure X). The remaining pipes
The walls of the plotting room are
are a character defining feature of the
bare concrete, with the form work of
casemate, providing, along with the gas- plywood sheets clearly in evidence. The
proof doors, insight into the function and ceiling was board-formed and originally
purpose of the building. From the small
covered with acoustic tile. Several of
gas-proofing rooms access is obtained
these tiles are laying on the floor in the
to a hall 10' x 27'. Doorways provide
south-east corner of the room. Black
access to the casemate operations area
and red asbestos floor tiles forming a
and to the plotting room addition. A map checkerboard pattern are still in evidence
case spans the west end of this room,
in several spots in the plotting room. The
blocking access to the airlock on that
current fluorescent light fixtures were
side.
recently added. The original lighting
A louvered steel door identical
system was four fluorescent fixtures with
to that of the battery room originally
four 48" tubes each. One of the original
closed the passage between the plotting
light fixtures is on the floor in the southroom and the gas system facility. This
east comer of the plotting room.
Historic Structure Repon - November 2008
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The east and west walls are
penetrated by a 15" gas-proof vent. The
south wall is penetrated by a 4" gasproofing pipe. A 4'x4' manhole is located
adjacent to the west wall, 2' from the
north wall. This manhole is connected
to the manholes in the two entry tunnels
by four 3" conduits in the floor. On the
North and south walls metal boxes were
cast in place to accommodate electric
heaters. The original 2000-watt, 220 volt
wall heaters have been removed.
General Condition Assessment and
Preservation Treatments
In September of 2008 the author
was able to perform a brief walkthrough of Fort Columbia's new mine
casemate with Paul Gaudette of Wiss,
Janney, Elstner Associates of Chicago.
Mr. Gaudette is an internationally
recognized expert on preservation of
historic concrete. The result of that walkthrough and subsequent conversation
allowed the author to make some
generalized observations about the
current condition of the casemate.
The casemate is structurally in
good condition. Paul Gaudette remarked
during the walk-through that he was
surprised at how "tight" the concrete
itself was for a structure of its age and
type. There are only a few places that
show any real sign of the deterioration
typical of historic concrete.
The mechanisms that cause
concrete to break down are largely
due to two factors - the presence of
water and the related corrosion of the
reinforcing steel embedded within
the concrete. While the interior of the
casemate is very damp, it appears that
much of this moisture is caused by
condensation within the casemate, and
not by movement of water through the

the concrete. 3 There is some isolated
corrosion of reinforcing steel and the
damage associated with it, but so far this
is limited in extent.
One of the major mechanisms
for concrete deterioration is of little
concern in connection with the casemate.
Freeze I thaw cycles can be a serious
cause of cracking and an avenue for
water infiltration. This process can
be self amplifying, especially when
compounded with steel jacking caused
by corroding reinforcing steel. On
the East Coast of the United States a
considerable portion of deterioration
of historic concrete can be attributed to
freeze/ thaw cycles.• This mechanism is
of much less concern due to the much
milder climate of the Pacific Northwest.
In addition, the subterranean nature of
the casemate gives an nearly constant
year round temperature and this
thermal stability may be cred ited for the
extraordinarily solid character of the
concrete.

This report will give a very basic
overall assessment of the casemate,
focusing on areas where there are
problems apparent and discussing some
appropriate preservation treatments.
The discussion is keyed to photos in the
documentation section of this report.
Also, see the attached appendices
"Preservation of Historic Concrete: NPS
Preservation Brief 15", and "Protecting
reinforcing steel in concrete from
corrosion" for a more detailed discussion
of the properties and treatments for
historic concrete.
Following is a brief discussion of
preservation concerns for each section of
the casemate and basic recommendations
for treatment. Recommendations are
presented in a project format in the next
chapter.
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West Entry Tunnel (Photos 1-10)

The west entry gate and first part
of the tunnel appear to be sound and
generally free from cracks or other
deterioration. Some original finishes
are in evidence in the entry area. There
is one preservation issue noted in this
area. At the second turn in the tunnel
there is a substantial amount of cracking
in the ceiling. These cracks converge on
the outside corner of the turn . Much of
the water that accumulates in this part
of the casemate appears to be dripping
from this crack system. The concrete
here is about a foot thick, considerably
thinner than the massive walls in other
part of the casemate, and if the cracking
and deterioration continues structural
problems could develop.
Recommendations: Monitor this crack
system for movement and further
deterioration. If additional problems
develop consult a structural engineer
experienced in evaluation of historic
concrete.

Plotting Room (Photos 18-40)

As with the rest of the casemate,
problems in the plotting room are not
serious, but warrant a watchful eye. The
main concrete issue is the efflorescence

around the south door into the gas
proofing room. This efflorescence is
the result of water moving through
the concrete above, dissolving calcium
carbonate from the mix, and redepositing
it where the water seeps from cracks.
There is some exposed reinforcing steel
around the door, as well as steel covered
by less than 1 / 4" of concrete. At the east
corner of the south wall there is some
cracking with efflorescence.
The presence of efflorescence does
indicate that water is moving through
the concrete. However, the structure
of the casemate is so massive here, the
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south wall is four feet thick and the
ceiling is five feet thick, that the small
amount of material precipitated from the
concrete presents no structural concern
at the present. The exposed rebar over
the doorway may present a safety hazard
for visitors if the problem accelerates.
There are two gas-proof vents in
the plotting room. They are currently
blocked by debris, shutting off airflow.
Recommendations: Monitor cracks for
movement or change that may indicate
more significant problems. Repair the
exposed rebar and the spalls created by
corrosion following standard historic
concrete repair practices. Clear debris
from the existing vents to restore air
flow. This may help with reducing
dampness in the casemate.
Gas-Proofing Rooms (Photos 41-60)

The concrete in the gas-proofin g
rooms seems to be in very good
condition. No significant problems
were noted. The gas-proof doors, pipes,
and other remnants of the gas-proofing
system are all rusted. The wooden map
case shows signs of serious decay, as is to
be expected of wooden elements in such
a damp environment.
Recommendations: The metal doors

and gas-proofing elements should be
treated with a rust converter. A rust
converter chemically changes the iron
oxide to a chemically stable compound.
Although it is usually recommended that
items treated with such a converter be
painted, this may not be necessary in the
casemate since the materials will not be
exposed to the weather. This approach
would also leave the traces of original
paint on the doors visible.
Main Casemate - Battery, Engine, and
Operating Rooms (Photos 67-83)

The concrete of the original 1921
section of the casemate appears to be
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in good shape. The walls have retained
much of their original finish, aside from
some fading and peeling. The only
immediately apparent preservation
concern is the spalling concrete on the
ceiling of the structure. It ap pears that
in the construction process wooden
members were cast into the concrete to

provide nailing blocks for the interior
walls and surface coverings. These
wooden nailing blocks have absorbed
moisture and expanded, causing some

concrete to crack and fail .
The reinforced ceiling is five feet
thick in the casemate operating areas, so
the concerns are not structural. However,

from the point of view of visitor safety
this situation should be addressed. Also
in connection with visitor safety is the
open cable gal.lery under the casemate
operating room.
In the doorway that connects the
gas-proofing room and the original
casemate there are cracks with stalactite
forma tion. Although this indicates that
concrete above this point is sa tu arted
with water and that the calcium
carbonate is leaching it is probably not
an immediate concern.
Recommendations: Leave walls as they

operating room space.
Dormitory (Photos 61-67)

The dormitory is currently the
only space in the original casemate
that is still enclosed by a wooden
partition wall. This wall has lost a
portion of its connection to the north
wall of the casemate. The interior of the
dormitory was altered from its origina l
configuration by the installation of the
double row of wooden storage cabinets
that currently occupy most of the space.
The original finishes are intact in this
area, and there are several areas w here

paint shadows show the progression of
paint colors and materials.
Recommendations: Stabilize partition
wall by restoring connection to
casemate's north wall. The wooden
storage lockers are historic fabric and
should be retained. There seems to
be very little available documentary
evidence as to the appearance of the
dormitory when used as living quarters.
ln its present state the dormitory does
not seem to be suitable for visitor access.
interpretive materials could provide
visitors with basic information as to
the original function of the space. The
dormitory could be a suitable place
for housing any improvements to the
ventilation or lighting systems that are
necessary to make the casemate readily
accessible to visitors.

currently are to protect historic finishes.
If it is indeed the wooden nailing
blocks that are causing the failure of the
concrete on the ceiling, these members
should be removed. They are currently in
Cable hatch room
a decayed state and serve no functional
The cable hatch room is located
purpose. Thorough documentation
directly across from the west air lock
should take place as the the position
and adjacent to the dormitory. The
and dimensions of the nailers in case it
large metal hatch doors are rusted and
is decided to replace the dividing walls
the hatch itself presents a fa ll hazard
in the future. The cable gallery should
for visitors. No concre te issues were
be covered with a suspended floor as it
identified.
originally was. This will not only protect Recommendations: Treat hatch doors
the unwary visitor, but will convey
w ith rust converter. Place barrier to
a more accurate impression of the
prevent fa lling hazard for visitors.
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Stala ctite formation m41Jerway
between original casemate and
proofing room probably does not ilf
cate any immediate structural concern
East Entry Gate and Tunnel
(Photos 11-16)
The east entry tunnel is in very
good condition. No immediate concrete
preservation issues were noted . The
original steel gate has been damaged and
is currently covered with plywood.
Recommendations: Repair steel gate and
remove plywood covering.
East Tunnel Utility Rooms
No preservation issues were
identified in connection with these
rooms. The floor openings present faU
hazards.
Recommendations: Provide barrier to
prevent fall haza rd.
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Notes for Chapter 3
1 Hagge, "Casemate at Middle Point", p. 361.
, Hagge, personal correspondence
, Martin E. Weaver, Conserving Buildings, New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1997, pp. 145, 146.
See also, Paul Gaudette and Deborah Slaton,
"Preservation of Historic Concrete", Preservation
Brief 15, National Park Service, Heritage
Preservation Services, 2007.
• Gary Scott, "Historic Concrete Preservation
Problems at Fort Washington, Maryland",
Bulletin of the Association for Preservation
Technology, Vol. 10, No. 2 (1978) pp. 129-131 .
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This field drawing and the symbol key below
are given as an example of the method that
should be used in the concrete condition survey in Recommendation 1. The author would
like to thank Paul Gaudette of Wiss, Janney,
Elstner Associates of Chicago for taking the
time to walk through the process and for
drawing out the standard symbols used here.
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Chapter 4:
Recommendations for
Treatment
A set of brief recommendations
for each section of the casemate has
been given in the previous section.
This chapter will give more general
recommendations organized in the form
of potential projects, and presented in
what seems to be a logical priority for
Fort Columbia's casemate.
Level of Treatment
Preservation, restoration,

rehabilitation, and reconstruction are the
levels of treatment for historic resources
as outlined in the Secretary of Interior's
standards for historic preservation.
Preservation is the level of treatment
appropriate for Fort Columbia's mine
casemate. The standards describe
preservation as:

the act or process of applying
measures necessary to sustain the

existing form, integrity, and materials
of an historic property. Work,
including preliminary measures to
protect and stabilize the property,
generally focuses upon the ongoing
maintenance and repair of historic
materials and features rather than
extensive replacement and new
construction. New exterior additions

are not within the scope of this
treatment; however, the limited and
sensitive upgrading of mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing systems and
other code-required work to make
properties functional is appropriate
within a preservation project.
The expense involved in a complete
restoration effort would be impractical.
Some important elements need to be
replaced to accurately convey the history
Historic Structure Rep on -November 2008

of the building to the visitor, but the
overall approach must be focused on
preserving the structural stability and the
functional usefulness of the casemate.
Efforts must be made to prevent further
decay of the building fabric, but no
attempt is made to return the building
to new condition. Repairs and additions
for making the casemate accessible to the
public are to be kept to a minimum.
Some changes that have taken
place within the casemate in recent years
should be reversed. The large mercury
vapor lights in the casemate engine and
operating room should be removed and
replaced with period appropriate lighting.
Likewise, some seemingly-commonsense
practices such as painting interior
surfaces should be avoided, since they
will damage the existing historic finishes.
This is not a "do nothing" approach,
but rather "do wisely". It can be
thought of as a program of controlled
preservation, that allows for approaches
usually taken in other levels of treatment.
Such a limited approach to preservation
will naturally red uce the demand on
the park's limited financial and labor
resources, but demands park personnel
be careful and craftsmanlike in their
treatment of historic fabric. There is an
additional aesthetic reason for choosing
this approach in that it avoids "overrestoring" the casemate, and allows
visitors' natural curiosity and imagination
to function.
This report does not address
technical issues of concrete repair and
methods for preventing corrosion to
reinforcing steel. After a preliminary
assessment, the casemate does not
appear to be in need of these measures at
the current time. National Park Service
Preservation Brief 15 "Preservation
of Historic Concrete" deals briefly
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this chapter.
The assessing team should note
any sign of concrete problems. lt is
important to draw out the extent of
cracks and to use a standard crack
gauge to measure their width. Cracks
of less than .005" (5 mil) in width are
considered hairline cracks and are not
generally significant. Large areas of
hairline cracking can be noted o n the
drawing, but it is not necessary to draw
them out. Other important defects that
should be noted are: the location of
construction (cold) joints, efflorescence,
water stains, delamination, spalls,
the presence of exposed reinforcing
steel, and condensation. Any unique
conditions should be identified and
keyed to a brief explan atory note. The
type of formboard finish, whether board
or plywood, is significant, and the
presence of any applied coating should
be described.

with these subjects and has been
attached as an appendix, as has a
short piece by the author dealing with
protecting reinforcing steel. The first
recommendation, performing a complete
condition survey, w ill be invaluable if
such measures are needed in the future .

Recommendation 1- Perform
complete concrete condition
assessment'
In preparation for this report, the
author performed a prelinlinary field
assessment. The casemate is a highly
engineered structure, and analysis of
problems is made more complicated
by the additive nature of its building
process. A complete concrete condition
assessment is the first priority in further
development of a practical preservation
plan. Such an assessment fixes in time
the condition of the mine casemate's
main building material, and serves as a
baseline for comparison of changes. At
the present there do not appear to be any
critical structural repairs that need to
be undertaken immediately; a complete
condition assessment would provide a
way to monitor the structural stability of
the casernate.
The procedure for performing
the assessment is relatively simple.
It relies on close observation of each
casemate surface, mapping problems
and construction details using symbols.
Basic concrete assessment tools such as
hammer and chisel or large screwdriver
should be used. The drawing for the
assessment does not need to be to scale;
measurements are noted on the form.
A total of six drawings are made for
each room, or section, of the casemate.
A sample of the type of drawing to be
made and the symbols used is shown in
the illustrations immediately preceding

Recommendation 2 - Mitigate
potential safety hazards.
The partition wall separa ting
the dormitory from the rest of the
casemate shows some deflection and the
connection w ith the casemate north wall
appears tenuous. This wall should be
stabilized as soon as possible to protect
historic fabric and visitor safety.
The open manholes in the cable
hatch room and the east corridor oil
rooms present fail hazard s. These rooms
should be made secure from public
access in a way that s till allows visitors
to see the room contents.
Local lore says that the casemate
can be accessed via the cable gallery
and tunnel. The presence of g raffiti in
the casemate prior to September 2008
shows that there has been unauthorized
access by some means. Access should be
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carefully controlled to safeguard visitors
(even visitors) and protect the historic
fabric of the casemate.
In September of 2008 debris was
cleared from the casemate, and the
casemate was cleaned with hepavac
equipment. Results of asbestos testing
were not known at the time of this
report. The oil tank in the casemate
should be drained, and the battery and
engine rooms checked for hazardous
chemical residue.

Recommendation 3 - Address
moisture problems. Clear blocked
ventilators.
The casemate is a subterranean
structure and a certain amount of
moisture accumulation is inevitable.

The level of moisture in the casemate
varies seasonally according to ambient
temperature and relative humidity. In
February of 2008 I encountered relatively
dry conditions, while in May and June
there were substantial puddles and
condensation on almost all wall surfaces.
Some water infiltration seems to be
from drainage issues, but this is not the
general cause of the moisture issues.

Dealing with drainage issues on
the hill above the casemate presents
a challenge on several fronts. Most
importantly is the fact that the hill and
the vegetation are part of the planned
appearance of the structure. Any changes
to these would mean altering the historic
fabric of the casemate and should be
avoided. The presence of the large
concrete burster course over the earth fill
on top of the casemate would make any
excavation difficult.
In any case, the primary cause
of the moisture accumulation in the
casemate is environmental. The original
design of the casemate provided the
Historic Structure Report - November 2008

building with a number of ventilation
stacks to vent the fumes from the diesel
engines and to accommodate the gasproofing system. These stacks probably
would have helped dissipate some of
the moisture, although the structure was
probably always damp.
The ventilators are aU blocked by
plant debris or by trash that has been
dropped down them. Reopening some
or all of the ventilator stacks would
alleviate some of the moisture problems.
If more air-flow was needed, small instack electric fans, such as used in vault
toilets, could be fit with little impact on
the appearance of the casemate.
Since the source of the moisture
is condensation, concrete sealers

are not likely to help the problem.
Dehumidifiers would likely be very
expensive and could have unanticipated
effects in the subterranean environment.

Recommendation 4 - Treat
metal casemate components with
rust converter.
The metal components of the
casemate interior are very corroded,

as is to be expected in such a damp
environment. The doors and their
frames, especially the gas-proof doors
are important features of the casemate
and if corrosion is allowed to continue
they will eventually be severely
damaged. Presently, the corrosion,
although heavy, seems to be even and
mostly on the surface. They retain little
of their original finishes, but what does
exist should be protected.
Rust converters are commercial

formulations that chemically react
with iron oxide and change it to ferric
tannate, an insoluble and very stable
iron compound. 2 There are numerous

proprietary formu lae available. Martin
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Weaver in his APT Bulletin article
recommends Fertan® based on several
apparent advantages; it is easily applied,
penetrates well since it is water-based,
is relatively non-toxic, has a long shelf
hfe, and can be reapplied as needed in
contrast to resin-based compounds.'
This product has been used in maritime
restoration and is marketed to auto
restorers. Wormation on this product
has been included as an appendix.•
Rust converters change the
appearance of metal that has been
treated with them to a blue-black color.
This would not seem to be offensive in
the setting of the casemate. It is generally
recommended that metal treated with
rust converters be painted, but this
is not necessary or recommended in
the casemate. Aside from its extreme
dampness, the casemate is a very
stable environment and features are
not exposed to sun, wind, or rain. Even
the temperature does not change much
due to the subterranean location. In
this situation it would be expected that
adclitional paint would not be necessary.
If using a material that allows repeated
application, this could take the place of
painting, and presumably, would build
up an impermeable layer of ferrous
tannate.
Further, treated surfaces should
be left unpainted since there is little
evidence of the original finish on most
of the metal features. The gas-doors do
have traces of red-orange and possibly
gray pa.mt. Treatment with rust converter
should not affect these traces of the
original finish. The gas-proofing pipes do
not have any readily discernible traces
of paint. Since the original appearance of
these features is unknown it is better to
leave them as they are after the corrosion
has been halted. The gas-proof doors

seem to be in very good condition, so it
may be possible to to return one or more
to operating condition if this is desirale
from an interpretive (and a safety)
perspective.

Recommendation 5 - Replace
floor in operating room
The operating room originally
had a suspended floor covering the
cable gallery. This floor had collapsed
by the mid-1960s. Its configuration and
materials are not defini lively known,
but examination of the debris that filled
the cable gallery reveal a fair amount of
fir tongue-and-groove boards that were
likely the remains of the floor. This is the
type of floor still existing in Fort Stevens'
casemate. Restoration of this floor is
important for several reasons. First is
the public safety issue created by the
open cable gallery. The substantial drop
causes a serious fall hazard. Second, the
space is difficult to understand without
the floor. The operating room was the
center of the submarine mine operation,
hold mg the firing boards and other
control equipment. The cables connected
to the mine came through the floor and
were there connected to the control
panels. To give visitors an accurate idea
of what took place in the building a floor
1s necessary to provide continuity to the
space.
Although a tongue and groove
floor is preferred for reasons of historical
accuracy, the damp conditions of the
casemate would present difficulties for
maintenance. Such a floor would a lso
hide the cable gallery (where the ends
of the mine cables are still visible) from
visitors' view. Some sort of composite
grate would provide a serviceable floor,
possibly for less cost, and allow visitors
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to see the cable gallery. A composite floor
would be more durable in the difficult
conditions of the casemate. Since there
is no effort to restore the casemate to
a period of significance, installation of
such an obviously new floor executed in
a modern material would hopefully not
prove too confusing to the visitor.
Confusion of visitors as to the historic
authenticity of such a floor could be
addressed through interpretive methods,
perhaps reconstructing a corner of
the room in the original materials.
This recommendation may not strictly
conform with the Secretary of Interior's
Standards for Preservation, but is a
reasonable measure and would conform
to rehabilitation standards.

plotting room would prove useful for
display of interpretive exhibits.

Recommendation 7 Interpretive work in main
casemate.

Washington State Parks has a
number of skilled interpreters dealing
with such issues, but, though the focus
of this report is the structure itself, a
few interpretive recommendations are
made here. The main casemate is the
area in which most of the building's
activity took place, and was the heart
of the Columbia River submarine
mine operation. Most of the important
features of the casemate operation
are missing. What remains - engine
bases, fuel tank, electrical boxes
Recommendation 6 - Restoration - are not really sufficient to convey
work in plotting room
to visitors the function or history of
This recommendation is one
the building. Numerous photographs
situation in which restoration work
of the equipment can be found in
is easily enough accomplished to
mill tary manuals. These photos could
warrant consideration, even with the
be displayed on interpretive plaques
minimal treatment recommended for
of materials durable in the casemate's
the casemate. A few remains of the black damp environment. A recommendation
and red checkerboard tile floor is still in
that pertains more to the structure
evidence in the plotting room. Some of
itself would be the installation of
these tiles are loose and would probably "ghost" walls that delineate the original
not withstand visitor traffic if the
configuration of battery room, engine
casemate was open to the public. Similar room, storage and latrine facilities, and
tiles are readily available and easily
operating room.
installed.
Public access to the space could
There is one original early
prove problematic given the presence
fluorescent-tube lighting fixture in the
of objective hazards and the relative
casemate plotting room. If it is in suitable isolation of the casemate from the rest of
condition it should be refurbished and
Fort Columbia. One possibility would
reinstalled . It should be possible to use
be to organize tours of the casemate
this fixture as a pattern to fabricate the
leaving from the barracks at set times.
three additional fixtures originally in
The dramatic character of the
place.
casemate would seem to encourage a
If the floor and the lighting were
dramatic presentation. Visitors would
restored the large open space of the
come in from the bright meadow into
the dark entry tunnel. and pass through
Historic Strucrure Repon -November 2008
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the plotting room. They would then pass
straight through the large gasproofing
room into the main casemate space.
Exiting through the battery room the
visitor returns through the gas doors and
out through the plotting room.
The need to have active guidance
for the visitor through the casemate
provides a good opportunity for the
guide to convey the experience of the
living and working in the casemate's
taxing conditions.The parks active
volunteer organization could be of great
help in this.
Notes for Chapter 4
, This section and the specific recommendations
on the method to be employed in carrying out
the complete condition assessment is based on
conversation with Paul Gaudette and a condition
assessment pertonned by Mr. Gaudette and the
author on the south wall of the plotting room
in September 2008. The American Concrete
Institute "Guide for Making a Condition Survey
of Concrete in Service" gives detailed definitions
and photographs. It is included as an appendix
in Washington State Parks Historic Fortification
Preservation Manual and is available from the
American Concrete Institute.
• Martin Weaver, "Fighting Rust", APT Bulletin,
Vol. 19, No. 1 {1987) Association for Preservation
Technology International, pp. 16-18.
• Ibid.
• http://www.fertanamerica.com/data_sheet.htm
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haracter Defining Features are
defined by the National Park Service
as" ... those features or elements that
give the building its visual character
and that should be taken into account in
order to preserve them to the maximum
extent possible." ' All buildings have
such features, and Fort Columbia's new
mine casemate is no exception, with
its unique situation in the landscape
and expressive use of materials. The
following features are vital to the
character of the casemate and must be
protected in any preservation activity.
These features are presented in the order
they would be encountered by a visitor
and not ranked by importance. Each
is vital to the visual character of the
casemate.

Historic Structure Report - November 2008

Relation to Chinook Point and
the Columbia River as part of the
landscape.
The situation of the casemate in
close association with the river is vital
to its function and its visual appearance.
The casemate was carefully concealed
from view from the river by its builders
both by locating it behind the knoll
of Chinook Point and by building the
high-mounded earthwork that gives the
casemate its distinctive appearance. The
newly-built earthwork was landscaped
with native plants in order to provide
cover from observation. Though this
landscape has changed over time, it
represents intentional choices by the
builders and must be protected.
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Curved entry
tunnels.
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The elegantly
curved entry tunnels
form a striking
counterpoint to the
severe entry gates and
create a strong sense
of drama as the visitor
passes from the outside
to the operational
portions of the casemate.

Doors and pipes of
gas-proofing system

On turning the
. · last corner into the
· casemate the gas doors
, immediately catch the
1 eye. The arrangement of
the gas-proofing pipes
' dominate the visual
aspects of the air locks,
gas-proofing room, and
plotting room.

Entry gateways with stripped
classical details.
The casemate does not present
itself with a conventional architectural
facade. The only real clue that one
is approaching a building are the
gateways that penetrate the hi ll. These
are very simple in execution, but are
ornamented with a stripped classical
entry that reminds one of Grecian Doric
architecture in its evocation of raw
strength.

-=---"""

Contrasting surface
treatments in
different casemate
areas
• Smooth plastered finish
of tunnels and gas-

proofing rooms.
The concrete walls of these spaces have
been finished with a thin skim coat of
plaster to fill construction voids in the
concrete. These surfaces should be kept
free of paint and other coatings, which
would destroy the visual effect of the
plastered finish.
• Plywood formboard finish in plotting
room.

The contrast between the tunnels and
the plotting room are a subtle cl ue to the
44
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accumulative construction process of the
casemate. As with the tunnels and gasremoving rooms this finish should be left
intact.
• Dark wainscot level band in casemate
proper.
The dark blue-black band on the lower
portion of the casemate operations area
walls should be preserved.

Above: Gas-proofiug pipes, plottiug room ceiling.
n,e gas-proof pipes and doors are character
defining features.

Notes for Chapter 5:
, Lee Nelson, "Architectural Character:
Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic
Buildings as an Aid to Preserving Their
Character," Preservation Brief 17, National Park
Service, Washington, D.C. 1988.

Asymmetrical plan
There is little symmetrical in the layout
of the bui ldi ng, evidence of the organic
development of the building over time.

Historic Structure Repon - November 2008
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Appendix A - Historic Photos

This photo dates from c. 1920. It is a distant view of the 1911 Sewell-type mine casemate that was replaced in 1921 by the first phase of the new mine casemate. Below is
an enlarged detail. Washington State Parks Photo.
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Above: Photo showing construction underway on one of the casemate additions,
c.1942. Washington State Parks Photo.
Below: Newly finished casemate. C.1945. Washington State Parks Photo.
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Preservation
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Architecture, Fortifications, and Preservation

active cracking

cracking showing recent movement

adaptive reuse

contemporary reuse for an existing historic structure, often with an updating of
infrastructure and added amenities, and, typically with few sustained ties to the
original historic function

adobe

sun-dried (unburnt), clay-soil brick; the clay was often mixed with chaff, straw,
chopped weeds, tule reeds, or sometimes manure for historic adobe bricks in
California, with the individual brick sizes approximately eleven by twenty-five
inches and of two-to-five inches thickness; each brick weighed about s1xry
pounds; Spanis h word derived from Arabic atob (mud)

aggregate

a constituent in cementitious mixes, usually sand or gravel

alkalinity

the presence of chemical base material such as hydrox ides and carbonates of
calcium, sodium, or potassium

alligatoring

a

ammunition hoist

a mechanical device for moving projectiles and powder from the magazine to the
level of the gun

anc illary

a dependent structure, often but not always small in scale; associated
hierarchically with a primary structure; often found in clusters with other
dependent structures

angle iron

iron or steel cross section with two legs ninety degrees apart

architectonic

resembling architecture in manner and organization

area drain

a surface drainage inlet to convey and disperse water

artificial stone

varieties of cement-based, man-made 1m1tat1ons of naturally occurrmg rock. the
laner typically quarried for building

asp halt (asphaltum)

various bituminous substances, both naturally occurring and resultant from
petroleum processing; also a bituminous substance mixed with crushed rock for
pavmg

surface cracking pattern resembling alligator skm

asp halt emulsion paint a surface coating containing emulsified asphalt for moisture protection

auto matic cannon

rapid-fire, light-caliber guns in which the force of the recoil is used to load and
fire the piece without the crew having to manually insert and fire each round

backer rod

a foam, tubular-shaped rod placed in a joint that is to receive a sealant to provide
a solid base to receive and hold sealant

backfill

filling a previous excavation

•

balanced pillar mo unt a mount for smaller caliber coast artillery, which raises the gun above the parapet
·
into the firing position and lowers it below the parapet for loading using a
telescoping cylinder

barbette carriage

a mount for seacoast artillery in which the gun remams above the parapet for

base line

a pre-surveyed horizontal line used for accurate position-finding and fire control,
with observation posts called base-end stations at either end

base-end station

observation station at either end of a base line, containing an azimuth instrument
or depression position finder, used to supply position data for the mdirect aiming

loading and firing

of coast artillery weapons

battery

•

•

a defensive structure contammg all features and appliances necessary to support
and serve a number of cannon

battery parade

the area m the rear of a banery where troops take fonnauon

Beaux•Arts

French term [Ecole Nationale et Speciale des Beaux-Ans, Paris] meaning fine
arts; label for an architectural movement and rrammg program, and for us
associated architects, I 865-19 15; loosely , architecture as fine art, charactcnzcd
by an emphasis on classical tradition; Beaux-Arts was somel!mes used as an
alternative term for Classical or Colonial Revival design m the United States
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

benching

installing fill material s m hfts

bentonite panel

an organic clay sheeting (compressed and rolled) to provide a waterproof
membrane

berm

a ledge, embankment, or shoulder, often man-made. and typically earthen; also, a
narrow path between a fortification parapet and its surrounding ditch

beton agglomere

a French term for an artificial stone of cementiuous materials m a matnx

binder

cementitious materials which chemically bind aggregates ma matrix

bitumen

rock largely consisting of hydrocarbons; naturally occumng asphah

blackboard rack

a metal frame extending from the side of the data booth m a mortar battery to
support a set of blackboards upon which firing data could be written

blast apron

a relauve\y thm paving of concrete in front of a gun emplacement that protects
the ground from erosion, reduces dust, and helps control the possibili ty of fire

blind drain

a hidden dram

bombproof

a heavily built shelter, either a separate structure or a room within a banery, that
can withstand the effects of bombardment

breast wall

a wall of breast height, typically used to provide a defensive position for infantry
soldiers

breech-loading weapon
a weapon in which the round is loaded by opening a plug at the base of the gun
tube
built environment

buildings, structures, and ancillaries comprising an inter-related man-made area,
often architectural in character

bunker

an indistinct term that generally means a heavily built structure, usually a sheller
against bombardment, that may or may not have provisions for defense; no
specific meaning in coast defense; comes into popular use during WWI

butyl membrane

a rubberized sheet membrane utilizing butyl

caliber

the minimum diameter of the bore of a firearm , and therefore the diameter of the
projectile it fires ; also used to describe the length of a cannon, expressed as a
multiple of its diameter

camouflage

the measures taken , or the material used, to conceal or misrepresent a miluary
position

cantilever

to project horizontally with one end of the structure (beam or slab) anchored mto
a pier or wall ; also, the term for such an extension or for a projecting bracket

caponier

a protrusion from the wall of a fortification , designed to allow grazing fire from
within to sweep across the scarp walls adjacent to the parapet

carbonization

fonnation of carbon from organic matter under heat and compression

casemate

a chamber within a fortification built with overhead cover, and therefore resistant

casement window

a window openmg on hinges, which are generally attached to the sides of the
window frame

castillo

the Spamsh term for fortification

cast iron

a brittle iron cast from molten iron to a specific shape

ceiling trolley

a wheeled carriage running on, or in, tracks fas1ened to the ceilmg, from which a
proJecti\c was suspended for movement

cement paint

a water-based paint containing Portland cement

cement-stabilization

to stay chemical activity in cement; to prevent further deterioration

chalking

paint deterioration caused by loss of paint binder, leaving dried pigments

chamfer

an oblique surface cut on the edge or comer of a board, usually sloping at fortyfive degrees

to bombs or high-angled shell fire

xii

•

character-defining / distinctive feature
features particular to a historic structure that distinguish and/or typify its
character in tenns of its original visual and structural design (and engineering),

and in terms of its historic function or use
cbarette

a French tenn for a small, two-wheeled cart; at the Ecole Nationale et Speciale
des Beaw:-Arts instructors collected students ' drawings for assigned projects in a

charette and the term came to be associated with the process of designing, and in
particular wi th a work in progress by a group of architecrural professionals
choke point

a constricted geographical area , easy to defend.

cold joint

a break in a construction installation; a stopping point

cold rolled steel

steel pressed and shaped without heat

columbiad

a large caliber, smoothbore, breech-loading cannon, designed to fire both shot

and shell

•

common brick

utilitarian brick used for normal-load-bearing construction

compressive force

the tendency of a mass to bear on a surface by gravity

counter-scarp wall

m field fortification, the wall opposite the scarp; more directly, the side of a
defensive ditch closest to the opposing force

crazing

random hairline surface cracking

cross fire

direct fire coming from two opposing directions at once

cultural landscape

the comprehensive (and linked) built and natural landscape defining a distinctive
cultural-use area

curing

chemical process of dehydration by which cement and aggregate harden or set

cul and fill

efficient earthwork where cut materials are used to fill low spots adjacent to the
cut

•

dado

the lower. broad part of an interior wall, fini shed in a painted or textured scheme
different from that of the overall wall surface

damp course

a thru-wall membrane to resist rising damp

deflection

defonnat1on of a structural element caused when loading exceeds resistance

deflector

a large stone placed within the mass of early concrete fortifications and intended
to deflect a projectile that might strike it, thereby protecting interior spaces

delamination

deterioration in disconnected sheets or plates

dependent structure

ancillary structure

xiii

design parameters

variables of function , need, or usage that directly affect the design of a building,
structure, or object

disappearing carriage a gun mount designed to raise the gun to firing position above the parapet by
means of a counterweight, and use the force of recoil to carry the gun back to 11S
loading position below the parapet
dog

a metal connector or strap

dormant cracking

cracking that is not active

double-hung window a sash-type window with the lower framework typically moving up and down
vertically, and the upper framework fixed ; single-paned or multi-paned in type
drip line

the !me where water is shed from a surface

dynamite batter)'

an experimental. and impractical , pneumatic gun that fired dynamite , usmg
compressed air rather than gun powder to propel the dynamne to the target

earthwork

a military construction formed chiefl y of earth, used in both defensive and
offensive operations

efflorescence

soluble salts fonnmg on a surface

elastomeric membrane
a flexible sheet of rubberized material used for moisture protection

--

elevation

a scale drawing representing a structure or building as proJected geometrically on
a vertical plane parallel to the chief dimension

embrasure

a small opening in a fortification through which the weapon fires

emplacement

a subdivision of a battery that refers to a single gun and the provision of services
necessary to its functioning; compare with pit

escutcheon plate

the door plate to which the handle is attached; or, the door plate protecting the
keyhole or locking mechanism

esplanade

a level area of a fortification

Endicott

William C. Endicott, Secretary of War under the admmistrauon of President
Grover Cleveland, associated with the program of modem1zat1on of Amencan
seacoast fortifications at the end of the nineteenth century

epoxy

a polymer-based substance where oxygen and carbon atoms bond in a unique
way; used in paints and adhesives; usually a two-component paint system where
the components are mixed to achieve the chemical reaction that results in a hard
and durable finish

existing condition

the currenl condition, inclusive of advancing deterioration, of the physical fabnc
defining a site, structure, building, or object

expansion joint

a joint used to compensate for or isolate structural movement
xiv
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fatigue

natural deterioration or loss of strength in a material

feature mapping

the accurate recording of all features in a structure, including the observable
imperfections of fabric, as a base for future preservation work or measuring the
rate of change in physical condition

field artillery

the light and medium anillery pieces, and their units, whose function 1s to
support the anny in mobile battles and campaigns, not emplaced permanently in
one area

field density

field-measure density used to determine degree of compaction; expressed as a
percentage

field review (inspection / reconnaissance)
the on-site, physical observation and analysis required to ascertain the current
conditions present at a historic property; here, when accompanied by
maintenance actions, using the Action Log (Appendix C)
fire control station

•

•

a structure housing the equipment and personnel necessary to accurately
determine the location of targets or to command the fire of severa l batteries

first system of American seacoast fortification
open fortification works of earthen construcuon, datmg to the 1790s, which
represent the first American attempt at a seacoast fortification network
flag

a flat slab of stone, or artificial stone, used for paving

flash rust

immediate corrosion of bare ferrous metals due to exposure to moisture in the air

flashing

a mechanical device used to prevent moisture infiltration

flat trajectory fire

high velocity direct fire, in which the projectile travels in a relatively straight line
to the targe1

fog base

a base line system positioned at low elevation, to act as an alternate base line in
case the view from the primary base-end stations was obscured by fog

footing

the perimeter base (or bottom) beam of a structure

formwork

the temporary mold of timber or metal boards, or sheets. that is used to give
concrete its desired form, and, to give it support until it has hardened suffic ientl y

French drain

an underground linear drain designed to intercept and disperse water

gallery

a long room or passage, typically enclosed

garrison

the troops permanently assigned to a military post

general management plan
the official master plan for a park, approved after a period of public comment

xv
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GPFgun

the U.S. 155mm gun, Model 1918 on field carriage, a large mobile artillery piece
used to supplement the fixed seacoast defenses; GPF is the acronym for Grand
Puissance, Fil/ioux or high-powered gun, named after its French designer

granolithic finish

a cement-based surface (or floor) finish for concrete resembling granite; often
applied when the concrete is fresh (green) and sometimes augmented by a surface
hardener based on sodium silicate

gravity/ convection ventilation
ventilation using natural convection or air movement caused by differential
pressure and air temperature

grazing fire

flat trajectory fire placed low along the ground or water

grit blast

high pressure air cleaning using sand or other grit

groin vault

a vault formed by the intersection of two or more barrel vaults, with the om1ss1on
of all of those parts that would lie below each of the uppermost vault fonns

groupment

an organization of firing batteries grouped together, irrespective of their
permanent units, to provide the most effective command and control of an area 's
harbor defenses

grout

a thin, coarse monar poured into the jomts of masonry and brickwork; to fill such
jomts

gun

a cannon that fires a high velocity projectile on a flat trajectory

gun platform

that portion of a permanent battery upon which the cannon is emplaced

habitat

the kind of place where a particular animal or plant lives or grows naturally, or,
thrives

harmonic movement

coordinated movement due to the effects of wind loading

historic architectural inventory
a systematic inventory recording the physical fabric and setting for historic
properties; usually accompanied by photography; here, using the Coast Defense
Resource Checklist (Appendix C)
historic structure / resource
generally, with respect to American preservation efforts , a building, structure, or
object meeting the requirements of eligibility for the National Register of
Historic Places
generally, with respect to American preservation efforts, a prehistoric or historic
archeology site meeting the requirements of eligibility for the National Register
of Historic Places

historic site

hopper window

a window opening outwards at an angle and having a bin-like appearance when
open

xvi
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horizontal crest

a coastal fortification term thal refers to the desire of the designers to keep the
highest part of a gun battery, particularly those for guns mounted on the
disappeanng carriage, flat and unmarked by any object that could be used to
identify the location of the battery from the sea

hydrostatic pressure

variation in air pressure that causes moisture to rise vert1cally m a wall

I beam

a metal structura l shape designed to withstand deflection and tw1stmg forces:

consists of flanges and web

•
•

infrastructure

the structural skeleton beneath the outer skin of a buildmg; also, the
comprehensive system underlying a cohesive group of buildings and structures

integrit)'

with respect to Amencan preservation actions, a reference to the seven pomts of
mtegrity- locauon, design, settmg, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
associatton--defined w1thm the cnteria for eligibility to the National Register of
H 1stonc Places

inter-preti,·e plan

a document that descnbcs the themes and obJecuves of a park's public education
program, and the means for reaching those objectives

jack

a mechanical device to lift

jamb

a vertical piece formmg the side of a doorway or window opening

jig

template

joist

a simple umber, steel, or precast-concrete beam supporting floor boards or
ceiling lath

laitance

a condition occurring when concrete is mixed too wet, causing cemenuuous
materials to concentrate and leaving portions of the mix cement-poor

lameUar tearing

stress-related metal deterioration

lampblack

a carbon byproduct ofbummg hydrocarbons: used as a pigment m pamt

lime mortar-

a mortar of one part lime and three pans sand

lime wash

a thin lime monar used as a pamt

lintel

a horizontal supporting member above an opening such as a window or door

loam

a loose soil composed of clay, sand, and organic matter, often highly fertile

louver

a slanted board or slat in an opening, overlapping with other boards or slats, and
arranged to admit air but to exclude rain

magazine

a room within a battery or an emplacement where munitions are kept ; often used
more narrowly to indicate a room for the storage of powder

maintenance

the ongoing efforts to clean and repair a structure m order to prevent or slow 1ts
deterioration
xvii
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Mandary flue cap

a proprietary name for a type of clay flue cap manufactured by the Superior Clay
Company in Ohio

maneuvering ring

an iron ring set into the interior wall of a gun pit to aid in moving or adjustmg the
position of the heavy weapons

microclimate

the distinctive climate of a restricted geographic area as defined within the more
encompassing climate of a region

microcrystalline wax

a fine wax with the ability to fil1 microscopic pores in materials; a sacrificial
coating and protection

mine cascmate

a heavily protected room or building specially fitted out for the firing of
submanne mines

moisture/ damp-proof membrane
a surface coating that prevents moisture infiltration
monolithic

of one material

mortar (architecture) a mixture , as of lime or cement, sand, and water, which hardens in the air and is
used for binding together bricks or stones
mortar (fortification) a cannon designed to fire projectiles in a high, arched traJectory to reach over
line-of-sight obstacles

mortar joint

the area between individual bricks or stones, and between layers of such
masonry, filled with binding material to create a compact mass

mortise

a rectangular cavity of considerable depth in a piece of wood for receiving a
corresponding projection (tenon) of another piece of wood

muntin

a slender, vertical or horizontal, wood or metal piece separating md1v1dual
window panes

muzzle--loading weapon
a weapon in which the projectile is loaded from the front. or muzzle, end of the
gun tube

National Historic Landmark
nationally significant properties in American history and archeology; recogmuon
established through the Historic Sites Act of 1935; official list maintained by the
National Park Service on behalf of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior
National Historic Site
nationally significant sites in American history and archeology; program
established through the Historic Sites Act of 1935; National Historic Sites are

fonnally a part of the U.S. National Park system and are managed as physical
property by the National Park Service
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National Register of Historic Places
the official list of historically significant national , state, and local districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects maintained by the National Park Service on
behalf of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior; established through the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966
native vegetation

vegetation indigenous to a geographic area

neat cement

a mix of one part cement and one part sand without large aggregate

open space

relatively undeveloped land set aside for its recreational, habitat, or resource

ordnance

artillery pieces and the equipment used to mamtain and fire them

Panama mount

a permanently fixed open gun platform upon which a mobile artillery piece can
be quickly placed for accurate fire and ease of traverse

parados

an earthen or concrete barrier that protects a banery from fire from the rear

paraffin paint

a paint containing petroleum-based wax

parapet

in coast defense, a wall of concrete or masonry tha t protects the cannon and those
manning it

values
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parging

coating masonry with a cement-rich wash

percolation

filtration of water through a material

pintlc

a pin or bolt, especially one on which something turns, as in a hinge

pi!

an emplacement containing two to four mortars and the provisions necessary for
their service; compare with emplacement

plan

a drawing made to scale to represent the top view or a horizontal cut of a
structure or building

planes of weakness

cold joints or planes susceptible to differential movement

plasticity index

a scale of relative value indicating swellmg or the expansive charactenst1cs of
soil

plate

a thin, flat sheet of metal or other material of uniform thickness

plotting room

a room containing the men and equipment required to develop the necessary data
to accurately aim a gun or a group of mortars

•

pneumatic gun

a gun that fires a projectile by the sudden release of highly compressed air

point

to apply a final layer of mortar to a joint
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point loading

structural loading concentrated on a small cross-sectional area, as in the load of a
beam transferred to a column

poultice

a material applied to a surface that absorbs a previous coating and draws it out

PortJand cement

a hydraulic cemeni made by burning limestone and clay

preservation

an effort to sustain the remaining physical fabric of an historic structure, with
attention to the seven points of integrity- location, design, setting, matenal s,
workmanship, feeling, and association- as defined by the criteria of the National

Register of Historic Places
presidio

the Spamsh tenn for a fortified garrison

primary structure

the key buildmg or structure defining a cluster of buildings and/ or structures: or,
the key building or structure supported by a b'TOUp of ancillary (dependent)
buildings and / or structures

prime

the first coat of a series of coats, usually paint

projectile

a genenc term for the destructive missi le thrO\I.Tl from a firearm

1>ro1cction

to provide an h1 ston c site or property with a defensive s:;s1em intended to mhibn
further loss or detenoration of the cx1stmg physical fabnc

punc hing shear

a point load actmg on a honzontal plane, as in a column restmg on a slab

rail

a horizontal timber or piece in a window framework, wainscot, or door paneling;
paired with stile

rapid-fire gun

a gun that can be loaded and fired with great rapidity because of a sing le-mo11on
breech mechanism; such guns also usually employ fixed ammunition , avoiding
the need to load the propellant and the projectile separately

rebar

reinforcing stee l bars used to provide a tensile componenc lo comprcss1 ve
cement; various shapes: billeted, deformed, smooth, and twisted

redan

a small fortification consisting of two parapets forming a salient angle, with the
rear face of the fortification open

rehabilitation

an cffot1 that minimally alters the remammg physical fabric of an histonc
property, while sometimes adding features to allow efficient contemporary use :
executed with an emphasis on the seven points of integrity- \ocat1on . design.
sening, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association-defined by the cntena
of the National Register of Historic Places

repoint

replacement of masonry joint mortar

resource management zone

geographical areas defined in a park's general management plan that are
managed according to distinct legislative and administrative requirements,
resource values, and public preference

•
•

restoration

an effort to retain, preserve, or restore the complete physical fabnc of an historic
property appropnate to a researched temporal period, with close attcnlion to the
seven points of integrity-location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feelmg, and assoc1at1on-defincd by the cntena of the National Register of
H1 stonc Places

retaining wall

a wall built to hold back a mass of eat1h; a revetment

rifled artillery

a large caliber, Jong-range weapon, with helical grooves cut m lhe bore 10 1mpan
spin, and therefore stabi li ty and accuracy, to the prOJCCt1le

riser

1hc vertical face of a stair s1ep

rising damp

moisture rising ma wall due to hydrosta ti c pressure

Rosendale cement

a Portland-type cement found m New York state; naturally occumng

sa ddle

a structural 1mplemcnt or connector

sa lients

the pon1on of a forttfication 1hat proJec1s towards 1he enemy

sally port

the protected entry way of a fon1ficallon

sash

a moveable framewo rk m which planes of glass are set, as m a window

scab

a new piece of wood attached to an ex,stmg, detenorated, or weakened member

scarp wall

m fi eld fonifica lion , the wa ll closes! to the defenders in a dnch built as an
obstruction

seacoast fortification

the fonificauon network designed and emplaced to protect naval bases, seaports
and other imponant coastal waters from the intrusion of hostile warships

second system of American seacoast fortification
open battenes and masonry-faced forts constructed by the United States to
protect strategic pomts on the Atlanuc seaboard; predominantly pnor to 1he War

of 1812

•

sect ion

a cross-sectional drawing made to scale representing a ver11cal cul through a
building or structure

Sewell building

a frame bu1ldmg clad with ccmenl stucco applied over an expanded meta l lath.
and re ferred to by the name of the army engineer officer who developed the
tec hnique , John Sewe ll

shcepsfoot roller

a heavy steel ro11er with md,vidual protruding cleats in a shape assoc iated wtth
that of the feet of sheep; used for soil compact ion

sheet lead

fla t sheets of lead used for flashing

sheet metal

flat, thm metal , usually steel or steel alloy

""'
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shell

a hollow projectile, filled wi rh explosives, designed 10 exercise destru<.·l!ve force
by explosive energy

shoring

supporting posts, beams, and auxiliary members placed against the side of a
building or structure; especially supports placed obliquely

shot

a solid proJecti lc of dense me1al, des igned to exercise destructive force through
penetration and kinetic energy

shot room

a room wi th in a battery or an emplacement for the storage of proJeculcs

sloughin g (soil)

the movement or partial collapse of an earthen slope

shutt ering

overlapping or shee1 materials to shed water; shmglmg

sidewalk concrete

concrete with a granolithic finish or with a finish of small stones 1mbeddcd in
cement

significan ce

generally in American preservation efforts, defined through the four cntena (A,
B, C, and D) of the National Register of His1onc Places: summarized as
significance associated with key hlS[Onc events (A), the lives of 1mportan1
persons (8), estab lished architectural or engmeenng ment (C), and , the poten tia l
to yield wonhy new mformation m history or prehistory (D).

sill

a horizontal timber, block , or the like, serving as the foundation for a wall; the
horizontal piece beneath a window, door, or other opening

smoothbore artHlcry

large ca liber weapons with smooth, unrifled bores, designed to fire sphcncal shot
or shell (''cannonballs")

so il groutin g

inJection of hme or cement into soi l for stability

sonic meter

a device usi ng sound waves to determine relative density

soundin g hamm er

a ham mer used to strike concrete to dctcnmne cons istency by the charactens11cs
of the sound

spall

1he Oakmg off of a matcnal caused by expansion and con1n.ic11on. or by matcnal
decomposition

speaking tub e

a metal tube, either 1mbcdded in the body of concrelc or suspended from the
ccilmg, through wh ich voice comm unicauon could be had between vanous pans
of an emplacement or battery

spli ot erproof

a heavy concrete roof designed to prolect against shell fragments

stabilization

to reestablish the structural equilibrium of an historic building or structure, or, to
arrest fu rther de1erioration to an historic property or site, generally

stanchion

an uprigh! bar, beam, post, or support, as in a window, stall, or companment

stewardship

the management ofa property, site, or hi storic resource
xxi1
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stile

a vertical member in a wainscot, window, paneled door, or other piece of
framing; paired with rail

strategic

military art and sc ience applied on the large sca le to the employment of nations ,
their resources, armies and fleets

siud

a post or upright wood member in the wall of a building

stirrup

a shaped piece of reinforcing steel designed to tie two (top and bonom)
horizontal rows of reinforcing

substrate
suction spotting

a raw, base material (wood substrate to pamt); underlying layer
inconsistent absorption by a porous substrate caused by inconsistent surface

preparation; volatile solvents evaporate

•

al

different rates

surface bonding

chemica l or friction connecuon between a substrate and applied finish surface

tactical

military art and science applied to the employment of small scale units and
capabilities of particular weapons

tamping

manipulation of concrete in a form to settle concrete and e liminate vOJds

Taylor-Raymond hoist
the most successful of several ammunition hoist designs , developed by Harry
Taylor through a series of improvements upon an earlier design by Rohen
Raymond ; Taylor and Raymond were both anny engineer officers

telautograph booth

a free.standing concrete structure (but also a recess) that housed a telautograph ,
an electro•mechanical distance writing instrument

tensile force

force which seeks to pull materials apart

terreplein

a tenn that dates from much earlier fortification practice and meaning the area of
a rampart where guns could be maneuvered; by the 1890s, it was used most often
to indicate the ground level of a battery, but it soon fell out of use

thermal expansion / contraction
differential movement due to change in size caused by changes in temperature
third system of American seacoast fortification
a system of pcnnanent masonry forts and supplementary batteries. designed
between the War of 1812 and the Civil War, to improve upon the protecuon of
strategic pomts along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States

tongue-and-groove joint

•

a common joint consisting of a projecting strip along the edge of a board and a
matching groove on the edge of the next board

tramway

a light rail line upon which ammunition carts could be pushed or hauled by hand
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transfer drawing

a detailed drawing made by U.S . Anny engineers when a completed battery was
transferred to the artillery service; it provided in structions about the use and care
of all the equipment and facih ties furnished with the battery

transit

an optical instrument used to sci Imes, grades, and elevations

traverse

m fortifications, the structure on either side of an emplacement that provides
protection from flanking fire; when referring to a cannon and its carriage, it can
also mean movement to the left or the nght

treatment plan

a plan describing specific operations used m maintaining or presenting
architectural properties

trench drain

a linear drain designed to convey, intercept, or trap water

t urret mount

a weapon mounted in a rotating, armored enclosure

variable-burning powder
propellant charge consisting ofvanous sized grains of powder, wh ich will
therefore bum at different rates; the effect will accelerate the projectile more
gradually out the gun tube, providing increased ultimate velocity and less strain
on the gun barrel
viewshed

the panoramic, or otherwise fully encompassing, view from an historic site or
property

water battery

a gun battery placed to lay grazing fire across the water

whitewash

a mix a hydrated white lime, alum, water used as a surface coatmg

wytbe

the width of a brick

•

Metals: General
Metal items associated with the coastal fortifications
around San Francisco Bay include iron and structural
steel in the form of steel beams and other srructural
shapes. reinforcing steel in the form of twisted,
billeted, and deformed bars, imbedded steel items
and hardware, metal handrails, metal doors and
windows, and anchors and connectors. The use of
structural metal items changed with the development
of concrete construction, particularly from the late
nineteenth century to the beginning of World War I.
lmbedded metal items and hardware such as
maneuvering rings and anchoring pla1es changed
little Handrails evolved from small square bar rails
and chain rails to pipe rails with threaded
connections.

Detail. Iron stanchion and ch ain rail.

Id e ntifi cati o n :
The detection of metal deterioration is bes!
accomplished by a structural engineer.
However, many problems arc visib le through
careful and systematic inspection. Whatever
symptoms are found, professional evaluation is
recommended. The signs of metal deterioration
include:

Ca uses of Deter io.-ation:
1.

•

2.

3.
4.
5.

•

Corrosion: Iron, steel and other metal may
suffer from corrosion due to chemical and
electrochemical reactions which cause the metal
to oxidize or combine with chemicals such as
carbonates or sulfides. The salt• and moisrure.
rich environment of the coastal fortifications is
particularly hard on metals. Contact between
dissimilar metals can also cause eleccrochemical
reactions.
Fatigue: Structural iron and steel may be subject
to metal fatigue due to excessive loading,
repetitive movemenl due to wind loading, or
stress from cyclical loading. Harmonic
movement from wind loading and seismic
movement can also cause fatigue .
Impact: Equipment and vehicles impacting
structural metals can cause localized damage that
can lead to further deterioration and failure.
Lamellar Tearing: Tearing at welded joints
results from improper welding practices.
Loose Connections: Structural steel joints and
connec tions may loosen due to impact, vibration,
or stress on connectors and anchors such as bolts
and nuts.

1. Wearing away of metal surfaces.
2. Cracks, especially at points of maximum
stress .
3. Localized distortion, twisting, or bending .
4. Paint or coating fai lure (an indi cation of
underlying metal stress).
5. Misalignment.
6. Lack of plumb or level, sagging, or
deflection .
7. Rusting or staining.
8. Loose bolts, rivets, or other connectors.
9. Broken welds.
10. Visible movement.

Inspectio n and Testing:
Inspection can identify deleterious conditions
and distinguish among the various materia ls and
conditions but testing and laboratory analysis
may be required to identify hidden cond itions,
particularly those within masses of concrete.
Such testing may be required whe re structura l
failure has occurred or where failure is eminent.
This type of testing is besl recommended by a
corrosion or structural engineer. Testing
methods include the use of ground.penetrating
radar, X•ray analysis, and sonic penetration.
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Metals: Structural Iron and Steel
Structural iron and steel ilcms include I-beams.
angles, channels, rails, bars, and smooth, twisted,
defom1ed, or billeted reinforcing bars . Structural
1ron and steel, where exposed, shou ld be inspected
regularly and treated promptly to prevent further
de1erioration.

Replacement of Deteriorated or Damaged
Men1bers:

Battery Dynamite power plant. Spalled concrclc
and exposed rtbar.

Replacement of structural items should be a last
resort to prevent structural failure or damage lo
adjacent histonc fabric. Replacement should be with
similar ma1erials if hidden and with matching
matenals if exposed.

Relief from Excessive Loading:
Excessive loading of structural beams suc h as !beams or reinforcing stee l can be reduced by
reducing the loadmg or by adding add1t1onal
suppons 10 nansfer or redistnbute the loading.
Plant growth, vegetation, and trees , and trapped
moisture can contribute to loads in overhead
eanhworks. Additional suppons, in the form of
support columns and pla1es can be useful is
transferring loads. Additional supports should
be designed by a structural engineer and
carefully placed to avoid punching shear or point
loading where bearing capacity is inadequate.

Repair of Deteriorated or Damaged
Members:
Repair of strucrural metal, in place, is preferable to
removal and replacement. Surface patching and
filling should be done with metal fillers such as
automobile repair compounds.

Prevention of Corrosion:
Corrosion is prevented by removal to bare metal and
the application of appropriate protective coatings.
Sandblasting, or gritblasring, is the preferred method
of removal of rust and corrosion from steel but may
cause damage to wrought and cast iron. Gritblasting
should be limited to specific areas of corrosion and
adjacent areas protected with plywood. Where meral
items such as doors can be removed, i1 is preferable
10 remove the item and gritblast and prime coat the
item in protected shop conditions. After cleaning 10
bare metal, the metal surface should be wiped with a
solvent and a primer should be immediately applied.
Priming should be followed by finish pain1ing with at
least two coats of approved paint material applied
according to the manufacturer's written instructions .
A single manufacturer for the primer and top coats is
recommended to insure compatibility. Specific
painting and coating treatment is addressed in
Finishes: Wood and Mela! Coatings.

Con nectors:
Bolts, nuts, rivets, anchoring plates, and other
connectors should be inspected. All loose
connectors should be tightened and monitored.
Replace missing connectors.
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Metals: Imbedded Hardware
Imbedded metal items include wrought iron
maneuvering rings, brass hinges, window bars, and
other miscellaneous fittings. These items are set into
concrele or masonry either being cast-in-place or
attached to cast-in-place anchors. lmbedded me1al
items can have corrosion problems that can affect the
masonry or concrete into which they are set.
Weakened planes can form around the imbedded
item and can contribute 10 cracking and spalling.
Battery Duncan. Double-bung window at travuu
wall showing grill with decorative points.

Wrought Iron Maneuvering Rings:
Wrought iron maneuvering rings are set in concrete
on walls adjacent to fortification gun positions. The
rmgs were designed to be used in the placement and
setting of guns on their mounts. The rings are in
good condition and require only regular inspection,
cleaning, and protective coating.

Window Bars:
Hand-fabricated, wrought iron and steel bars are
installed in some window openings. The
openings are in masonry or concrete walls . The
bars are simple vertical rods set on horizontal bar
stock which is anchored into the concrete at the
window jambs. The bars arc flattened at the top
ends to form a decorative ''spear point" design .
The bars have suffered vandalism in the form of
bending and distortion. In some cases bars have
been removed . Anchorage of the horizontal bars
in jambs has become loose . Treatment involves
removal of the bars, reworking in a metal shop,
and rcinstallation. Repair concrete and masonry
jambs if required.

Hinges:

•

Brass pivot hinges are set in concrete walls adjacent
to masonry openings and suppon iron strap hinge
assemblies attached to wood or metal doors. The
brass hinge portion is in direct contact with the iron
hinge portion and the electrochemical reaction causes
corrosion and efflorescence. Treatment should be
directed at isolating the two incompatible metals.
For efficiency, o-eatmen1 of the doors should be
coordinated with isolating the metals.

I.

Remove metal or wood doors from hinges .

2.

Clean brass hinges free of efflorescence using an
approved chemical cleaner and brass wool.

3.

Install a solid neoprene gasket and sleeve over
the brass hinge portion.

4.

Rehang door. Treatment and repair of doors is
covered in Doors and Windows: General;
Treannent for Doors; and Hardware .

For restoration purposes, removal of window
bars and other imbedded items may be required.
When bars are loose , the metal may be heated
sufficient 10 bend the metal, or cut for removal .
Where inset metal has already caused spalling or
masonry deterioration, break out additional
material, repa!T metal, reinstall, and patch
masonry .

•
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Metals: Handrails and Guardrails
Handrails at the fortifications. ~re of three types:
Solid square wrought iron bars, cham rails, and pipe
rails. Few of lhc early square section bar rails and
cham rails from the Endicott and Taft pcnods are
extant, although many examples of pipe rails remain
mtacl . Retention of existing original metal railings
and mstallauon of new railings to replace missing
elements is important for safety and as characterdefining features. The square-section raihngs are set
m sleeved holes cast into the concrete. The risers for
the rails are set in cement or mohen sulfur grout.
Pipe rails arc set in escutcheon plates bolted to nsers
at the concrete. In some cases, p1perail uprights are
screwed mto escutcheon plates bolled to concrete .
Ruis are connected by four-ways , elbows, and Ts.
The JOmts arc threaded. Ong111al pipe rails were
primed and painled .

Trea tment:

Typi(:al pip~ rail detail.

Ra1hngs should be repaired or replaced to meet
standards that require raihngs 10 resist a lateral load
of200 pounds at any point along the rail.

ew Railings:
I.

Existing Railings:
l.

2.

4

Tighten all joints at screwed or bolted
connections. Replace bent or severely
deteriorated components to match original
materials. Verify secure anchorage .
Gritblast metal railings and wipe down with
so lvent to remove residue and flash'corrosion.
Pnme unmed1ately and paint.
Wrought iron bar rails and cham rails requue
solvent deaning and waxmg.

2.

3.

4.

Bantry KJrby. Handrails.
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Design new railings 10 match existmg
origmal railings . Pipe railings are typically
two-inch outer diameter, thick-walled, black
iron piping with cas1 ornamental ball joml
connectors. Railings are anchored into pipe
sleeves cast or drilled inlo the concre1e and
grouted in place . The joint between the pipe
and concrete is covered with an escutcheon
plate and screwed m place.
Fabncate railings as specified from pipe of
the proper diameter. Ball joint connectors
ma.y require special casung. Rails are to be
shop primed .
Install new railings . Clean out existing
sleeves and se1 railings plumb and level.
Grout in place using a non-shrink metallic
grout. Install escu1chcons .
Fabricate wrought iron bar rails and
stanchions for chain rails from mild steel 10
ma1ch original construcuon.

•

Metals: Ferrous, Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous metals includes military hardware
attached to or set in the fonification s. hems include
gun mounts, armored conduits, surface mounted
boxes for electrical and communications equipment,
ammunition handling equipment and other items.

Treatment:
1.

Clean metal item free of dirt, oils, debris,
corrosion, and deteriorated paint.

2.

Brush or clean to bare metal or to stable paint

Battery Marcus Miller. Counterweight C3ble
pulley for ammunition hoist door-s.

level and wipe with solvent.

•

3.

Secure anchorage devices.

4.

Apply approved coatings .

Battery Stotsmburg.McKinnon. Ammunition
supply tramway and turntable in central corridor
between pies.
Battery Marcus Miller. Steps leading from loading
platform to working platform.

Battery Construction #129. Emplacemenl two,
grill above entry gates.

•

Battery Crosby. Emplacement one, support for
camouflage, corner of loading platform. Note also,
ventilator opening to left; hu.vy asphalt coating on
floor.
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Annotated Bibliography
The annotated bibliography provided below is not intended to offer a comprehensive list of references
used in compi ling the Seacoast Fortificario11s Preservation Manual. While the materials do include some
references used in the preparation of the text, the fullest citations for these documents is in the endnotes
follow ing each chapter. Also not included here are the National Park Service sources and general advised
archives mentioned in Chapter 4, "Standards and Guidelines for the Preservation Process." The materials
discussed herein are intended to guide future researchers and preservationists of coast defense
fortifica ti ons, both in San Francisco and generally. Each of the KEA authors contributed to the annotated
bibliography, with an emphasis on professional specialty. Items bolded within the list are those
esse ntial to work on the San Francisco coast defenses and their prese rvation.

Books

Elliott, Ceci l D. Technics and Architecture. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1992.
A useful reference organized by materials and techniques tracing the origins and
development of steel, concrete, glass, plumbing, and other items.

Floyd, Dale E. Defending America's Coasts, 1775 - 1950: A Bibliography. Alexandria, Virginia:
Office of History, U.S. Army Co rps of Engineers, 1997.
A comprehensive and useful aid to any research project dealing with coast
fortifications. Floyd 's familiarity with the subject and thoroughness of
approach makes this work a standard. The bibliograph y is oriented toward
historical sources rather than preservation and mainteoance--however, these
subjects may be touched upon in some of the references.

Gillmore, Quincy Adams. Beton Agglomere. Professional Papers, No. I 0, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1871.
An extremely rare analysis of a French construction technique that utilized cement
reinforced with iron. Includes diagrams and illustrations of bridges and aqueducts
under construction.

Gillmore, Quincy Adams. Limes, Hydraulic Cemenls & Mortars. Practical Treatise No. 9. New York: 0.
Van Nostrand, 1863 .
A very rare publication by the U.S. Army's expert in cement and mortars during
the last half of the nineteenth century. Includes early references to American and
European cement manufacture and applications to military construction. Includes
diagrams of early kilns and cement manufacturing equipment.
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Graf, Don. Basic Building Data, 10,000 Timeless ConstrucJion Facrs. New York: Yan Nostrand Reinholt

Company, I 949.
A compilation of fundamental building information (materials and techniques)
current in 1949, with useful illustrations and clear text.

Hughes, Quentin. Military Architecture. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1974.
An overview of European examples through the nineteenth century, and useful as
an introduction to fortification forms that would have been familiar to the builders
of the San Francisco defenses.

Mallory, Keith and Arvid Ottar. The Architecture of War. New York: Pantheon Books, 1973.
This older volume remains useful for the breadth of its inquiry into the subject, as
well as for its portrayal of the contributions of military design to more
conventional building types.

•

Ramsey. Charles George and Harold Reeve Sleeper. Architectural Graphic Standards. New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1936. Second edition.
A useful desktop reference for the hi storic architect, with many materials and
techniques from the period, such as metal pipe handrail s and clay drainage tile
shapes and sizes.

Texas Historical Commission. Handbook of Maintenance Techniques. Austin : Texas Historical
Commission, 1984.
A maintenance manual prepared for the historic buildings in Galveston, Texas,
with excellent references on the causes of masonry deterioration and moisture
related deterioration.

Turner, C.A.P. Concrete Steel Construction. Minneapolis: Farnham Printing & Stationary Company,

1909.
An early, and rare, technical manual for reinforced concrete (called concrete-steel
construction at the time). Includes structural calculations, design of reinforcing
steel and concrete mix design. Include s examples from the period .

•
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Winslow, Eben Eveleth. Notes on Seacoast Fortification Construction. Number 61 in the Occasional
Papers of the Engineer School. Washington; Government Printing Office, 1920.
The basic treatise on the design and construction of coastal fortifications in the
United States. Winslow's contribution, aside from his own considerable
insights into the subject, was in th e organization and interpretation of the
engineering mimeographs that formed the core of his work.
The
mimeographs are now difficult 10 locate, and Notes 100 was considered rare
until republish ed by the Coast Defense Study Gro up. This reproduced
reference consists of two parts, a hardcover volume of text and a softcover
volume containing th e referenc ed plates.

Governm ent Docum ents

Brown, Mora1g and Paul Pattison. Beacon Hill Fort . Cambridge: RCHM England, I997 .
An example of an attractively produced survey and inventory of a coastal
fortification with extant features from the 1890s to World War II. The emphasis
on detailed physical descriptions is not always useful , but it is a successful
demonstration of how a survey may be presented to the public.

Fon Glanville Conservation Park Managemem Plan. National Parks and Wildlife Service. Department
of Environment and Planning, South Australia, 1988.

A detailed and comprehensive study of Fort Glanville, a small coastal fortificauon
in South Austra lia. The approach is a familiar one, beginning with an historical
oven •iew, presentation of significance, and description of significance; followed
by a careful description of existing features, and concluding with recommendations
for treatment and implementation.

Lon nquest, John C. and David F. WinkJer. To Defend and Deter: The Legacy of th e United St01es
Cold War /tfissile Program, USACERL fU.S. Army Const ruction and Engineering Laboratory!
Special Report 97/01. Rock Island, Illinois: Defense Publishing Service, November 1996.
Conducted as a research effort under the Department of Defense Legacy
Resource Management Program, the 600-page volume addresses the complete
American mjssile program of the Cold War years, from 1945 through 1989.
The Nike program, inclusive of its precursors, is handled in several chapters.
Part I of the study offers a history of the U.S. Cold War missile program; Part
II, system profiles for the weapons systems; and, Part Ill, a state-by-state
listing of deployment sites.
Look, David, AJA , and Dirk H. R. Spennemann, PhD. For Future Use: A Managem enr Conserva1io11
Plan f or the World War II Sites in the Republic of the Marshall Islands. San Francisco and Albury,
NSW: the National Park Service and Charles Sturt University, 1993.
Particularly helpful for its coverage of treatment techniques for ordnance and other
military objects of metal, but may be li mited in non-tropical areas.
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Martini, John A. and Stephen A. Haller. What We Have We Sita/I Defend: An Interim History and
Preservation Plan for Nike Site SF-88L, Fort Barry, California. San Francisco: National Park
Service, Golden Gate Nat ional Recreation Area, 1998.
The Martini and Haller study offers a thorough look at the Nike antiaircraft
program in the San Francisco Bay Area, with a focus on the installation
known as Nike Site SF-88L. The continuing preservation interpretations
efforts undertaken at SF-88L offer a model for such Cold War sites,
nationwide. The Department of Defense Legacy project, To Defend and Deter,
completed in 1996, offers an excellent companion volume to this study.

Thompson, Erwin N. Historic Resource Study Seacoast Fortifications San Francisco Harbor Golden
Gate National Recreation Area California. Denver: National Park Service, Historic Preservation
Team, May 1979.

•

Thompson's 650-page study provides the definitive research for the coast
defense fortifications of the San Francisco Bay to date. Although Thompson
does not discuss historic materials in his work, the research and citations
offered here wiJJ continue to guide future historians of the fortifications-a nd
indeed, will provide signposts to all those attempting the preservation of the
coast defense sites for many years to come. Especially useful arc references to
archival materials held in Washington, D.C .

U.S. Army, Chief of Engineers, A,mual Report of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, to the Secretary
of War. Washington, D.C.: 1869-1903.
Covering a long range of years, the Annual Report offers the starting point for
detailed information on historic materials and practices at the San Francisco
batteries, as well as at a number of the ancillaries. The Army did not name
the batteries until 1902, and hence a researcher using the Annual Reports
must be familiar with the historic emplacement numbering and gun sizes for
the batteries being so ught in order to decipher the information. The Annual
Reports require close and repeated reading to glean facts, often necessitating a
back-and-forth approach to understanding the work proceeding at single
batteries.
Information is typically not given ln a linear or strictly
chronological way, but is extremely useful.

•
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Periodicals: History
Two currently published English-language periodicals concentrate on fortifications. FORT is
published ann ua lly by the Fortress Study Group of Great Britain, and covers fortifications of all
types throughout the wo rld. It is a refereed academic journal and the quality of its articles is high.
The Coast Defense Study Group Journal is published quarterly by the Coast Defense Study Group,
an organization based in the United States. It has as its focus the defense built b)' the United States;
the articles are edited but not refereed, and they tend to concentrate on the technology of the
defenses.

FORT and the Coast Defense Study Group Journal seldom contain articles
discussing the maintenance or preservation of fortificat1ons--however they are
excellent sources of historical and interpretive information.
A third journal, Fortress, is no longer published, although it is still easil y available at the time of thi s
writing. Jt presented articles of defensive structure from all periods, prehistoric to modem. The emphasis
was on historical summary and description of works, and often addressed fortifications lhat were open to
the public. Diversity is the message to be gained from Fortress, both in the geography covered and the
fortifica tions presented.

Also of interest are several foreign-language periodicals. They are noted here chiefly as an indication of
the growing interest in fortifications as a class of historic properties.

DAWA (Deutsches Atlantik Wall Archiv) Nachrichten - The title is a little
misleadmg. While the central theme is often the defense of the Atlantic Wall,
there are many articles about the defenses of other periods and loca tions. German
language articles.
IBA (Jnteressengemeinschaft far Befestigungsanlagen beider Welrkriege)
Jnformarionen - The coverage is of European subjects anJ emphasizes technical
description over matters of preservation or interpretation. German language
articles.
Forteca - A glossy quarterly magazine that includes a great many unusual
fortifications from eastern Europe, often with indications of present use. Of the
periodicals mentioned here, Forteca is the only one that devotes regular coverage
to the designers and builders of fortifications. The Polish language articles are
accompanied by brief summaries in English.
Fortifications & Patrimoine - Similar to Forteca, but with more color and better
reproduction. The geographic extent of the French-language journal is Europe and
Scandinavia, spanning the period from the 1870s to post-World War II; there is
little coverage of preservation-related subjects.
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Periodicals: Arcl,itecture

The researcher of San Francisco coast defense fortifications is also advised to review the historic
California architectural journals, most especially California Architect a11d Building News for the late
nineteenth century, and, Architect and Engineer of California for the twentieth century after 1906.
In addition, small, limited-run architectural periodicals will yield substantial information on
historic practices and materials pertinent to the batteries. Such journals may be held at th e San
Francisco Public Library; the Bancroft Library at the University of California, Berkeley; th e
Environmental Design (Architecture) Library at the University of California, Berkeley; and, in the
California Room of the California State Library, Sacramento. Examples include Th e A rchitect and
Pacific Coast Architect (both of San Francisco).

Those seeking information on historic engineering practices are also recommended to review
national engineering journals, particularly Engineering News-Record and Civil E11gineeri11g.

•

A final recommendation, not yet reviewed for its usefulness to coast defense fortifications, are the
journals and publications associated with the American Portland Cement Manufacturers
Association. This association had a major impact on the concrete industry and is historically, and
currently, headquartered in Detroit, with a research library. The key journal series begins with the
title Concrete £11gineering, becoming sequentially Cement Age, Co11crete-Cement Age, and Concrete,
over a period spanning from the turn of the twentieth century into the 1960s. The journal run,
although changing titles over the decades, is very well illustrated, with significant discussions of
expe rimentation with reinforced concrete and associated cement-based surfacing applications.
Complete runs of this journal sequence are rare, but partial runs arc often found in major
university engineering libraries and special collections. Also very useful for excellent discussions of
advances in the design and engineering of reinforced concrete structures from the 1920s forward is
the Journal oft/Je American Co1'crete Institute .

•
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C crete is an extraordinarily versatile building material
for utilitarian, ornamental, and monumental
s ctures since ancient times. Composed of a mixture
of sand, gravel, crushed stone, o r other coarse material,
d together with lime or cement, concrete undergoes
a chemical reaction and hardens when water is added.
rting reinforcement adds tensile strength to
structural concrete elements. TI1e use of reinforcement
cmtributes significantly to the range and size of
building and structure types that can be constructed
with concrete.
While early twentieth century proponents of modern
concrete often considered it to be permanent, it is,
like all materials, subject to deterioration. This Brief
provides an overview of the history of concrete and
itii popularization in the United States, surveys the
principal causes and modes of concrete deterioration;
outlines approaches to repair and protection that
are appropria te to hi storic concrete. ln the context of this
Brief, historic concrete is considered to be concrete used
mconstruction of structures of historical, architectural,
or:engineering interest, whether those structures are old
or relatively ,new.

mixed with water, was placed between wooden forms,
tamped, and allowed to dry in successive la yers. Tabby
was later used by the English settlers in the coastal
southeastern United States.
The early history of concrete was fragmented,
with developments in materials and construction
techniques occurring on different continents and in
various countries. ln the United States, concrete was
slow in achieving widespread acceptance in building
constru ction and did not begin to gain popularity unti l
the late nineteenth century. It was more readily accepted
for use in transportation and infrastructure systems.
The Erie Canal in New York is an example of the
early use of concrete in transportation in the United
States. The natural hydraulic cement used in the canal
construction was processed from a deposit of limestone
found in 1818 near Chittenango, southeast of Syracuse.
The use of concrete in residential construction was

Brief History of Use and Manufacture
ancient Romans found that a mixture of Lime putty
pozzolana, a fine volcanic ash, wou ld harden
unde_r water. l11e resu lting hydraulic cement became
a DlaJ?r feature of Roman building practice, and was
u d m many buildings and engineering projects
has bridges and aqueducts. Concrete technology
wa~kept alive during the Middle Ages in Spain and
ica. The Spanish introduced a form of concrete to
New World in the first decades of the sixteenth
a ~ry, referred to as " tapia" or "tabby." This material,
ixture of lime, sand, and shell or stone aggregate

Figure 1. The Sebastopol House in Seguin, Texas, is an 1856'3rcek
Reviual-style house constructed of lime concrete. Lime concrete
or "limecrete·' was a popular construction material, as it could be
made inexpensively from local materials. By 1900, the town l,ad
approximntely 11i11ety limecrete struct11res, twenty of which remai11.
Photo: Texas Parks and Wildlife Departme11f.

Extensive construction in concrete a lso occur red thrc
the system of coastal fortifications commissioned by
federa l govern ment in the 1890s for the Atlantic, Pad
and Gulf coasts. Unlike most concrete construction
to that time, the special requirements of coastal
fortifications ca lled for concrete wa lls as much as 201
thick, often at sites that were difficu lt to access. MajQ
structures in the coastal defenses of the 1890s wereb
of mass concrete with no internal reinforcing, a pract
that was replaced by the use of reinforcing bars in
fortifications constructed afte r about 1905.
Figure 2. Chatterton House was the home of tl1e posl trader at Fort
Fred Steel i11 Wyoming, one of 5el>eral forts established in the 1860s
to protect tile U11io11 Pacific Railroad. TIie walls of Ille post trader's
ho11se were built using stone aggregate and lime, williout cement.
TIie use of /Iris material presents special preservatio11 challenges.

publicized in the second edition of Orson S. Fowler's A

Home for All (1853) which described the advantages of
"gravel wa ll" construction to a wide audience. The town
of Seguin, Texas, thirty-five miles east of San Antonio,
already had a number of concrete buildings by the 1850s
and came to be ca lled "The Mother of Concrete Citi es,"
with approximately ninety concrete buildings made
from local "lime water" and gravel (Fig. 1).

The use of reinforced concrete in the United States di
from 1860, when S.T. Fowler obtained a patent fora
reinforced concrete wall. In the early 1870s, William!
Ward built his own house in Port Chester, New Yor~
using concrete reinforced with iron rods for all strudl
elements. Despite these developments, such construd
remained a novelty until after 1880, when innovatioo
introduced by Ernest L. Ransome made the use of
reinforced concrete more practicable. Ransome mad~
many contributions to the development of concrete
construction technology, including the use of twisted
reinforcing bars to improve bond between the concrei
and the steel, which he patented in 1884. Two yearsb
Ransome introduced the rotary kiln to United States
cement production. The new kiln had greater capacih
and burned more thorough ly and uniformly, a llow~
development of a less expensive, more uniform, and
more reliable manufactured cement. Improvements ii
concrete production initiated by Ransom led to a mUO
greater acceptance of concrete after 1900.

Impressed by the economic advantages of poured gravel
wa ll or " li me-grout" construction, the Quartermaster
General's Office of the War Department embarked on a
campaign to improve the quality of building fo r frontier
military posts. As a result, lime-grout structures were
constructed at severa l western posts soon after the Civi l
War, including Fort Fred Steele and Fort Laramie, both
in Wyoming (Fig. 2). By the 1880s, sufficien t experience
had been gained with unreinforced concrete to permit
construction of much larger buildings. A notable
example from this period is the Ponce de Leon Hotel in
St. Augustine, Florida.

The Lincoln Highway Association, incorporated in
1913, promoted the use of concrete in construction CX,
coast-to-coast roadway system. The goal of the Lincci
Highway Association and highway advocate Henry
8. Joy was to educate the country in the need for goo!
roads made of concrete, with an improved Lincoln

Figure 3. The Lincoln Highway Association promoted construction of
a high quality continuous hard surface roadway across the country.
TIie Boys Scouts of America installed concrete road markers along the
Lincoln Highway in 1928.

Figure 4. The highly ornamental co11crete panels on the ex/eri(t
facade of the Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette, Illinois, i11/J91
the work offabricator John]. Earley, known as "the man who/Ill,
concrete beautiful."

5. Fo/Jowi,ig World War II, arcllitects and engineers took
tage of improuemenls in concrete production, quality control,
vanas in precast concrete to design stmct11res such as the Police
H uarters building in Philade/pllia, Pem1sylva11ia, ca11structed 111
J96J. Photo: Courtesy of the Philadelphia Police Department.

Figure 6. The Bailey Magnet School ill Jackson, Mississippi, was
designed as Ille Jack.,;o,i Jrmior Higlt School by the firm ofN.W.
Ot,erstre_et & Tow11 in 1936. TIie streamlined building exemplifies the
appl1cabdity of concrete lo cr1•ali11g a modern architect11rnl aesthetic.
PIiato: Bill Burri~, 811rris/Wag11on Arclritects, P.A.

way as an example. Concrete "seedling miles"
constructed in remote areas to emphasize the
·ority of concrete over unimproved dirt. The
·ation believed that as people learned about
ete, they would press the government to construct
g roads throughout their states. Americans'
enthusiasm for good roads led to the involvement
of federal government in road-building and the
creation of numbered U.S. routes in the 1920s (Fig. 3).

"'

During the early twentieth centu ry, Ernest Ransome
in Beverly, Massachusetts, Albert Kahn in Detroit, and
Richard E. Schmid t in Chj cago, promoted concrete
for in "Factory Style" utilitarian buildings w ith
posed concrete frame infilled with expanses
. Thomas Edison's cast-in-place reinforced
te homes in Union Township, New Jersey
), proclaimed a similarly functional emphasis
idential construction. From the 1920s onward,
te began to be used with spectacular design
ts: examples include John J. Earley's Meridian
Park in Washington, D.C.; Louis Bourgeois'
rant, graceful Baha'i Temple in Wilmette, Illinois
1953), for which Earley fabricated the concrete
4); and Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater
Bear Run, Pennsylvania (1934). Continuing
ovements in quality control and development
ovative fabrication processes, such as the
~ton method for precast concrete, provided
asmg opportunities for architects and engineers.
ht's Guggenheim Museum in New York City
); Geddes Brecher Qualls & Cunningham's Police
quarters building in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1); and Eero Saarinen's soaring terminal building at
International Airport outside Washington, D.C.,
the lWA terminal at Kennedy Airport in New
0 (1%2), exemplify the masterful use of concrete
ved in the modern era (Fig. 5).

Figure 7. Detailed bas reliefs as well as sculptures, such as this lion at
the Bailey Magnet Sc/loo/, co11/d be used as ornamentation 011 concrete
buildings. Sculpt11ral concrete elements were typically cast in molds.
Throughout the twentieth cenh1ry, a wide range of
architectural and engineering structures were built using
concrete as a practical and cost-effective choice-and
concrete also became valued for its aesthetic qualities.
Cast in place and precast concrete were readily adapted
to the Streamlined Moderne style, as exemplified by the
Bailey Magnet School in Jackson, Mississippi, designed
as the Jackson Junior High School by N.W. Overstreet
& Town in 1936 (Figs. 6 and 7). The school is one of
many concrete buildings designed and constructed
under the auspices of the Public Works Administration.
Recreational structures and landscape features also
utilized the structural range and unique character of
exposed concrete to advantage, as seen in Chicago's
Lincoln Park Chess Pavilion, designed by Morris
Webster in 1956 (Fig. 8), and the Ira C. Keller Fountain
in Portland Oregon, designed by Lawrence Halprin in
1969 (Fig. 9). Concrete was also popular for building
interiors, with ornamental features and exposed
structural elements recognized as part of the design
aesthetic (See Figs. 10 and 11 in sidebar).

Concrete Characteristics
Historic Interiors
The expanded use of concrete provided new opportunities to
create dramatic spaces and o rnate a rchitectural detail on the
interiors o f buildings, at a significant cost savings over traditional
construction practices. 11,c arch.itectun1I d esign o f the Berkeley
City Club in Berkeley, Californ ia, expressed Moorish and Gothic
elemen ts in concrete on the interior of the building (Fi g. 10). Used
as a woman's social club, the building was designed by noted
Ca lifornia architect Julia Morgan and constructed in 1929. The
vaulted ceil ings, columns, and ornamental capitals of the lobby
and the ornamental arches and beamed cei li ng of the "plunge" are
al l constructed of concrete.

Figrirc 10. The Berkeley Cily Cfob has significant i11terior spaces 1mdfeat11rl!S of
concrelt! co11stmctio11, ind11di11g tlw lobby and pool. Photos: Una Gilmartin (left)
and Brian Kchot (riglttJ, Wi%, Janney, Efs111rr Associates, Ille.

The historic character of a building's interior can also be conveyed
in a more utilitarian manner in terms of concrete features and
finishes (Fig. 11). The exposed concrete structure-columns,
capitals, and drop panels- is an integra l part of the character
of this old commercial building in Minneapolis. In concrete
warehouse and factory buildings of the ea rly twentieth century,
exposed concrete columns and formboard finis h conc rete slab
ceili ngs are common features as seen in this warehouse, now
converted for use as a pal'k ing garage and shops.

Concrete is composed of fine (sand) and
coa rse (crushed stone or gravel) aggregates
and paste made of portland cement and watei
The predominant material in terms of bulk is
the agg regate. Portland cement is the binder
mosl comm onl y used in mode rn concrete. It
is comme rcia lly manufactured by bl ending
limestone or chalk with clays that contain
alumina, sili ca, li me, iron oxide and magnesia
and heating the compounds toge ther to high
temperatures. The hyd ration process that
occurs between the portland cemenl and wate
results in formation of an alkal i paste lh at
surrounds and binds the aggregate together i
a solid mass.

The qua li ty of the concrete is dependent on
the ratio of water to the binder; binder content
so und, durable, a nd well-graded aggregates;
compaction during placement; and proper
curing. The amount of water used in the mix
affects the concrete permeability and strength.
The use of excess wa ter beyond that req4ired
in the hydration process results in more
permeable concrete, w hi ch is more susceptibk
to wea lhering and deterioration. Adm ixtures
arc commonly added to concrete to adju st
concrete properties such as setting or hardenill
time, requ irements fo r water, wo rkab ili ty, and
other characteristics. For exa mple, the advent
of air entrain in g agents in the 1930s provided
enhanced durability for concrete.
During the twentieth century, the re was
a steady rise in the strength of ordinary
concrete as chemica l processes beca me better
und erstood and quality control measures
improved. l.n addition, the need to protect
embedded rein forcement against co rrosion
was acknow ledged . Requirements for concreli
cove r over reinforcing steel, increased cement
content, decreased water-cement ratio, and air
entrainment all contributed to grea te r concrelf
strength and improved durability.

Mechanisms and Modes of
Deterioration

Causes of Deterioration

and retail facility (right), exposed concrete stmc/rirt'S help characterize
these building interiors. Photo: Minnesota /-fistorical Society (left).

Concrete deterioration occurs primarily t,eca1.t
of corrosion of the embedded steel, degradatir
of the concrete itself, use of improper techniqo
or materials in construction, or structural
problems. The causes of concrete deterioratictl
must be understood in order to select an
appropriate repair and protection system.

hilc reinforcing steel has played a pivotal role in
Lack of proper maintenance of building elements
panding the applications of concrete in twentieth
such as roofs and draina ge systems can con tribute to
ntury architecture, corrosion of this steel has also
water-rela ted deteriorati on of the adjacent concrete,
used deterioration in many hi storic structures.
pa rticularly when concrete is saturated with water
inforcing steel e mbedded in the concrete is normall y
and then exposed to freezing temper;:itu res. As water
within the concrete freezes, it
rrounded by .i puss ivuting
·
expands and exerts forces on
idc laye r that, when present,
the adjacent concrete. Repeated
~rotects the steel from corrosion
freezing ,1nd th,nving can result
d ,1id:s in bonding the
in the concrete crack ing and
sft'Cl ,rnd concrete. When the
delaminating. Such damage
ncrcte's norma l al kaline
appears as surface degradation,
viron ment (above a pH
including severe scaling and
of 10) is compromised and
micro-cracking that extends
steel is exposed to water,
into the concrete. The condition
1 ater va por, or hi gh relative
is
most often obse rved near
midity, co rrosion of the
the surface of the concrete but
I reinforcing takes place. A
ca n also eventually occur deep
uction in alkalinity results
wi thin the concrete. This tvpc
f 111 t",irbon,1lion, ,1 pwcess th,1l
of deterioration is usualh· most
/"(~11/"i' 8. T/11• Che::,:, Prmilimt in Chicago's Liuco/11 Park
t urs when the c.irbon dioxide
severe a t joints, ,1rchitect~1ral
wa., de~igned by 11rdrilt"d Morris Webster a11d co11stmcte1I
in till' atmosphere re,icts with
i11 19S6. Tin· 11m ilio11 is a di:;fincfive lu111/,cape {t•at11re,
details, and other areas with
( lcium hydroxide and moisture
with ifs reinforced to11crete cantifl!Vf'rcd slab Iii~/ prm ides
more su rfa ce exposure to
the concrete. Carbonation
mua for chess player:,.
weather. In the second half of
rts al the concrete's exposed
the twentieth century, concrete
surface but may ex tend to the
has utilized entrained air (the
rtinforci ng stee l over time.
incorporation of microscopic
hen c.r1rbona tion rc,1chcs
air bubbles) to provide
metal rein forceme nt, U1e
enhanced protection against
crete no longer protects the
damage due to cycli c freezin g
, el from corrosion.
oi sa turated concrete.
1

1

rrosion of embedd ed
The use of certain aggregates
reinforcing steel may be
can aJso result in deterioration
initiated and accelerated if
of the concrete. Alkal icalcium chloride was added to
aggregate reactions-in some
concrete as a set accelerator
cases alkali-sil ica reaction
during original construct-ion
(ASR)-occur when alkalis
!~promote more rap id curing.
normally present in cement
Figure 9. The Ira C. Keller Fo1111tai11 in Portland, Oregon,
ltimay also take place if the
wfb de~ig11ed by Lnwre11ce Halprin and co11:;trncted in
react with ce rt ain aggregates,
C,ncrete is bter exposed to
1969. The fa1wtai11 is co11str11c/ed primarily of concrete
leading to the development of
'cing salts, as may occur
pillars with form/1oard texture-sand s11rro1111di11g elements,
an expansive crystal line gel.
ring the winter in northern
patterned with gt'omctric lines, which facilitate the pat Ir
When this gel is exposed to
of water. Photo: A11ita Waslzko, Wiss, Janney, Elstner
ates. Seawa ter or other
moisture, it expands and causes
Associates, Inc.
rine environments can
cracking of the aggregate and
a provide la rge amounts
concrete matri x. Deleterious
~ chloride, either from
aggregates are typica lly found only in certain areas of
dequately washed original aggregate or from
the country and can be detected through analysis by an
ure of the concrete to seawate r.
experienced petrographer. Low-alkali cements as well
as fl y nsh are used toda y in new construction to prevent
rrosion-related damage to reinforced concrete is
such reactions where this problem may occur.
result of rust, a product of the co rrosion process of
I, which expands and thu s requires more space in
Problems Specifically Enco1111/ered wit/,
concrete than the steel did at the time of installation.
Historic Con crete
· cha nge in volume of the steel results in expansive
. es, which ca use cracking and spalling of the
Ma terials and workmanship used in the construction
acent concrete (Fig. 12). O ther signs of corrosion of
of historic concrete structures, parti cularly those built
bedded steel include delamination of the concre te
before the First World War, sometimes present potential
~nar separations paralle l to the surface) and rust
sou rces of problems. For examp le, where the aggregate
~ining (often a precursor to spalling) on Uie concrete
consisted of cinder from burned coal or crushed brick,
rthe stee l.

concrete during its pla cement in fonn s, or in mold s in the cas
of precasting. Thi s problem is especially prevalen t in highlJ
ornamental units. Early twentieth century concrete was ofi61
tamped or rodded into place, similar to techniques used in
fo rmin g cast stone. Poo rl y conso lidutcd concrete often COnlai
voids ("bugholes" or "honeycombs"), which ca n red uce the
protective concrete cove r over th e embedded reinforci ng
bars, entrap wa ter, a nd, if sufficientl y large and strategicalh
numerous, reduce locali,'(:>d rnnc rctr strength. Vibra ti on
technology has improved over time and flowability ngent:;~
also used today to ;iddress thi s problem.
A common type of deterioration obse rved in concrete is the
effect of wea thering from exposure to wind, rain, snow, and
sail water or spray. Weathering appears as eros ion of the
ceme nt paste, a condit ion more preva lent in northern regio
,,.,he re precipitation can be highl y acidi c. Thi s results in the
ex posure of the aggrf.!gate particles on the ex posed concrete
su rface. Variati<m'- m<w occur in the aggreg.1 te exposu re dl!I
to d iffe rt:!nlicJ I erosion or dissolution of exposed ceme nt p,b
Erosion can ill.so be rn used by the mcchnnical act ion of water
chc1 nnelcd over concrete, such as by the lack ol drip groows
belt cou rses and sill s, and by inadequate drainage. In addit'
high-pressure wa te r when used for cleaning ca n also erode
concrete surface.

In concrete st ructures built prior to the First Wo rl d War,
concrete was often pla ced into forms in re latively short
ve rtical lifts due to limitations in lifting and pouring
techniques .1vailable at the time. Joint's between different
concrete pl<1ccmcnts (often termed cold joints or lift lines) rr.
so met imes be considered an import<int part of the d1.1r.icter1
a concrete e lement (Fig. 13). I loweve r, wide joints may pem
water to in fil trate the concrete, resulting in more rapid paste
erosion or freeze-thaw deteriora tion of adjacent concrete in
cold climates.
Figure 12. The cm,crefl! light/1011se of /lie Ki/1111eo Point
Ugh/ S/fllio11, Ki/1111cn, Kn1111i, Hnwnii, wns co11structed
circa 191l Tl1L' nu1creh', which wt,~ n gn(ld q11n/ily, liigl1
Mr1•11g th m,x Jiir its dny, i~ in ,litliJd wmlitio11 n{ler olmos/
1m1• /11111dn:d 111·11r.~ 111 scr.11<.:1'. Dl'le,·i(lr11/io11 i11 lite for m of
sp11/!it1g n·lat,·d to rnrro::.iflll (If em/Jl'(ft/ed rci11fi1rci11g s/cel

hn~ ocn1rn•d 11ri111ari/_11i1111re11~ ofhiglrer om11111e11 t11tio11
such ns projeclmg b1111ds mid /;rackets (see c/osr-1111 photo).

the concrete tends to be weak and porous
bernuse these agg rcg.ites ribsorb wate r. Some of
these agg regates can be ext reme ly susceptible
to deteriorati on \..1 hcn ex posed to moisture
and cyclic freezing trnd thaw ing. Concrete
wa-, -;()me times co mpromi sed by inclusio n of
seawater or bea ch sa nd that was not thoroughly
washed with fresh water, a condition more
common w ith coastal for tifi cations built prior to
1e sod ium chl orid e present in seawa ter
.:ach sand accelerates the rate of corrosion
of the reinforced concrete.
Another probl em encounte red with hi storic
concre te is re-l a ted to poor conso lid ation of the

In the ea rl y twentieth century, concrete was sometimes pla
in several layers para ll el to the ex te rior surfa ce. A ba se cona
wa s first created with form work and then a more cement rid
mortar layer was applied to the exposed ve rti ca l face of the

sc concrete. The higher cement content in the facing
ncrcte provided a more water-resistant outer layer
d finished surfact.>. The application of a cement-rich
player, referred to in some t:"arly concrete publications
"\\laterproofing," was also used on top surfacr>s of
ncrete wa lls, or as the lop layer in sidewalks. With this
pc of concrete construction, deterioration eon occur
\t'r time a~ a result of debonding between layers, and
n prou..•t..'d V(•rv r.:tpidly once the prntL•clivc ccrnL•nl-rich
yer begins lo bm1k down.
It i'> common for hbtoric concrete to ha ve a highly
varioble appearance, including color and finish texture.
iffcrenl level& of aggregate exposure due to paste
osion ore often found in exposed aggregate concrete.
is va riability in the appenrancc of historic concrete
mcreascs the level of difficulty in asse~ing and repairing
eathered concrete.

1g11~ of Distress n11d Dcleriornlio11
1aractcristic signs ot failure in concrete include
ad,ing, spall ing, stain ing, and denection. Cracking
curs in most concrete but will vary in depth, width,
·rection, pattern, and locat ion, and can be either active
dormant (inactive). Active cracks can widen, deepen,
migrate through the concrete, while dc,rmanl crack<;
moin relatively unchanged in size. Some dormant
acks, such a.., those caused by early age shrini,..age of
concrete during curing, are not a structural concern
I when left unrepaired, can provide coll\'Cnicnt
anncls for moisture penetrat ion and subsequent
damage. Random surface cra cks, also ca ll ed map crack~
due to their resemblance to lines on a map, are usually
,t!l atcd to early-age shrinkage but may also indicate
other types of deterioration such as alkali-silica reaction.
ructural cracks can be caused by temporary or
ntinucd overloads, uneven foundation sett ling, seismic
f rces, or original design inadequacies. Structur.:il cracks

active if excessive loads are applied to a structure, if
·overload is continuing, or if sett lement is ongoing.
ese cracks a re dormant ir the temporary overloads
ve been removed or if differential settlemen t has
bilized. Thermally-induced cracks result from
esscs produced by the expansion and cont raction
the concrete during temperature changes. These
ocks frequently occur at the ends or re-entrant come rs
older concrete structures that were built wi thou t
ponsion joints to relieve such stress.
alling (the loss of su rface material) is often associated
ith freezing and thawing as well as cracking and
lamination of the concrete cover over embedded
inforcing stee l. Spal ling occurs when reinforcing
rs corrode and the corrosion by-products expand,
ating high stresses on the adjacent concrete, \\lhich
acks and is displaced. Spall ing can also occur when
ater absorbed by the concrete freezes and thaws (Fig.
1 ). ln addit ion, su rfa ce spalling or scal ing may result
f m the improper finishing, forming, or other surface
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Fix,ir~ 14 Layas of arc/rilrflura/ rn11crl'fe tl111t lintie dt>/,011dt•d
(s11alled) from /lit· :wrfact· rot'rt' fl!movetl from a /1istoric wata tank
duri11K tlie i11vest1gatio11 performed to assess existing co11dilio11s.
Photos: A11itn Washko, Wi.~s, /a1111ey, Elstner Associa/('S, Inc.

phenomena when water-rich cement paste (laitance)
rises to the surface. The resulting weak material is
vulnerable to spalling of thin layers, or scaling. In some
cases, spalling of thl' concrete can diminish the loadcarrying capacity of the structure.
Oenection is the bending or sagging of structural beams,
joists, or slabs, and can be an indication of deficiencies in
the strength and structura l soundness of concrete. Thi s
condition can be produced by overloading, corrosion
of embedded reinforcing, or inadequate design or
construction, such as use of low-strength concrete or
undersized reinforcing bars.
Staining of the concrete surface can be related lo soiling
from atmospheric pollutants or other contaminants,
dirt accumulation, and the presence of organic growth.
However, stains can also indicate more serious
underlying problems, such as corrosion of embedded
reinforcing steel, improper previous surface treatments,
alkali-aggregate reaction, or efflo rescence, the depoi:;ition
of soluble salts on the surface of the concrete as a result
of water migration (Fig. 15) .

Planning for Concrete Preservation
The significance of a his toric concrete building or
structure-including whether it is important for its
architectural o r engineering design, for its materials
and constru ction techniques, or both-guides decision
making about repair and, if needed , replace ment
method s. Determining the causes of deterioration is also
cen tral to the development of a conservation and repair
plan. With historic concrete buildings, one of the more
difficult challenges is all ow ing for s ufficient time during

the planning phase to analyze the concrete, develop
mixes, and provide time for adequate aging o f mock-ups
for matching to the original concrete.
An unde rstanding of the original construction
techniques (cement characteristics, mi.x design, original
intenl of assemb ly, type of pla cement, precast versus
ca:;! in place, etc.) and pre\·iou s repa ir work performed
on the concrete is important in determining causes
of existing deterioration and the susceptibility of the
s truch1re to potential othe r types o f deterioration.
For example, concrete placed in sho rt lifts (individual
concrete place ments) o r constructed in precast segments
will have numero us joints that ca n provide entry points
for water infiltra tion. Inappro pri ate prior repairs, su ch
as ins tallation o f patches using an incompatible material,
can affect the future performance of the concrete. Such
prior repairs ma y require corrective work.
As with other preservation projects, three primary
approad,es are us ua lly conside red for hi stori c concre te
structures: mai11tem111ce, repair, or replaceme11t.
Maintenance and repair best ach ieve the preservation
goa l of minimal intervention and the greatest retention
of ex isting historic fabri c. Howeve r, where e lements of
the building are severely deteriorated or where inherent
prob lems with the material lead to ongoing failures,
replacement may be necessary.
During planning, informati on is gathered through
research, visual survey, ins pection openings, and
laboratory s tudies. The material should the n be
reviewed by professionals experienced in concrete
deterioration to help evaluate the nature and causes of
the concrete problems, to assess both the short-term and
long-term effects of the deterioration, and to formulate
proper repair approaches.

Condition Assessment
A condition assess ment of a concrete building or
structure shou ld begin w ith a rev iew of all available
documents related to o riginal cons tru ction and prior
repa irs. While plans and specifi ca tions for older
concre te buildings are not always available, they ca n
be an inva luab le resource and every attempt s ho uld be
made to find them. They may provide information o n
the composition of the concrete mix o r o n the type and
location of reinforci ng bars. If available, d ocuments
rela ted to pas t repairs should a lso be rev iewed to

Figure 15. Evidr11ceof
moisture movement tliror.
concrete is apparent
i11 /1,e form of mi11em/
deposits 0 11 tile concrete
s11rfacr. Cyclic f reezing
and thawillg of e11tra11ptd
moist I/re, and corrosion~
eml1l'dderl rei11forccme11t.

!1m•e 11/$0 co11ff'i/mted I<'
deterioratio11·0J Ilic rn11m
co/1111111 011 this fen ce at
Croch•r Field in Fitchb1rri
Massachusl'tfs, dt•signed!
file Olmsted Brothers.

unders tand how the repairs were made and to help
eva luate their anticipated performan ce and se rvice life
Archiva l photographs can also provide a v.1luab le ..,our
of information about original construction.
A visua l condition survey will help identify and
evaluate the extent, types, and patterns of dis tress
a nd deterioration. The American Concrete Ins titute
o ffers severa l useful gu id es on how to perform a vi~ual
condition s urvey of concrete. Generally, the condition
assessment begins with an ove rall v is ua l s urvey,
fo ll owed by a close-up investigation of representati\'e
areas to obtai n mo re detailed information about mod~I
of d eterioration.
A number of nondest ructive testing methods can bl!
used in the field to eva luate concea led conditions. Ba~~
techniques include sound ing w ith a hand-he ld hammn
(or for horizontal surfaces, a chain) to help identify a
of delamination. More sophistica ted techniques includt
impact-echo tes ting (Fig. 16), ground penetrating radaE
pulse velocity, and other methods that chara cte rize
concrete thickness and locate void s or delaminations.
Mag netic detection instruments are used to locate
embedded reinforcing s teel and can be calib rated to
identify the size and depth of re inforcement. Corrosiix
measurements can be taken using copper-coppe r
s ulfate half-cell tests or linear polarization techniques t
determine the probabiJ ity o r rate of active corrosion of
the reinforcing steel.
To further eva lu ate the condition o f the concrete,
samp les may be removed for labo ratory stud y to
dete rmine material components and com posit ion,
and cau ses of deterioration. Samp les need to be
representative of ex is ting conditions but s hould be 1,1).
from unobtru sive locations. Labora tory s tudies of the
concrete may include petrographic evaluation foll O\\'lf
ASTM C856, Practice for Petrogrn/Jltic Exn111i11atio11
of Hnrde11ed Co11cre/e. Petrographic examination,
consisting of microscopica l s tudies performed by a
geo log ist spec iali zing in the eva luati on of cons tructio:i
mate ria ls, is performed to determine air content, wak
cement ratio, ce men t content, and gcncr.i l aggregate
cha racle ri 'itics. Laboratory s tudies can nl so include

emical analyses to determine chloride content, sulfate
ntent, and alkali levels of the concrete; identification
deleterious aggregates; and determination of depth
carbonation. Com pressive strength studies can
cond ucted to evaluate the strength of the existing
ncrete and provide information for repair work. The
1.boratory stud ies provide a genera l iden tification of
the original concrete's components and aggregates,
d evidence of damage due lo various mechani sms
1 luding cyclic freezing and thawing, alkali-aggregate
!'('activity, or sulfate attack. Information gathered
tfirough laboratory studies can also be used to help
velop a mix design for the repair concrete.

with othe r hi storic structures, concrete structures are
aned for seve ral reasons: to improve the appearance
the concrete, as a cvclirnl maintL'nancL~ measu re, or
preparation for rePairs. Consi dera tion should first be
\en to whether the historic concrete structure needs lo
clea ned nt all. If cleaning is required, then the gentlest
s stem that will be effective should be selected.
ree primary methods are used for cleaning concrete:
ater methods, abrasive surfa ce tre.itments, and
cjwmical surface treatment<:. Low-pressure water (less
than 200 psi) or steam cleaning ca n effect ively remove
rface ~oi ling from sound concrete; however, care is
uirC'd on fra gile or deteriorated -;u rfo ces. In addition,
ater and steam methods are typkally not effecti ve in
oving staining or seve re soiling. Powe r washing
"(ith high-pressure water is sometimes used to clean or
remove coatings from sou nd, high-strength concrete, but
gh-pressure wate r washing is generally damaging to
d not appropriate for concrete on historic structures.
en used with proper controls and at very low
cssures (ty pi cnll y 35 to 75 psi), microabrasive

surface treatments using very fine parti cu lates, f. uch
as dolomitic limestone powder, can sometimes clean
effectively. Howeve r, microabrasive clea ning may alter
the texture and surface reflectivity of concrete. Some
concrete can be damaged even by fine parti culates
applied at very low pressures.
Chemical surface treatments can clean e ffectivel y
but may al so alter the appearance of the concrete by
bleaching the concrete, remov ing the past..:-, l'tching
the aggregate, or otherwise altering the surface.
Detergent cleaners or mild, diluted acid cleaners rnay
be appropriate for removal of staining or severe so iling.
Cleaning products that contain strong acids such as
hyd rochloric (muriatic) or hydrofluoric acid, which will
damage concrete and are harmful to persons, an im a ls,
site features, and the environment, should not be used .
For any cleaning process, trial samp les should be
performed prior to full-sc.1le implementation. lht.•
intent of the cleaning program shou ld not be to return
the st ru cture to a like new nppearance. Concrete can
age gracefully, and as long as soiling is not severe or
deleterious, many stru ctures ca n sti ll be appreciated
without extensive clean ing.

Methods of Maintenance and Repair
The maintenance of historic concrete often is thought of
in term s of appropriate, cleaning to remove unattractivt.>
di rt or soi li ng material-;. 1lowever, the implement.1tion
of an overa ll maintenance plan for a hbtoric structure is
the most effect ive way to help protect historic concrete.
For examples, the lack of maintenance to roofs and
drainage systems can promote water related damage
to adjacent concrete features. The repeated use of
deicing sa lts in winte r climates can pit the surface of old
concrete and also may promote decay in embedded steel
reinforcements. Inad equate protection of concrete wa lls
adjacent to driveways and parking areas can result in the
need for repair work late r on.
The maintenance of historic concrete involves the regular
inspection of concrete to esta blish baseline conditions
and identify needed repairs. Inspection tasks involve
monitoring protection systems, including sealant joints,
expansion joints, and protective coatings; reviewi ng
existing conditions for development of distress such as
cracking and de laminations; documenting conditions
observed; and developing and implementing a cyclical
repair program.

Urt 16. fm1mcl echo te:,ti11g is 1wrforme,I 011 "conrrrte struc/rira/
to he/11 d1 /er111 111e tle11ll1 of tleter1or11 /itm In t/11s me/lrotf, a short
mtrmlllre,I i11/11 the s/rud11r1• aml a lrm1~1luct>r
rmted {)If the 1mpllcli'1J surface of tl1e ~trnd11re rcct•itl('S tl,e
r ec/ed in1111t waues or ecJ111t.•s. Thei;e Wilt'i'S arr m,alyzed lo l,elp
llli/yjlaws and ,1t•1rriaralim1 w,tlm, tire m111Y1"t1•.
1
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Sealanb are an important part of maintenance of hi!,loric
concrete stru ctures. Flastomeric sea lants, which have
replaced traditi onal oil·resin based caulks fo r many
appli cations, are used to sea l cracks and joints to keep
out moisture and reduce a ir infiltration. Sealants are
commonl y used at wi ndows and door perimeters,
,1 t interfaces between concrete and other materials,
and at attachments to or through walls or roofs, such
as with lamps, signs, or exte rior plumbing fixtures.

Fig11r1• 17. (a) TIil' 6.J rd Street /Jene!, /-louse was conslr11c/£'d on //,e sl,ore/ine of Cl1icflga 111 1919. Tlw l11glrl11 t'XJH1sed aggregate cnncrele of tire
exterior Wt1lls of tire beaclt liouse was u~ d for many lmiltliugs in tlte C/iit(lgo p(lrks ,,~ 1111 o/lm111t,ve lo mon' e.,pe11sive s/011c co/lio lrn ct io11. /l/J(lfo).
l.t•sl,c Schwartz P/rolo:,:mplilf. (11) Coucrt•t1• dt1/eriornliou i11t/11ded cracking, sp(ll/ing, awl delm11mnlirm rn11S1·d 1111 nirrosicm of embed1ll'd re111(im11
.<;/1•cl mu/ rn11rn·lt' dam11gr due to cycl1c fre,•zi n,~ and tlwwinK, (c) Vnr/011:, sizes 11111/ lyJ1(', 1,J aggrei,:11l1'S I(H'f1' r1·vi1'Wt!d for 11111/d11"::< IV /},e orix1n.
concrete m11/erillls. {t/) Mo1.'k- 11ps of /Jw co11crcte rep/lir mix went prepare,/ for cm111mriso11 to /he orighwl co11crele. Cm1sideratio11s 111clrufcd aggrr,
type tmd size, cement color, proportions, aggregate CX/JOS11re, and surface fi11isl,. (e) The craftsman fi 11i~lred /Ire i;urface to replirnle tlie origi,wl
appearance III a mock-1111 on tlie slr11c/11re. Here, Ire used a nylon bristle br11s/r to remove /oo$C pastr mul expose the aggrrgate, creating a vuriablt
s11rfflce to 11111/c/1 tire adj11ce,it ori,~i11al co11cre/e.

Where used for crack repairs on hi storic facades, the
finished appearance of the sea lanl application must
be conside red, as it may be visua ll y intrusive. In some
case~. sa nd can be broadcas t on to the su rface of the
sea lant to he lp conceal the repair.
Ur thane and polyurethane sca lanls are often used to
sea l joints and cracks in concre te structures, paving,
and walkways; these sea lants provide a service life of
up to ten years. High-performance silicone sea lants
also arc often used with concrete, as they provide a
range of movement capa bilities and a service life of
twenty years or more. Some silicone sea lants ma y stai n
adjacen t mate rial s, which may be a prob lem with more
porous concrete, and may a lso tend to accumulate
dust and dirt. The effectiveness of sea lants fo r scal ing
joints and cracks depends on numerous facl'ors
including proper surface prepa rat ion and application.
Sealants should be examined as part of routine
maintenance inspections, as these materials dete riorate
fo ster than the ir substra tes and must be repla ced
periodically as a part of cyclical maintenance.
Repair of historic concre te may be required to
address det erioration because the original design and
10

construct ion did not provide for long-term durabih~
or to facilitate a cha nge in use of the st ru cture.
Examples include increasing concrete cove r to proted
re inforcing slt.-cl and reducing water infiltration into D
structure by repair of join ts. Any such improvcmcnb
mu~t be thoroughly eva luntcd for compa tibility with
the original design and appearance. Ca re is required•
all aspects of historic concrete repair, includ ing surf<Kf
preparation; insta llation of formwork; development
of the concrete mix design; and concre te placement,
consolidntion, and curing.
An appropriate repair program addresses existing
di stress and reduces the rate of future deterioration,
which in many cases involves moisture• related i~sues.
The repair program should incorporate materials and
method s that are sympatheti c to the existing materia~
in character and appearance, and which provide gaol
long~te rm performance. ln addition, re pair materials
should age and weather si milarl y to the original
materia ls. In orde r to best ach ieve these goals, conael
repair projects should be divided into three phases:
development of tria l repai r proced ures, trial repairsl
evaluation, nnd production repair work .

any concrete repa ir project, the process of investigation,
ratory analysis, trial sa mples, mock-ups, and full-scale
irs allows ongoing refine ment of the repair work as
! as implementa tion of qua lity-control measures. TI1e
repair process provides an o pportuni ty for the owner,
itecl, engineer, and contractor to evaluate the concrete
design and the installation and fin ishing techniques for
repairs from both technica l and aesthetic standpoints.
final repair materials and procedures should match
original concrete in appearance whil e meeting the
blished crite ria for durab ility. Information gathered
ugh trial re pairs and mock-ups is inva luable in refini ng
construction documents prior to the start of the overall
ir project (Fig. 17).

face Prepnmtio11
ndcrtnking surfa ce preparation for historic concrete
ir, c;i re must be taken to limit re mova l of existing
erial whil e ~till providing a n ap propriate sub~trate for
irs.1 his is part icularly important whe re ornamentation
fine details are in volved. Preparation for locali.t<:-d
irs llSt1c1lly begins with re moval of the loose concrete
etermine the genera l extent of the repair, foll owed by
•Cutting the pe rimeter of the repair area. The repair area
Id extend beyond the area of concrete dete rioration
sufficient ex tent to provide a sound substra te. When
iring concrete with an ex posed aggregate or other
ial surface texture, a sawcut edge may be too \'isua lly
ent. To hide the repair edge, techni ques such as lightly
·Chipping the edge of the pa tch may be used to
al the joint between the original concrete and the new
ir material. The depth lo which the concrete needs to
removed may be difficult to determine without invasive
ing in the repair area. Remova l of concrete should
pical\y ex tend beyond the level of the reinforcing steel, if
nt, so that the patch encapsulates the reinforci ng steel,
!1ch provides mechan ica l attachment for the repa ir.
concrete was originally of lowe r strength and quc11ity,
.assessme nt of present sound ness is more difficult.
riorated and unsound concrete is typically re moved
· g pneumatic chipping hammers. Remova l of concrete
historic structures is better controlJed by using smalle r
ping ham mers or hand tools. The area of the concre te
~ repaired and the exposed reinforcing steel are
cleaned, usua ll y by carefu l sandblast and air blast
edu res appl ied only within the repa ir area. Adjacent
· inal concrete surfa ces should be protected during this
k. Jn some cases, project constraints such as dust con trol
limit the abi lity to tho rough ly clean the concrete and
LFor example, it may be necessa ry to use needle scaling
all pneumat ic impact dev ice) and wire brushing
ad of sa ndb lasting.
plemental steel may be needed when ex isting
forcing steel is severely deteriorated, or if reinforcing
l is not present in re pair areas. Exposed existi ng
~forcing and other embedded steel e lements can be
~ed, primed, and painted w ith a co rrosion-inhibiting
1ng. The patchi ng materia l should be reinforced

and mechan ica lly attached to the ex isting concrete.
Reinforcement materials used in repairs most often
include mild steel, e poxy-coated steel , or stain less stee l,
depending on existing conditions.

Formwork n11d Molds
Special formwork is needed to recreate ornamental
concrete features-w hi ch may be com plex, in hi gh
relief, or archi tectura ll y deta iled - and to provide special
surface fi nishes such as wood form board textures.
Construction of the formwork itself requires particu lar
skill and craft smanshi p. Reusab le forms can be used for
concrete ornamentation that is repeated across a building
facade, or precast concrete elements may be used to
replace missing or unrepairable a rd,itectura l features.
Formwork for ornamenta l concrete is often created using
a four-step process: a casting of the original concrete is
taken; a plaster rep lica of the unit is prepa red; a mold or
form is made from the plaster replica; and a nev,1 concrete
unit is cast. Custom fo rm work and mo lds are often the
work of specialty companies, such as precastcrs and cast
stone fabricators.
The process of forming a rchitectura l features or specia l
surface textures is particu larly challenging if early age
stripping (remova l of formwo rk early in the concrete
curing process) is needed to perform surfa ce treatment
on the concrete. Timing for for mwork removal is related
to strength gain, which in turn is pa rtly dependent on
tcmpt.>ratur'"' ,rnd weather conditions. Ea rly age remova l of
form work in highly detailed concrete can lead to damage
of the new concrete that has not yet ga ined sufficient·
stre ngth through curing.

Selectio11 of Repair Mnterials nnd Mix Desig11
Selectfon and design of prope r repa ir materia ls is a
cri tica l component of the repair project. This process
requires evaluation of the performance, characteristics,
and limitations of the repa ir ma teria ls, and may involve
laborato ry testing of proposed mate ri al s and trial repairs.
The materials should be selected to address the specific
type of repair required and to be compatible with special
cha racte ristics of the original concrete. Some modern
repa ir materials are designed to have a high compressive
strength and to be impermeab le. Even though inhe ren tly
durable, these newer materials may not be app ropriate fo r
use in repai ring a low strength hi sto ri c concrete,
The concrete's durability, or resistance to deterioration,
and the material.5 and methods se lected for re pa ir
depend on its com position, design, and quality of
workmanship. In most cases, a mix design fo r durable
replacement concrete should use materials sim ilar to
those of !he original concrete mi x. Prepa ckaged ma terials
are often not appropriate for repair of histori c concrete.
The concrete patching material can be air entrained or
polymer-modified if subject to exterio r exposure, and
should incorpora te an appropriate selection o( aggregate
and cement type, and prope r wate r content and water
II

to cement ratio. Some adrnixhires, including polymer modi fiers,
may change the appearance of lhe concrete mix. Design of the
concrete patching material should address diaracteristics requi:
for durability, workability, strength gain, compress ive strength,
and other performance attributes. During installatio n of the
repa ir, skilled workmanship is required to ensure proper mixine
procedures, placement, consolidation, and curing.

Mntchi11g a11rl Repair Tecl111iques for I Iistoric Concrete
Repair measures should be selected that reta in as much of the
original material as possible, while providing for removal of an
adequate amount of dete riorated concrete to provide a sound
substrate for a durable repair. The insta lled repair must visuaU1,
match the ex isting concrete as closely as possible and should~
similar in other aspects such as compressive strength, permea!JC
and other characteristics important in the mix des ign of the
concrete (Fig. 18).
Understanding the original cons truct ion techniques often pror~
opportunities in the design of repairs. For example, joints bet\\"
the new and old concrete can be hidden in changes in sur face
profile and cold joints. The required patching mix for the con
to be used in the repair will likely need to be specially designed
to replicate the appearance of the adjacent historic concrete. A
high level of craftsmanship is required for finishing of hi storic
concrete, in particular to create the someti mes inconsistent fir\i~
and va riation in the original concrete in contrast to the morcr\
appearance req uired for most non -hi storic repa irs.
To match the va rious characte ri sti cs of the original concrete, tna.
mixes should be developed. These mixes need to take into accoc
the types and colors of aggregates and paste present in the origr
concrete. Different mixes may be needed because of variations
in the appearance and composition of the historic concrete. The
tria ls should uti lize different forming and finishing techniques
to ach ieve the best possible ma tch to the original concrete. Initial
trials should first take place on site but off the structure. The mil
designs providing the best match are then installed as trial repi
on the structure, and assessed after they have cured.

Figure 18, {a) bposed agxregatc precnst cm1crefc is
so1111ded with II li1111111u:r to detect areas of deterioration.
Corrosio11 r~f tire exposed rei!1forci11,-.: -.;/e;l bnr hos led to
sp11/li11g of the 11djnce111 wncrek (bJ Samples of aggregate
cmi~idered for 11se in re,111ir co11cretc an: compared lo tire
original co11crell' 111nteria/:; iii term~ of size, co/o,; texture,
1111111·i:f/cct1111re. (c) Vnria11s "nm11!t' pn11e/:; are made using
the sc!t-ctcd co11crcfr rt'pnir 1111.r dt'::.ig11 for co111pariSiJ11 to
th1· origi11al co,icrete 011the building, and the mix design is
nrljusted based 011 review of the .~amp/es. (d) After removal
of lite spa/I, th!' ccmcrele surface is prepared for i11s/a/latio11
of 11.for111cd p11lcli. fr) Prior lo pfr1C1·111e11I of Ille co11crete,
a rl'f11rdi11g n,1;c,1t i.~ brn~il-nr111/ied In /he i11:,idcfnuof /11e
fonmi1ork lo s/ou curing nl the sur(nfi'. A_!tcr tire co11crete
/., 1111rtial/y cured, 1/11·.fimus nre re111ov1·d nm[ 1/u' surface
of lilt' co11crel,: i~ ru/Jh('{/ /() /'t'/1/l)Z'l' S()/!11' (lj Ille /HIS/1• /111{/
1',ptl.'t' tire as.~n>sate In 11111/c/J 1/11• orisiiwl ca11crcfc
1
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Achieving compatibility between repair work and original
concrete may be difficult, especially given the variability often
present in historic concrete materia ls and finishes. Formed rail-ti
than trowel-applied patch repairs are recommended for dura
as forming permits better ranges of mix ingredients (such ascot
aggregates) and improved consolida tion as compared to trowelapplied repairs. Parge coatings usually are not recommended
as they do not provide as durable repair as formed concrete.
However, in some cases parge coatings may be appropriate to
match an original parged surface treatment. Proper placement
and finishing of the repair are important to obtain a ma tch with
the original concrete. To minimize prob lems associated with rap
curing of concrete, such as surface cracking, it is important to~
proper curing methods and to allow for sufficient time.
Hairline cracks that show no sign of increasing in size may oftell
be left unre paired. The width of the crack and the amount of
movement usually limits the se lection of crack repair techniques
that are avai lab le. Although it is difficult to determine whether
cracks a re movin g or non-movi ng, and the refore most cracks

Jd be assumed to be moving, it is possible to repair
~mov ing cracks by installation of a cementitious
~ir mortar matching the adjacent concrete. It is
rally desirable not to widen cracks prior to the mortar
plication. Repair mortar containing sand in the mix may
1.1Sed for wider cracks; unsanded repair mortar may be
for narrO\ver cracks.
1 it i-; dcsirnblt• to re-establish the struclurnl integrity
a oncretc struct ure involving dormant cracks, epoxy
ion rep,1ir has proven to be an effective procedure.
di a repair is made by first sealing the crack on both sides
a wall or structural member with epoxy, polyester, wax,
pe, or cement slurry, and then injecting epoxy through
all holes or ports drilled in the concrete. Once the epoxy
crack has hardened, the surface sealing material
a\l be removed; however, this type of repair is usually
i apparent. Although it may be possible to inject epoxy
t out lca\'ing noticeable residue, this process is difficult
, in genera l, the U',e of epoxy repairs in visible areas of
cte on historic st ructures is not recommended.

ctive structural cracks (which move as loads are
ded or removed) and thermal cracks (\-vhich move as
m ratures fluctuat e) must be repaired in a manner that
·uaccommodalc the anticipated movement. In some more
t me ca5es, expans ion joints may have lo be introduced
ecrack rcpnirs are undertaken. Active cracks may
filled with sea lant s that will adhere to the sides of
acks and will compress or expand during crack
ml'nl. The design, det.iiling, and execution of sea lant
irs require considerable attention, or they wiJI detract
II the appearance of the historic building. The routing
cleaning of a crack, and insta ll ation of an e lastomeric
alant to prevent water penetration, is used to address
swhere movement is anticipated. However, un less
in a concealed area of the concrete, this tedmique
n not acceptable for historic structures because the
·r will be visually intru sive (Fig. 19). Other approaches,
as insta llation of a ce mentitious crack repair, may need
considered c..·vcn though this type of repair may be less
ive or have a shorte r se rvice life than a seala nt repair.

rigurt' 19. A liig/1-sp~l•d srimier in userl lo widen a crack in
;1re1mmt1011 for i11stalla1ion of a smla11/. This proCl'ss is called
Nrouli11g. ~ After tile crack is pre1mred, the sealant is installed to
prevent moisture i11jiltrafio11 llirough tile crack:. Although sealant
repairs ca11 provide a durable, walerlig/Jt repair for moving cracks,
they lend lo be very visible.

due to original construction techniques, architectural
design, or differential exposure to weather. Trial repairs
and mock-ups are used to evaluate the proposed
replacement concrete work and to refine construction
techniques (Fig 20).

Protection Systems
5

·fie components of historic concrete structures are

_'Ond repair, rep lacement componen ts can be cast to

h historic ones. Replacement of original concrete
Id be carefully considered and viewed as a method of
1 esort. ln some cases, such as for repeated ornamental
i , it may be more cost-effective to fabricate precast
rcte units to replace missing elements. The forms
led for precast or cast-in-place units can then be used
during future repair projects.
~I mix formulation, placement, and finishing are
Ired to ensure that replacement concrete units will
the historic concrete. There is often a tendency to
e replacement concrete more consistent in appearance
the ori ginal concrete. The consistency can be in
contrast with the variability of the original concrete

Coatings and Penetrating Sealers. Protection systems
such as a penetrating sealers or film forming coating
are often used with non-historic structures to protect
the concrete and increase the length of the service life
of concrete repairs. However, film-fo rming coatings
are often inappropriate for use on a historic structure,
unless the structu re was coated historically. Filmforming coatings will often change the color and
appearance of a surface, and higher build coatings can
also mask architectural finishes and ornamental details.
For example, the application of a coating on concrete
having a formboard finish may hide the wood texture
of the surface. Pigmented film-forming coatings are
a lso typically not appropriate for use over exposed
aggregate concrete, where the uncoated exposed surface
contributes signifi ca ntly to the historic character of
13

Figure 20. (a) The fefferso11 Dm1i~ Memorial i11 Fairview, Kentucky,
co11str11cted from 1917-192-1. is 351 feel tall mid co11str11cted of
1111reinforced concrete. The walls of the memorial are 8 feet thick at the
base and 2 feet thick al the fop of the wall. Access to the 11101111111e11t
for i11vestigatio11 was provided by rap11elling tec!tniques, while grmmd
supported and suspended sen/folding was used to access the exterior durilll
repairs. (b) The co11crete was severely deteriorated at isolnted locations, wilt
spa/ling and 1l11111age from cyclic freezing and thawing of entrapped water.
/11 addition, previous repairs were at the end of their service life and rem~
of deteriorated co11crele and Jailed prtvi011s repairs was required. Light
dilf_lf chipping /mmmers were used to mxiid damage to adjace11I material
1L'l1e11 rt'mm•ing detl:'rinmtc,l n,11creli' Int. lie ln•el of so1md concn!le. (c) .
Field samples were perfom1,'d lo match /lie cvlor, finis/J, and texture of !Ill
original concrete. A chal/engt' in malch111g of historic concrete is achievmg

variability of appearance. (d) Tl,e completed surface after repairs exhibits
i11ft'11tional t•ariabilify of Ille concrete s11rface to match the appeara11ce of
the original concrete. Someformwork imperfections fllat would 11ormal/ytt
remol,ed by fi11islti118 wert.' inle11tio11a/lv left i11 place, to replicate the highfy
variable finish of the origi11a/ concrete. (e) Tire Jefferson Davis Memorial
after completio11 of r.'pairs in 2004. Photo e: }OSt'ph Lenzi, Seu/er, Campbtll
& A~sodates, luc.
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te. In cases where the color of a substrate needs to
anged, such as to modify the appearance of existing
irs, an alternative to pigmented film.forming coat ings is
se of pigmented stains.
y proprietary clear, penetrating sea lers are currentl y
able to protect concrete substrates. These products
er fine cracks and pores within the concrete
ophobic; however, they do not bridge or fill cracks.
rscalcrs may change the .ippe.irance of the co ncrete in
1 rea ted areas become more visible after rain in contra st
more absorptive .ireas of original concrete. Once
ied, penetrating sea lers cannot be effectively removed
re therefore considered irreversible. They should
used on historic concrete without thorough prior
'deration. However, clear penetrating sealers provide
portant means of protection for historic concrete that
1of good quality and can help to avoid more ex tensive
• repairs or replacement. Thus they are sometimes
priate for use on histo ric concrete. Once applied, these
will require periodic re•application.

Impressed-current cathodic protection is the most
effective means of mitigating steel corrosion and has
been used in practical structural app lications since the
1970s. However, impressed·current cathodic protection
systems are typ ically the most costly to install and
req uire substantial ongoing monitoring, adjustment,
and maintenance to ensure a proper volta ge outp1.1t
(protection cu rrent) over time. Sacrificial anode cathodic
protection date::; back to the 1800s, when the hulls of
ships were protected using this technology. Today
many indu stries utilize the concept of sacrificial anode
cathodi c protection for the protection of steel exposed
to corrosive environments. It is less costly than an
impressed•current system, but is somewhat less effective
and requi res rea pplication of the anode when it becomes
depleted.

rproofing membranes are systems used to protect
te surfaces such as roofs, terraces, plazas, or balconies,
II as surfaces below grade. Systems range from coal
·1ch membranes used on older bu ildings, to asphalt or
ane-based systems. On historic buildings, membrane
sare typica lly used only on surfaces that were
ally protected by a similar system and su rfaces that are
·sible from grade. Waterproofing membranes m.i y be
ed by roofing, paving, or other architectur.il finishes.

Re•alkalization. Another technique currently avai lab le
to protect concrete is rcalkalization, which is a process
to resto re the alkalinity of ca rbonated concrete. The
treatment involves soak ing the concrete with an al kaline
solution, in some cases forcing it into the conc rete to
the level of the reinforcing steel by passage of direct
cu rrent . These actions increase the alkalinity of the
concrete around the reinforcement, thus restoring the
protective alkaline environment for the reinforcement.
Like impressed•current ca thodi c protection methods, it
is costly. Other corrosion methods are also available but
have a somewhat shorte r history of use.

atory and field testing is recommended prior to
ation of a protection syste m or treatment on any
ete structu re; testing is even more critical for historic
ures because many such treatments are not reversible.
·1hother repairs, trial samp les are important to
ate the effectiveness of the treatment and to determine
r it will harm the concrete or affect its appearance.

Careful eva luation of existing conditions, the causes and
nature of distress, and environ mental factors is essential
before a protection method is selected and implemented.
Not every protection system will be effective on each
structure. In addition, the level of intrusion caused by
the protection system must be carefu lly evaluated before
it is used on a historic concrete structure.

in which electrons now benveen cathodic (positively
anodic (negatively charged) areas on a
surface; corrosion occurs at the anodes. Cathodic
ion is a technique used to control the corrosion of
by maki ng the whole metal surface the cathode of
rochemical cell. l11is technique is used to protect
structures from corrosion and is also sometimes
to protect steel reinforcement embedded in concrete.
inforced concrete, cathodic protection is typically
plished by connecting an auxiliary anode to the
rcing so that the entire reinforcing bar becomes a
e. In sacrificial anode (passive) systems, current nows
ally by galvanic action between the less noble anode
as zinc) and the cathode. In impressed-current (active)
, current is impressed between an inert anode
as titanium) and the cathode. Cathodic protection is
eel to reduce the rate of corrosion of embedded steel
Crete, which in turn reduces overall deterioration.
ing embedded steel from corrosion helps to prevent
e cracking and spa ll ing.

Summary

ed) and

In the United States, concrete has been a popular
construction material since the late nineteenth century
and recently has gained greater recognition as a historic
material. Preservation of historic concrete requires a
thorough understanding of the causes and types of
deterioration, as well as of repair and replacement
materials and methods. It is important that adequate
time is allotted during the planning phase of a project
to provide for trial repairs and mock•ups in order
to evaluate the effectiveness and aesthetics of the
repairs. Careful design is essential and, as with other
preservation efforts, the skill of those performing
the work is critical to the success of the repairs. The
successful repair of many historic concrete structures
in recent years demonstrates that the techniques and
materials now ava ilable can extend the life of such
stru ctu res and help ensure their preservation.
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Protecting reinforcing
steel in concrete from
corrosion

process of reinforcing steel corrosion. 1

The strength and stability of
reinforced concrete depends to a large
extent upon the steel bars encased in
the body of the structure. However,
the same bars that give this strength

If the original mix is contaminated
with chloride (most commonly in the
from of salt) then the stage is set for
the chemical reactions that cause the
embedded steel to rust. Once the steel
begin to rust, it expands significantly
in volume, a nd the resulting phenomenon, known as "steel jacking''
causes the concrete to crack and
spall.2 The cracks caused by th.is process provide a route for penetration by

ca n prove an avenue for weakness and

moisture (and in a marine e nviron-

structural degradation. A variety of
chemical and mechanical forces are

ment, fm-ther salt infiltration). The
problem is then self-amplifying.
Although the

Shawn Lingo

preservationist can do

nothing abo ut the
builder's choice of materials, the quality and
composition of the original mix is a deciding factor for preservation

capable of breaking down the single
unit formed by the concrete and the
reinforcing s teel.
The original quality of the concrete is a determining factor in the

treatment. These considerations particularly
come into play in the
preservation of coastal
military fortifications,
where due to the early
application of reinforced
concrete as a building
material such systemic
problems are common.
Structures of the Endicott period of-

Marcela Vasquez, et. al. wcorrosion of Construction Steel in Concrete", in Topics in Electrochemistry
Research, Nova Science Publishing, 2006. pp. 47·84.

1

2 Arne

P. Johnson and Seung Kyoung Lee, MSoldier Field Stadium: Corrosion Mitigation for Historic

concrete," APT Bulletin, Vol. 35. No. 2/3. (2003),

pp. 67-75.

ten exhibit a range of variation in the
mix of cement and aggregate, as well
as inconsiste ncy in workmanship. 3
The workmanship evident in the batteries a nd other concrete structures at
Fort Columbia appears to be of good
quality, however, the same processes
are at work.
Upon first reflection it would
seem impossible to apply preservation
treatments to steel that lies encased
in several feet of concrete. But such
treatments a re available. All treatments rely on the concept that concrete is never quite a solid , that a ltho ugh it is set up and solidified it retains some charncteristics of a liquid.
Application of migrating
corrosion inhibitors is the simplest of these treatments, and the
least costly in terms of initial expense. These chemicals are either
mixed into the concrete during repairs and patching, or are applied to
the concrete surface and absorbed
into the mass. These compounds are
easily applied and require no maintenance, and taken with their low
cost this makes them attractive solutions for concrete preservation problems. The main drawback of corrosion inhibitors is the general disagreement over whether they are effective means of controllin g corrosion. Some studies h ave shown that
most of the chemicals applied never
3

reach the reinforcing metal inside the
concrete. 4
In cu1Tent preservation practice

some form of galvanic cathodic
protection is likely to be a viable
consideration. The scientific concept
involved is well understood, and the
first practical application was made
by Humphry Davy. In 1824 the scientist attached pieces of i_ron to the copper clad hulls of Royal Navy vessels in
order to protect the copper s heathing
from interaction with sea water. The
iron acted as a sacrificial anode, in

other words it was used up in the
chemical reaction with the copper,
thus protecting the copper. 5

from Lee and Johnson, p. 72. redrawn S. Lingo, 3/08

Gary Scott, ~Historic Concrete Preservation Problems at Fort Washington, Maryland", Bulletin of the

Association for Preservation Technology, Vol. 10, No. 2. (1978), pp. 122-131.
4

Johnson and Lee, p. 70.

5 http://ocw.mit.edu/NR/rdonlyres/Materials-Science-and•Engineering/

·014Fall-2006/5B99DD6C-3068-43A 1-8FD3-A4E161 EEFDA9/0/w3_b2.pdf, accessed 03/17/08.

More recently galvanic protecAdvances in monitoring and
tion has been used very successfully
control systems mean that the
to preserve Oregon's coastal bridges
cathoruc protection can continuously
by important designer-engineer Conde
self-adjust to account for vaTiances in
McCullough. The bridges were a rcmoisture and chemical composition in
coated with a zinc film , which by inthe concrete.•
troduction of a low-voltage current
into the rebar framework is gradually
drawn into the concrete and forms a
protective coating over the metal from
the inside. 6
Cathodic protection systems
have been used effectively in hundred
of highways bridges in the United
States a nd Canada. In the late 1980s
English heritage management agencies began seriously considering modern concrete buildjngs for listing. CP
has been used in a wide variety of
buildings in the UK. 7
Cathodic protection has many
important advantages. It is a very effective method of stopping the corrosive processes that preservationists
must deal with in reinforced concrete
structmes. The anodes can be inserted or positioned within the structure with minimal visual impact or
damage . The anodes can be rustributed so as to account for the complex
shapes and volumes of many historic
buildings. With current advances in
Embedded metal has caused spalling
in the ceiling of Fort Columbia's mine
technology the anode systems are viable for an estimated 100 years, mak- casemate. Feb. 2008.
ing lifetime system costs very low .8
• http://www.pwri.go.jp/eng/ujnrnc/g/pdf/21/21-8-2johnson.pdf "Management of Coastal Bridges Using

Cathodic Protection and Stainless Steel Reinforcing Bars~ Frank Nelson and Bruce Johnson
Paul Noyce and Gina Crevello, "Electrochemical Treatments on Historic Steel Frame Buildings~,
American Institute of Architects, http://www.aia.org/hrc_a_200803_Electrochemical

7

8

Ibid.

9

Johnson and Lee, pp. 72, 74.

Cathodic protection systems
are also reversible. The cables and
anodes are easily removable if other
preservation measures become
available. 10
Drawbacks for the use of cathodic protection include the complex engineering required to effectively set up systems, and the ongoing adjustment,
monitoring, and maintenance required.
Chloride extraction and
re-alkalization are two other electrochemical processes available to the
preservatiorust. They use the same
techniques as cathodic protection the application of an anode and use of
electrical current to alter the chemical
composition of the concrete. In chloride extraction a strong electrical current is applied, causing the chloride
ions to move away from the reinforcing steel and toward the anode . this
technique has several drawbacks,
especially the difficulty of applying
the special electrolyte coating, and
the tendency to stain the concrete."
Re-alkalization uses principles of cathodic protection to raise
the pH of the concrete around the
reinforcing steel. The process was
invented in Norway to deal with
bridge problems and has been used
more frequently in Europe than in

the Unjted States. Rudolph Steiner's
Goetheanum in Switzerland served as
an early trial project demonstrating
the effectiveness of the technique. 12 In
re-alkalization, a high voltage current is applied to an alkali anode,
driving the chemical into the concrete.
The increased pH restores the protective environment.
These technological fixes provide a promising approach to problems involving historic concrete. They
allow a greater retention of historic
fabric and more systematic for repair.
They do not, however, restore structui-al integrity, and should not be considered an alternative, but rather a
complement, to traditional patching
and repair of concrete in order to protect the reinforcing steel. 13

10 John P. Broomfield, "The application of impressed current cathodic protection to historic listed reinforced concrete and steel frame structures", Journal of Corrosion Science and Engineering, Vol. 9,

No. 15. 2004. p. 13
11

Johnson and Lee, p. 70.

12

Wessel de Jonge, ~concrete Repair and Material Authenticity: Electrochemical Preservation Tech-

niques", APT Bulletin, Vol. 28, No. 4. (1997) pp. 51-57.
13 Ibid. , pp. 56-57.
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Fighting Rust
Martin Weaver
What is lhe connectio n between the

wreck of the Royal Navy's first subma•
rinc and a 16th-century wroug ht-iron
"Armada C hest" lying in an Ottawa
garde n? The answer to this curious q ues-

tion is Fertan - a British product which
will shortly be available in Canada. The
story of the connection a nd subseq ue nt
developments is one whic h should be

told.
In 1984 I read an article in Amerlctrn
Heritage (April/May issue) e ntitled "The
Holla nd Surfaces" which told of the
Royal Navy Subma rine Museum 's successful quest leading to the location and
salvage of His Majesty's Subma rine No.
J, more ofte n known after he r launc h in
1901 as "Holland J".
A brief reference in that a rticle to
"Ferlan, a compound with the alc he mical powers to transform rust into a
material as strong as the original steel"
was enough to set me on a track which
led to delightful correspondence with
Com ma nd e r Ri c ha rd Com p ton Hall
M.B.E. R.N. (Re td.), Director of the
Royal Navy Submarine Museum , H.M.S.
Dolphin, Gosport , Hampshire, U.K., a nd
eventually al C hristmas 1984 to a very
productive meeting which late r developed into a pretty wild pa rty with Tony
Munroe, Director of Fe rtan Ltd . a nd his
staff just outside London, England .
I had asked Comma nder Compton
Hall if he felt tha t the Fe rta n treatment
had worked well in the case of "Holland
J" wh ich is exhibited out -of-d oors al liis
museum close to the sea. I added that
if it had, I foresaw that in Canada, Fe rtan
could be the answe r to corrosion prevention, re moval or inhibition t reatments
on a number of historic or he ritage
vessels and structures of iron a nd steel.
His answe r was very positive, that
he was a satisfied c ustome r and that the
appl ication of the produc t was simple,
quick and inexpensive.
The "Holland 1" had been located
Assoeiation for Preservation Technology

by sonar in April 1981 by the mi ne
hunter H.M.S. BosSington. T he submarine lay at a depth of 63 metres, about
2.5 kilometres off the Eddystone Lighthouse in the English Channel. In August
1982, a team of Navy divers, whic h
incl uded two from the Canad ian Armed
Forces, reached a nd entered the subma rine. T his was the fi rst ti me anyone
had been on her decks since 1913, when
she accidentally sank with nobody on
board .
In Septe mber 1982 "Uolland J" was
successfull y raised and transported in
underwater sli ngs to Davenport Dockyard . The great No. l 2dock was pumped
dry, and as the waters receded, the long
subme rgcd,wecd-cncr ustcd,iron and steel
hull surfaced at last after 69 years. Almost at once a crew set-lo with highpowered water jets to remove the ma rine
growth and encrustations. a nd then,
working non-stop through the night,
they sprayed on the da rk brown liq uid
Fertan which converted the dripping
rusty unstable corrosion products into a
ha rd, stable, black iron-lannatc compound. The notoriously problematic and
unsta ble iron a nd steel corrosion products from he r long rest in sail water
were almost miraculously stabilized, and
''Holland 1" stands by the sea to this
day with her plates in re ma r~.Jly sound
condition at Gosport, the Edwardian base
from which she long ago operated.
Since then, Fcrtan has been used on
a wealth of he ritage resources, ranging
from the iron of the S.S. Great Britain
(Brunel's great composite shi p of 1842)
to World War I tan ks at the British
Army's Bovington Tan k Museum; a DDay vintage She rma n tank found in the
English C hannel; vintage aircraft ha nger
doors; a World War II midget submarine;
and even great Victorian cast-iron unde rground sewer pipes near London's
Pa rlia me nt Buildings.
Having personally examined stabi16

lizcd iron and steel on "Holland J' ' and
on a World War II midget sub raised
from the sea off the English Coast, I
ent husiastically brought samples of Fertan to Canada to experiment on heritage
iron and steel exposed out-of-doors to
the violence of Canad ian winters and
the stress of acid rai n a nd othe r forms
of atmosphe ric pollution.
Al home in O ttawa I have a damaged
a nd heavily corroded wrought-iron 16thcentury strong box of the type known as
an Armad a C hest. Popula r tradition in
England has it that at the li me of the
Spanish Armada's threat to England in
the 1580-s, many people purchased suc h
iron chests to safeguard their treasures.
With continuing threats from civil war,
highwaymen, and burglars, the chests
remained popular well into the 19th
century.
In April 1985 I donated my large
but damaged wrought•iron chest to scie nce and started the fi rst of a series of
applications of Fertan and a related product to the venerable but rusty iron. The
c hest has stood out in the snow, rain,
fog, wind and sunshine ever since. With
no furt he r trcatmenl the Fertan -sta bi\ized iron stood up well to its first year
of exposure to this tough test and is now,
at the time of writing, nearly three months
into its second year. A careful and continuous record has been ke pt with colour
slide photogra phy.
What is Fertan, and w hat makes it
suc h a n improvement over oth'er products and methods for treating rusting or
corrodi ng iron a nd steel? It has been
known for many years that vegetable
ta n nin s possess useful a nt i-corros ion
properties for the treatme nt of rusting
or corroding iron and steel. In the l950's,
research into ta nnin technology took
place in the U.S.S.R. and progressed in
Europe during the 60's and 70's. Chemical fo mmlations like Fertan which arc
based on ta nnin de rivatives, phosphoric

Martin \\.'Caver is wUh the Herilage
Canada foundatio n, Ottau:a, Ca ,wda .

acid , and wetting agenls have lhe capacit y Lo converl unstable iron oxides or
rust to a stable ferric tannale. The latter
is a blue-black insoluble complex organic
compound . Such products are ca lled rust
converte rs as opposed to rust removers.
To understand what actually hap1>ens
in this process we must first und erstand
a little about the nature of rusl. What is
rust? In the more than 2,000 yea rs that
people have been using iron and watching it rust , the question may seem to
have an obvious answer. Surprisingly, it
has to be admitted that even researchers
who have dedicated their lives to an swering this question still do not have
such clear answers as we might at first
assume.
Essentially the making of iron from
ore and its subsequent corrosion arc parts
of a circular process. We find iron ore
In many form s, typically as mineral com •
pounds such as haematite and various
other types of iron oxide. If we subje<:t
these minerals to great heat - about
J600°C - the Iron within is red uced to
a pure metal in a liquid state. This
process is known as smelting and in volves
a huge input of energy.
Corrosion , which ca n be described
as the chemical reaction of a metal wilh
oxygen and other substances, then takes
place as the metallic iron is exposed to
the atmosphere, moisture, and other
chemical compounds. Thus commences
the slow but almost inexorable reversion
again to a mineral compound like the
natural ore.
The metamorphosis also involves energy exchange. 1£ a sheet of iron lies in
acid ic or salt water with metals such as
bronze, gun metal, copper, brass or chro•
mium , the iron will suffer from electrochemical corrosion. Energy will be generated and, as the electrical current flows,
the iron will corrode preferentially, protecting the "more noble" metal in the
process.

Metals can be arranged in a series,
like the steps of a ladder. ascending from
the so-called base metals such as calcium,
magnesium, aluminum , zinc and iron up
the ladder to the so-called noble metals
of sil ver. platinum , and gold. This is
called the elect romotive series. Metals al
the bottom of the ladder arc highly
reacti ve and have a strong tendency to
ionize - lose positively charged ions. The
more positi vely charged ions which are
lost, the more negati vely charged the
metal becomes. A negativelly charged
area of metal is called an anode. A
positively charged area of metal is called
a cathode and tends to be protected in
any reaction. Thus, we also refe r to
anodic corrosion and cathod ic prolec•
lion.
El ec trochemica l corros ion, a lso
known as gal vanic corrosion, occurs if
differences in electrical potential exist
between two metals or on a metallic
surface; If there is contact so that electrons can flow; and if there is an elec•
trolyte (water plus salts) so that ions can
go Into solution and travel from one area
of metal to another.
Minute differences of exposure to the
air, water, various chemical compounds
or degrees 0£ acidity can make the surface of even a single piece of iron or
steel an actively changing series of areas
with negative or positive charges.
This will result in continuous corrosion losses in the anodic areas as they
move around the surface. The process is
typically uneven and leads to heavier
corrosion, or even deep pitting in some
areas.
To eliminate corrosion we have a
number of things we can do. First, we
must prevent any reaction from taking
place between iron or steel and water
and oxygen. This means that air and
water must not even contact the surface
of the metal. Second we must stop any
active corrosion process currentl y in
progress.
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Sandblasting, g rinding , and wire
brushing are typicall y inefficient processes which seek to stop active corrosion
by physicall y tea ring off corrosion products. If the metal remains exposed to air
and water it will simply start to corrode
again immediately. In some environments this process can commence in
minutes and is termed '"fl ash rusting· ·.
Protecting the surface of the iron
with oil , grease, paint or thin layers of
other metals Is only good for as long as
the protective layers remain intact and
impenetrable to air and moisture or even
water vapor or tiny amounts of oxygen
In our polluted urba n environments
and with acidic precipitation (acid rain,
snow, and fog) protective layers may
have disastrously shortened lives. Pain!
fi lms and other coatings become pen neable and may actually admit oxygen and
water vapor to the metal surface, allowing corrosion to commence while at the
same time. the imperfect coating actually
holds the moisture In and creates conditions which cause more corrosion rather
than preventing it.
The more complex the surface of the
iron, the more difficult it is to remove
unstable corrosion products. Typically
difficult iron objects to treat are iron
cannons. antiq ue mortar shells, and iron
ships found under the sea . All have
complex forms with inaccessible area,
and may even have active corrosion
occurring deep down in pits and fissures
in the very metal itself. Obviously, a
sunken submarine made of different metals and with many chambers has just
about the worst collection of corrosion
problems one t'Ould find . The complete
removal of all the corrosion prod ucls and
the subsequent protection of the metal
is virtuall y impossible by traditional
means. This is what made lhe success of
the treatment of "Hofland J" so interesting and important .
The secret of Fertan 's success lies In
APT Bulletin
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the fac t that you don 't have to remove

all the corrosion to beat speed y " flash
rusti ng", Fcrtan reacls with the corrosion
products and conve rts the m to a passive
insoluble o rganome tallic compound. All
you have to do is thoroughly wet the
surface - even with acid ra in - and
apply lhe Fe rtan with a brush, a paint
roller, or an airless spra yer. The conversion process starts virtually before your
eyes, a nd in a matte r of 24 to 48 hours
the reaction is complete.
Interestingly e nough , there are problems associated wilh Fertan 's very effi ciency. Scientists still ca nnot explain every
aspect of the complex chemica l reactions
which occur, but Cmdr. Compton Hall
put one potential problem very clearlv.
In a 1984 leller to Vice Admiral Sir
Patrick Bayly of the Maritime Trust concerning the potential use of Fertan in
salvaging the fam ous U.S.S. Monitor, he
wrote, " The only word of warning is,
perhaps, obvious: it (Fe rtan) really docs
tum rusty and corroded parts into something as hard as the origina l me tal, and
it is important to avoid treating ragged
spikes in the way that I did on some
parts of "Holland J" . Suc h spikes subsequently become a me tal-grinding ;ob
if ii is desired to smooth them down!
. . it works, one might say, all loo well
on all surfaces .
There are other products which arc
based partly on tannins; but, unlike FerIan, they also contain a synthetic resin.
These resins te nd to undermine the effectiveness of total passivation and function only as a primer.
In order for the passivation or corrosion-product conversion process to be
completed, oxygen must continue to
reach the surface. Resin and solventbased "converters·· te nd to form a skin ,
excluding oxygen and preve nting completion of the conversion . Because of
their formulae and solids' content , lhe
resin -based products do not penelrate as
effectively as Fertan, which is based on
water. Some resi n-based products cannot
be used on heavy rust, wet rust , or soluble
rust.
Assoeiation for Preservation Technology

Resin-based products may also have
limited shelf life and pot life (i.e. they
deteriorate in their containers before use
and after partial use). Some may also be
toxic and flammable.
If it is found that a treatment has
not resulted in complete rust conversion,
Fertan may be reapplied ad infinitum,
but with the resin-based products the
skin or film formed makes reapplication
impossible.
In these days of an increasing consciousness of the importance of preventing pollution and of reducing the toxicity
of chemica l products, it is also refreshing
to learn that tests carried out in 1983
showed that Fe rtan is of very low toxicity
even to such sensiti ve species as plaice
and brown shrimp.
For the practically minded , Fertan
has a coverage of 8-10 m'/ litre, and for
small q uantities, costs in North America
very roughly equal $6.00 per litre.
Once the total rusted surface has
become black and is completely dry, one
simply removes all residual black dust
and then paints over the black with a
complete normal paint system.
Having seen the results, one could
almost believe in "alc hemical miracles",
but this rust fight er is a real ally for us
in the war on rust .
OPINION, (cont'd from p.3)
With the renewed support and funding from Congress in 1987, the Service
is continuing the inventory of historic
marilime resources. Invento ries will be
completed for the remaining categories
of resources with the exception of the
intangibles. In addition, standards and
guidelines for the preservation treatment
a nd mainte nance of historic vessels will
be comple ted .
Standards and guidelines for recording and documenting historic vessels and
shipwrecks will be prepared as part of
the manual for the documentation of
historic maritime resources. The HASS/
HAER documentation of the 1886 steelhulled square-rigged ship Balclutha (at
the Nationa l Maritime Museum, San
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Francisco) and the 1776 gundclo Ph iladelphin (at the National Museum of
American History in Washington, D.C.)
will provide the final model for drafting
these standards and guide lines. The Service will also prepare standards and
guidelines for documenting historic shi pwrecks.
Standards and guidelines for restor at ion , prese rvat io n tre at men t. and
maintenance of historic vessels are being
prepared under the direction of Service
professionals. This document will be similar lo the Service's ow n standards document, NPS-28. Advice and assistance
in preparing th is document is being
sought from the maritime preservation
community. The preparation of the Historic Structure Report on the National
H istoric Landmark vessel \.Vapa ma and
t he Condition Surveys for the other ships
in the National Maritime Museum's collection arc also providing needed data
a nd experience in developing ship-prese rvation standards.
Working advisory committees for
o ther categories of maritime resources,
such as that established to begin the
eva luation of preserved historic vessels,
will be established by the Trust to review
and ad vise on preservation priorities,
standards, and guidelines. The Trust will
continue to facilitate the involvement of
the maritime preservation community
a nd to cooperate with the Service on a
varie ty of issues.
With the development of the inventories of historic maritime resources, the
public awareness and unde rstanding of
the nation's maritime heritage will be
enhanced. In this way too, Congress can
respond with unde rstanding to the requests for funding the "real" work of
maritime preservation.
Although muc h remains to be done,
identifying the needs and developing
uniform standards for meeting those
needs will be a major achievement. Above
all, we have learned we are not alone
in our needs, our concerns, and our
caring. We look forward to getting on
wit h the challenge.
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Product Description Sheet
The information in this document is for reference only .
For specific application queries please contact us.
Maintenance & Repair Operations

Fertan® Rust converter and remover
US patent 4,293,349, Euro patent 87113303.9
German patent 387259-6-08
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Fertan® Rust converter is brown aromatic liquid (sg 1.18) that is applied to metal to
remove rust ,
protect the surface and act as a primer for any fin ish coat.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
All steel and iron including :
Ship maintenance
Cranes
Fencing , railing , gratings
Trucks , trailers , cars
Storage tanks, pipe-work
Bridges
Structural steel
Agricultural equipment
inter-machining coat

TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF UNCURED MATERIAL
Odour: Aromatic
Appearance : Glossy brown
Viscosity : water like
Specific Gravity: 1.18
Coverage: 1 litre - 12 sq . metre
Flash Point: None
AGING
Shelf life in excess of 15 years when closed
TYPICAL ENVIRONMENTAL RESISTANCE
Fertan® Rust Converter is designed to be the best converter and remover of rust to
.ftrtartamerlca.com/d;na_s heet.htm
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provide a surface suitable for overcoating. Depending on the environment Fertan® Will
provide resistance to further rust for up to 6 months without painting (environment
dependent).
APPLICATION AND USE
Surface Preparation

Old Steel:
Loose rust and scale should be removed. Firmly bonded rust is welcome.
Fat, oil , silicon and dirt should be removed.
Loose rust, mill scale and oil paint may be removed by any appropriate method (manua
or power wirebrushing , chipping , ehpwj, peening) followed by rinsing with water to
remove residues .

Fat etc. may be removed by detergent or degreaser and the surface should be rin sed.
Rust Conversion Time and Surface change:

One coat of Fertan® Rust converter is recommended . The metal surface should be
damp prior to application.
Over a period of 12 hours the rust on the surface will become black.
Directions for Use

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11 .
12.

Remove loose rust and grease as described above.
Dampen metal surface
Mixing is not required as Fertan® does not suffer from sedimentation.
If applying by brush or sponge pour Fertan® into a suitable clean container.
Use of gloves is recommended.
Apply liberally by brush or sponge or airless spray
All rusted areas will turn black over the next 12- 24 hours (moisture & temp
dependent).
In dry conditions the surface should be dampened with a light water mist after an
hour to maximise effectiveness
If any rust has not converted apply more Fertan® at any time.
The reaction continues for 36 hours. This provides the maximum performance.
Important. Wipe down or wash surface with low pressure water to remove the
loose black dust that will be present. This is rust too loose to bond .
When the surface is dry paint/coat as normal.
Brushes, sponges and spray equipment should be cleaned with water, preferab
within a few hours.

Hints and Precautions for Use

Loose rust and scale should be removed . Firmly bonded rust is welcome.
Loose rust, mill scale and oil paint may be removed by any appropriate method (man
or power wirebrushing, chipping, ehpwj , peening) followed by rinsing with water to
http;/ /www.fe rtanamerlca..com/data_s heet.htm
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remove residues .

Fat, oil , silicon and dirt should be removed by detergent or degreaser and the surface
should be rinsed .
The metal surface should be damp before application and , on hot dry days, should be
dampened again after an hour
Application Conditions

Fertan® Rust Converter should be applied when the air and surface temperature is
above 1°C and below 30°C. The reaction will continue for up to 48 hours at lower
temperatures . In high temperatures and low humidity ensure the surface stays damp.
Fertan® may be applied in fog , mist or light rain .
Equipment and methods

Fertan® may be applied by brush , sponge, roller or spray. Spray application is
recommended for large areas . Airless spray equipment is fast and provides more
effective conversion due to improved surface penetration . Conventional air-spray
equipment may be used .
Fertan® may be thinned with 5%-10% water to alter spray characteristics.
Cleaning up.

Wash brushes and equipment with water. Rinse adjacent painted surfaces with water.
Some light coloured paints may take a stain from Fertan so it is easiest to remove it
promptly .
Wash hands and skin with soap and water. We do recommend gloves.
Fertan will stain clothing . Prompt washing in large quantities of cold water and mild
detergent may remove the marking .
Fertan® spilled into the environment should be washed down with water.
Resistance to Moisture Solvents & Chemicals

Once Fertan® has converted the rust the converted rust is tannated iron that will not
rust. If the surface is to be in contact with anything other than the normal atmosphere of
air and moisture we recommend that the surface should be overcoated with appropriate
paint systems.
Fertan® has always worked well with all surfacing products. It is responsible to
recommend that a trial area should be tested .
Container Sizes
.fertaname rlca.com / da1a _shut.htm
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30ml car scratch repair
250ml handspray, household/restoration
1 litre
5 litre general maintenance
20 litre
50kgs
1000kgs
Storage
Store material in original container. Store between 1°c to 30°C (34° to 90°F) . Protect
from freezing . When stored under these conditions , a shelf life exceeding 15 years Illa)
be expected .
Note
The data contained herein are furnished for information only and are believed to be
reliable. We cannot assume responsibility for the results obtained by others over whoo
methods we have no control. It is the user's responsibility to determine suitability for Ill
user's purpose of any production methods mentioned herein and to adopt such
precautions as may be advisable for the protection of property and of persons against
any hazards that may be involved in the handling and use thereof.
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Appendix c- Reports of Completed
Works, Harbor Defense Maps.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Reports of Completed Works.
Old Mine Casemate (1911). June 30, 1921.
New Mine Casemate (1921). June 30, 1921.
Supplemental Report, Gas Proofing Addition. May 10, 1943.
Supplemental Report, Cable Gallery. October 15, 1944.
Supplemental Report, Plotting Room Addition. September 1,
1945.

New Mine Casemate - Fort Columbia. General Plan View.
Drawing, Lee Guidry, Coast Defense Study Group, 1994.
United States Coast Artillery Corps. Harbor Defenses of the
Columbia River. Maps.
Fort Columbia, Edition of April 26, 1921.
Oregon - Washington Regional Map, edition of May 1, 1946.
Fort Columbia Detail Map. May 1, 1946.
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P.ll'ORi' OF COMPL::T~D ,·•oP.KS - S:CACOAST FORTIFICATIONS .

(Pirc control or Torpedo Structures)

Corrected to

June 30 , 1921 .

COA~T I£ii.NSES OF • •• m.GQW¥1/U., ........... ..
FOR'i'. 9Q:\A/-;tl}J4, .\!-'\.~f)ING'j'Ql,l, ..••.• • , ........ , •
s'l'Rre'i'll:IB •• 9¼>.¥Pmc;.q,ifflJl~. mn
(Abaf\do<'\e'f)

Bohlnd Rock Knoll, ChiType of data transmission
nook Point .
Karch 30, 1911 .
Date of transfer
Date of transfer
~5 , 00 5.00
Cost of data transmission
Cost to that date
.Jewe 11 type .
equiprent
'.I'ype of construction
W'Jod, a sphalt • paper & gr.1 ehr tiC.e stet ions give descrip( a l Roof
,Vood, plaJtar & expanded atal. tion of tide gauce
l bl Remainder of bl:.2
Behind rock kno ll.
For datuu points give Forts
rlon c oncealed
from , Alich visible
Rock
knoll
.
For donnitories give
How protected
stat ions served
For cable )Jut give
Hei&'ht aDOve concealment
None .
Height a bove protection
None .
s. c. type
c onspicuous at ••••••.•• yards Visible from abo·:e and re r only .
nource of electric current
Cent ral Pow/Jr Plant.
Kilowatts required
l.O kll.
T,JPO of lignting f'i.xtures
Coll i n'
wal 1, conmon
llow heated
St~~~~ a •
Connected to Q3.ter mains
Yes .
Yes .
Con"l.ected to s6\'"1er
.5yphon.
Type of latrine
Permanent or temp<>Tary
installation
Present condition

Location

1:

Reference of site
Re ference of instnimental
axis
Type of observinc; inst.
Type of -;,lotting board

See. Form 2,
to J•.,ne 30 1 1921 1

Type a.~ capacity Of crane
,S♦rl.ld,.m:; New M,,...,~ C-u.se.-1.
1 ,
l!ax. i.imcnsions of reel handled
n,,..t«-- ( 1'fZ/_)

t, ... ... . .
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COA~T nm..!lSES OF •• mi:.CO!m!ll;A.. .. ......... .
FORT, COUl}!Jll;\, ,\7ASIUNG1D:l, • • • . • • , ••.••.• • . •
S'l'llUJTURE.W,.l!JllJll!;.Ci~T\:. ( ~~?,J, ... .. ... .

IILPORT OF COMPLcTcD ')ORKS - SLACOAST FORTlFlCATIO!!S,

{Fire control or Torpedo Structures)
Fo::-m 2.

Corrected to

Location

~

June 30, 1921.

( a) Roof
( b) Remainder of bl4,
J{o,, concealed

Behind r ock knoll, Chinook Point.
February 6, 1921 .
$ 17,213.79.
Bombproo:f'.
Reinforced conoreto .
Plain concrete.
Dug into roar of rock

How protected

nook knoll in front &: on For do:nnitorios give

Date of transfer
Cost to that date
'l'ype of constroo tion

Type of data transmiasion

Date of transfer
cost of data transmission
equipnent
For tide stc.tions give description of tide gaU(,"8
For datun points give Forti

knoll, with earth cov9

~5&f \f 1fg, 1g~ffteg ggp~r
None .
8

Hcif)lt above concealment
Haight e.bove protection
Cr,nspicuous at •• , •••••• yards
Dourco ot elcc t1 ic cW"rcnt
Kllowatta required
T;'P" of lighting fixtures
Uow heated
Connected to water ma.ins
Con:1ected to se,·«!r
Type of latrine
Permanent or temporary
installation
.Present coDdi tion
Reference of site
Reference of instrwnental
axis
Type of obscrvin{t inst.
Type of ;,lotting board

0

None .
Resr •11s1ble !",J;om abovo ;
c:1g~J-bi?>%,t,~0~1lftf O from
1.2 lG1.
E .D. Standard .
Sto·1as .

Yes.
Ye s .
3:,rphon .
P.:um.11nont .
J.,:iod •
About 14 1 above M. L . L . ~V.

from v,ttich visible

te

stations served

For cable ,mt give
s. c. type
ear •

~t;>~T (
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SECRET

Corrected to !!ay 10, ~1~9~
4J~- - - - - -

S'!RllCTIJRE:

Location •

: Within U, S. llill tary Roserva tion of
: For t ColUJ11bi.l., Washington .

Date of transfer

: March Jl, 1943,

Coet to date of transfer

: Of eupplomen ta1 work : $29, 9 57 . U ,
: .,J/14' ~,/ ,,JI' >r~.l.,,:J. ~
This supplomental. work consisted of
gasproofing and bombproofing of the
!line Casema.te at For t Columbi:i, l'/ash.

Cons tructi.on l'l"ork

Gasproofing

• • •

• • • • • • •

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

~

-'?

rrPADPO 10 - £1

To house the gasproofine equip ment,
air locks etc . an addition with access
tunnels ware cons t.ructed to the original Mino Caaemate . Th.is addition was
constructed of reinforced concrete of
a 1:2 :I+ nix . The interior diJTler.sions
are 10 ' -011 x 50 '-0" x a ceiline heicht
of 10 ' ~" . The interior walls are 1211
Wck, the exterior walls are 3 1....on
thick and the roof i s 5 ' --0" thick . Air
intakes, ventil?..tors etc . 3re provided
for the e1:.sproofing system. The gasproof doors are fabricated. of steel.
The access tunnels are cons true tad of
reinforced concrete of a 1: 2 :4 mi."'t, are
4 ' -0 11 wide and have a clearance of
? 1 - 0'1 ; the "l'mlls and roor are 1211 in
t..l-iickness . Grill gates are used to
cl ose the t•U'll'l8ls .

$...1.../

3

,:,c.,;.,.,,-

~ . , M , . , ti"'. ,t. I ,jJ.,.;d • ,.-d...., ~~
• . lC,e..J~ ~
- :;IJ--;,- .
~ - ~:
~ 7 - ' 1 - ~ t'° KW~ :l. , S K W ~ --r-;it- /" ' 7 ~
-.-..2/o~ ;,/, ,S'" A:'W
'

...... ....,;,s,;;.,,:, O.r 'i.'hl:.. COLmrnu,
FORT COLUl!BU , \l"ASHINGTC!I .

,.!I''E CAS=TE
4 41 ~:::,
(Supoler.iantal Repo~.!l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---

~

-

• IIIIE

REPOO:T 01''

('I

LE'rED

urucs -

S.l:iAliOAS'1 _.<"00.TLfICATIOJlS

SECRET

(Fi~..a Control Structures)

Corrected to May 10, 1943

Form 2 .

(Supplemental Report)

: In ad.di t:ion to the 5 f oot reinforced concrete roofs of the ad.di ti.on
: and the original. structure an embankment of ..earth was placed over
the entire structure . This emba.nkm.ent is 10 feet in depth over the
roofs. On this embankment was placed a burster course of concrete .
Th.is burster course is 2 feet in thickness an:i e..ictends over the
entire area covered by the ca.semate . On this burster course was
placed 3 feet more of earth embanlonent for concealment advantages .

Bombproofing

Co ncealment

HARBOR n ~i,m:sES OF THE COLUJ!BIA'
FORT COL1P.ABL', WASHillGTON.

IIINE CASEW•. TE

•• • • • • • • • •

The entire structure is covered with earth embankment, the slopes of
which were finished off in irregular plan. 'llle embankment was planted ldth grass, sod arrl brush to conform to the surrounding area.

ELECTRIC C'.'R.'lENT:

Source of • • • •

Kilowatts required

Power for lightinr, of the addition ,,-as obtained by extending the cir: cui ts of the orieinal structure . Col!t1arcial po•Her for Fort Columbia
is purchased from P. U.D . No. 2 of Pacific County, Washington.
•• •

Type of liehtine fixtures

For the additional lightinr• amotutts to 1 . 8 kw .

Are incandescent lamps in porcelain lantp receptacles .
No ad.di tional facilities were provided. in connection with this suppl e,...
mental work.

!illlARKS

• • , • • •

This supplemental work on the Mine Casemate was accomolished by Government. forces \Tith funds from P/A, Eng . - 3/...1 P 11~ A 1204-12 and from P/A,
Enr-. - 184 P 14 A 1205-N. Construction "WOrk was started lfovember 1, 1941
and was cornple ted, in- ~o-far as the EnP,:ineer work is concerned, on
,January :31, 1943. For construction details see plans DUCR 938 . 1, 938 . '2
and 960.
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HARBOR DEFENSES

or THE

COLUMBIA

MINE CASEMATE
FORT Cct..UMBIA, WASH.

SECRET

SECRET

SE C T 1QN A-A

Pert II

SECRET

Correct.ed to 15 October 1944

GENrnLJ
This is a supplemental report to cover the improvements to the r1ver end o£ the cable gallery
to the J!ins Casemate at Fort Columbia. The old

I

gallery ended on the river shore at an elevation
or./, 4 feet, 11.L.L.w. which 1s at a little leas
than half tide; therefore the mine cable• laid
on the river shore rocki, 1 several hours each
tide, 1n full view and exposed to poosible sabotage. The improvement consisted of conatructJ.ng
a protective concrete apron, over the cables., to
an elevation below M.L.L.w.

~

This work was constructed w1 th funds having
Advioe No. 508-1341 P 220 A 0905-25 (GF). The
work was accomplished ey Oowrnmant forces; was
started 17 July 1944 and was completed 19 Aug.
1944. This construction was designated Project
No. 3153 by the w.o.c. For construction d&teils eee drawillg numbered llll:R-ll82.l.

u

STRUCTURE:

Location: Thia 1110rk was on the river end of the
cable gallery entrance to the Jl1ne Casema ta
which io located 1n the llilitary Reoervation
o! Fort Columbia, Harbor Defenses of The CoLumbia, Washington.
Da~ of tranaf'ert

Of this supplemental work,

22 September 1944.
Cost to date of tranafer,

llARBCJR DEFENSES OF THE COLUIIBIA
FORT COLUIIBIJ., YIASHINGTON
MINE CASWATE

Of the supplemental
work, $2 1 197.eo.

Type of constructions The protectJ.ve aprc:n and
the manhole, providing access into the apron,

are constructed ot reinforced concrete of a
1:2:4 m1x. For construction details and di,.
mensions see drltldn;: numbered DUCR-1182.1.

SECRET

141539
Corrected to l Septe"'ber 191.5
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CONFIDENllAL

smucTURi..:

.1.h.i.wv~ ,.:...',-,s.:.:> O.L'
HE co....tr..!B.IA,
FOllT COLU'c!DIA, -;ASHI!iGrOl; .

UL'f..:. CA.:3uiATi:: (Supplemental Heport

:.'or Ad:!ition of a PI.OT'l'ING U00:.:)

gasproofing of this room was accooplishecl by

extetxiine t..'le decontamination system from the
General : This supplei.i.er.tal report is made to cover
the cons t...'rllction 0£ a second nddi tlon to the Lune
Caaoma.to; this second addition is a mine Plotting
Roo:n. . Enough of the earth ernbankrr.ent w~.s removed
from over/o:nd in front o! the casemate to permit
the construction of the plotting root1 as an ad.di tion to the casczr.a te . In view of the poAsibil1 ty of a swi. tch board rcor:i boing built on, as
still yet another addition, the reinforcing of
t.:-.~ .:ootings, wt:lls, Md roof of the plotting
roe::? W'9ro left protrudlng to act as dowels; also
on the roof a 1211 ledge ,ms left on Yrhich to rest
tho roof of a future construction . 4u'ter completion of t..~o 3.ddi tion the oarth enbanknent ,ms ropL.. co<l to its origirw,l ahape .
Location: Is ".'rlthin tho U.S . :.:illtury- ltC~\:rvation
o.r Fort Colu.."'lhi.:i., ·,:·u.shington .
Dato of transfar:
July 1945 .

Of this suppl<'..ment.11 proj,=:ictJ 28

Cost to date of transfer :

ect,

WAB

Of t:ti.s supplonant proj-

~14, 60ft . 79 .

of' constr·.1ction:
Itoof : Is corot~l!cted of r<?inforced conc:-ete of e
1:2:4 mix and is 1,.1--011 in th.ir-',:nu:;:1.
.. e;_uind'3r of adtlltion: .1."' ,..::,:1struo;teC.. -,f roin.r orced concre t<3 of 1: 2: 4 -b . '.1.'l:e -:·:alls.. aro
J 1 -J11 ~nd tLe floor is lC" ~n tl..i,..!;.J.1~ss. ..:ho
'M'.:lll!; are --P.t on 'l:O~.forcuJ cone,:,; '.:.A :oot.i.'1,:.;':'
7 1 J\tt •·Jido hy 1 1 -611 t:i.ic~ . ~,a intorior di..,.cn."';i-:>:-s 0C tr...i.-- nlottin · 1·00 ,.re ..,,., -011 x
"; 1-G11 -i.t:1 .. -:eill.r\: tcit} t 'lf 10 1- .''* . ...'h'O
- 1 -

'i""J?'3

originol structure .

Concealment : The entire structur1J is covered
Ttl th earth er.lbanlooent, the slopes of which
were finished off in irregular plar:. The embanlcnent was planted with grass , sod and
brush to conform to the surroundlng area.

UTILITI".S ,

W.octric powur:
Source: 'PO':'flJr for tho .:.tddition Yr.is ol.Jt.J..i.!'.ed
by erl, .n..!.inc the cirouits of the or lGi.."lal
struct,.lre . Co.--:u-c:-cial TlO·.. cr for !i'ort ColtL'lll,:\ia. is purcho.i:;&<l rror:i. P . !i . D. ~.o . 2 of

Paci.fie Count;;, 7iashington .
Characteristics : Voltage of 110 or 220 Ac , 3
phase .

Kilo~ t ts ro1.ilied: .::'or the u.ddi tional installations , 5. 0 }GI.
l'ype or li:;htlne .flxturos: Four fi::turos of
4-4G" fluorescent li,;ht'J .
Heat: f!~&.t for the plott1.."1.~ room is provided
b)- 2, 2000 Y"il"t';., 220 volt, nlect:-ic, •r.:ul.t;.:>a 'ter>ters •
•·:ater l:lnd ~P.":;er: Ho aCcii:Oi-:>r.al "z..cili.tins i7arc
oruvi-le,J .:.r. ,..,mnection r,_;_th ~hLs sup:,1..--· ,l'.!r.t.il
·.rork .

CONFIDENTIAL

IIA.i~ Dc.t"!:>,3~

,ORT COLtr..lllIA,

Part II

Corrocted to 1 Septe:,,.ber 1945

CONflO[NTIAL

lllSlR!r,!EJlTS & EQUIP:'•l:T :

Type of plotting bo~r-i :

Suboarlne .ine Plotting

Board l.19F .

Typa : ;Jy telephone• , furnished and inst:,.llod
the Sign.-tl Corps .

This su,.J;::le. cnU.l -:1orl. on ~he J.:i..'le Co.~01..ia.te '\'fas
ccor.i.plisheri by Go~,~rw.ent forces lri th i'und.s h_,.._
::,g advise nur_.bors of 503-?015 P Z?O A 212/51104
(S_) Md 608-3810 P 270 A 212/61204 (S!.l) . Constr.1ction work was started on 12 January 1945 rind
was cornple ted on 16 July 1945 . The work ,,as do'"'!.gnu ted Job !!o . I't . Colt,;.r.lbia !-'S- 4 by :)ir~ctive
Cons~cuti·."'I;! ::ur.b'tr lS- 1594 . ?or construction detail plans see ?lans nu.~bered L:!CR- 1188 . 1 and
Tl~ 1- 11''" . 2 .
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Appendix D- Drawings
Drawing 1.

New Mine Casemate, Fort Columbia, WA.
Plan. 1/8" = 1'-0". Shawn Lingo, 2008.

Drawing 2.

(Left) Site Plan Sketch. Not to scale. S. Lingo, 2008.
(Right) West Gate measured sketch. S. Lingo, Mary
Lingo. 2008

Drawing 3.

DMCR 920. Harbor Defense Columbia River, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. April 1941. Casemate plan
and section.

Drawing 4.

DMCR 938.2. Harbor Defense Columbia River,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. July 1941. Revised
plan and section with gas-proofing details.

Drawing 5.

DMCR 1027. Harbor Defense Columbia River,
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. Mine Casemate,
Fort Columbia. May 1942. Plan and section.

Drawing 6.

DMCR 1188.1. Harbor Defense Columbia River,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Mine Plotting Room
Addition to Mine Casemate. As constructed. June
1945. Sheet 1. Electrical.

Drawing 7.

DMCR 1188.2. HDCR, USACE. Mine Plotting Room
Addition to Mine Casemate. As Constructed. June
1945. Sheet 2. Rebar and stress diagrams.

Drawing 8.

DMCR 1188.3. HDCR, USACE. Mine Plotting Room
addition ... . June 1945. Plan and section.

Drawing 9.

DMCR 1182.1. HDCR, USACE. Cable Protective
Apron. Mine Casemate. August 1944.

Drawing 10.

DMCR 1190. HDCR, USACE. Switchboard Room
Addition to Mine Casemate. April 1945.
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New Mine Casemate, plan.

New Mine Casemate, plan.
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Site Plan Sketch of new mine casemate area.
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Site Plan Sketch of new mine casemate area.

West gate sketch.
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Traced by S. Lingo from Sketch by Mary Lingo. Measuremen ts, S. Lingo
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Photographs
The photographs in this section were
taken on five trips between Febru•
ary and September 2008. This lengthy
photo-documentation is an attempt to
provide a portrait of the casemate as it
existed at the time.
Very basic equipment was used.
Most of the photos are digital and were
taken with a Canon GS. The use of a
heavy tripod made the interior photos
possible. A few photos were made on
film, but this sort of publcation is only
possible because of digital technology.
Photography has limits in its
ability to cum•ey information, but ii
also provides a way of seeing that adds
lo understanding in it own fashion.
~
This effort was considered important
because it may allow planners and
researchers in the future to use infor•
mation that the author did not realize
as important. It was also undertaken
because documentation can be an effec•
tive means of preservation in itself.
A plan of the casemate with the photo
numbers keyed to it is pro\'ided with
each page.
Following the photos of the casemate
interior is a selection of images of the
setting and associated features.

M-ioto 1 Loolmgsouth atFortColwnbla'snewmmecasemate. lnewest entry tunnel isseenontheright. On the left is the World War
I era "'!archltght powerhouse, with the casemate's east gate just visible behind it to the left. 11lt' trees and natl\'e plantscovenng the
e.irthworl.. wett planted by the Anny Corps of Engineers a..~ part of the design of the fortification. The result is an intnnate relationship
betw«-n casemate and land,;cape. Fd,ruary 2(X)8
Nlsllrfc SIM:111111111on-l'lla11111ohlc 0D CO■lflllllln

... Mint C1se■ 111. fOrt Colambll, W■shlnuton

westEntrv
Tunnel
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Historic Strucmre Repon-Phot■arepntc Docamentatton
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-

New Mino casem110.1on Columnta. wasn1n111on

Photo 4. (Middle, top). Looking out
from the west entry tunnel. The two-inch chamfer at the junction between
wall and ceiling is visible in this
photo.
Photo 5. (Abo\'e). A number of different paint finishes Wi.'re used on
the casemate tunnel. The buff-orange color seen here was applil'd in
a tapered chevron pattern running
from ceiling to Aoor about eight feet
inside the gate.

Pho to 2. (Above). The west entry to the casemale. The lintel with its
stripped classical motif is one of the few decorative elements used in
the construction of the casemale. The steel gate is original and hangs on
pintle hinges cast in place..
Photo 3. (Middle, bottom). View down west entry tunnel to the first
ninety degrc tum. The tunnel walls appear to have been finished with a
skim coat of plaster.
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Pho to 6. (Above). At the first tum in the west entry tunnel the high quality of the 1941·1943 con•
stn1ction is easily seen. The chamfer at the junction bC'tWL"-"n ceiling and walls is clearly evident
again in this photo.
Photo 7. (Right). The second tum in the west ,:,ntry tunnel. Note lh,:, very Wt.>t rondihons at this
point in the tunnel. Wat,:,r was about 1/2" deep in February of 2008. Wat,:,r infiltration seem to be
predominantly from the significant crack system on the inside of the tum. This is one of the few
structurally significant prob],:,m areas in the casemate. The roncrete ceiling in this spol is about 1'
thick, not a5 substantial as the rest of the structure.
Photo 8. (Top Right). Close-up of the crack system, Fcl,ruary 2008.
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Photo 9. (Above) Looking cast from the manhole area in the west tunnel. Door frames have been
cast in place throughout the casemate in tesitimony lo the high quality of workmanship. This feature has the potential to create structural problems fro m steel jacking if corrosion causes expansion
of steel elements.
Photo JO. (Right). View of tunnel end at dormitory and airlock entrance.

Historic Structure Repon - PhotographicDocumentaUon

New Mine case mate,Fon Columbla. Washington
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Tunnel
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Now Mine Casematll. Fen Columbia, Washlnt11an

Photo 12. (Above). Looking out from east
entry tunnel. 11,c gate has been damaged and
is sealed shut with plywood panel. Holes
provide ventilation.
Photo 13. (Right). View down cast tunnel
toward oil storage room. Concrete in thiS section of the cascn1atc is very sound.

HlsltrlC Stnocllre Ropen- Pb1to1raph1C Documonlttlln

New Mine C1se11111. FOn Columbia, washlntton
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Now Mint CISOIIIIO, Ftn Colullbll, W1Shln1ten

Photol6. (Above Right). Manhole room.
Photo 17. (Lowe r Right). Oil storagl! room.

Nlllortc Structure Repan - Photouraphlc Document1ll1n
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New Mine C1sem1te. Fon Columbll. W1shln1ton
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Photo 19. (Above). Steel plotting room door with frame cast in place. Form bo.1rd impressions on wall. Door reveal 1s
four feet thick ;n this spot. One foot 11butting tunnd is original tunnel wnll from 1941-0 building phase. Plotting room
wall is thn.-e ft.-et thick added in 1944-45. Construction joint where cap has bc<-n placed is visible at left of photo.
Photo 20. (Above). Remn.-.nts of n.-d and bl.-.ck g~x3~ tile floor covering in plotting room.
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Photo 31. (Above). South doorway between plotting room and gas-proofing
room. Note series of cold joints arOUJ1d the top of the door and severe cfflorescenre. Wall of pk>tting room IS one foot truck here, added to three foor wall of
gas-proofing room.
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rhoto 34. (Left). Light fixtures and acoustic ceiling tiles in comer of plolting room. Of main interest is the fluorescent
tube fixture, an early example of this technology. This fixture should be retained and refurbished or used as a model IO
fabricate reproductions.
Photo 35. (Abo\•e). Intersection of gas-proofing pipes. plotting room ceiling. No identified traces of any original finish
is found on the O\"Crhead gas-proofing pipes. Remains of mastic used to attach acoustic tiles to ceiling. There are none
currently in place.
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Photo 36. (Left). Detail of construction joint with
efflol't'S('ellce, plotting room south doorway, east
side
Photos 37, 38. (Lower left). Efflor\"SC'ence and
water slain from 37.
Photo 39. (Right). Exposed rebar and coostnioton jomts with efflorescence, pk>lling room
south doorway, west side.
Photo 40. (Bottom right). Heavy efflorescence
from above. Note delamination caused by embedded electrical bolC al lower right.
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Photos 4245. (Right). Ga~•proof doors details. West airlock.
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Photos 46-49. Details showing lockiog mechaoiSm5 on gas-proof doors, east air lock.. Trar:es of the original paiot aw
sbll \'1sible oo the doors.. Pamt scheme appears to be gray with a red primer.
Pho10 46. (Above, left). Heavy corros100 oo gas-proof door.
Photo 47, (Abo\•e, cer,ter). Door catch. pl.-.te has ba>o cast m place. Wo"en gasket ma ten al iS still intact on all thl'
gas-proof doors.
Photos 48-49. (Above, right; lower left). Details of freezer-type door hardware.
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Photo 50. (Abm·e.) View down cast entry tunnel toward battery
room and east air lock..
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Photo 54. (Right). Original electrical box
localed west of door into casemale operating room.

Photo 55. (Above). East end of gas-proofing room. The cannister filters and air pumps that formed the gasproofing equipment would have occupied this space, connected to the two down-pipes. Graffiti in these
photos was removed by work crews in September 2008.
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Photos 56-58. Views of gas-proofing apparatus
in cast air lock. Ovcrhcad pipt.-s Wl're ronncctcd
to the air pumpps .ind canisters on the other
s ide of the wall. The chain hanging from the
pipe in the photo at far left was ronncctcd lo the
foot treadle bclow.
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Photo 60. (Abo\•e). Looking north past gas-proof door from dormitory.
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Photo 63. (Left). Historic electrical switch, dormitory. Note spalls and dclamination caused by corrosion of electrical bo,-:.
Photo 64. (Above), Connection of dormitory partition wall with north cascmatc
wall is tenuous and should be repaired.
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Photo 67. (Left). Pl't!ling
paint and spallcd concrete
withexpost.'CI rebarindicate moisture problems
in the west wall of the
dormitory. The concrete
in this section of the casemate was poured di.redly
against the rock outcrop of
Chinook Point.

Photo 66. {Right). Bead board partition wall at Fort Stevens casematc. In spite of
differences in lighting and weathering conditions, the two structures and their
color schem..-s are obviously related.
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Photo 68. (Left). Looking into operating room cable gallery from dormitory.
These photos show the generally ruinous state of the case mate operating room
before debris was removed in &,ptember 2008.
Photo 69. (Above, right). Ceiling of opt!rating room showing from board finish
and inset wooden elements.
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Photo 76. (Left). Looking back
across engine room toward latrine
sinks. The pomt of view would
originally have been in one of the
closets that divided the casemate
into two roughly equal sections.
This view would not have existed
during the c.iS<'male's operational
lifetime. The rabbet to acromodate the parution wall of the latrine is seen in the roncrcte to the
right of the door.

Photo 75. (Above). Battery room sin I-. on east wall of casemate. Concrete infill
.ibo\'e door from 1943 tunnel addition is shov.-n. Repainting Lhe c.asemate is not
rerommended based on the de-.ire to preser..-e historic finiShes. Although the
interior of the 1921 casemate wilSpainted, the 1941-43additionappearstoha\·e
received a plastered fimsh. Additional testing is necessary to determine the exact
nature of the finishes.
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Photo 77. (Above). Two ekctrical control boxt.><; in what would ha\'e
been the engine roon, of the caseinat.-..
Photo 78. (Right). Detail of the control boX" door. Plate reads: " Witte
Engine Works, Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A. I??] 58654W Model No.
51A2(?)??8KW VoltsllO TypeAC".

NlstorlC Structure Report- PhllDlrlPhiC 01cument1dln

Photos 78, 79 (Above & top center). Vlcws of the oontrol boX" intcrion;.
these boxes, along with the mine ~bles, are the only casemate ek'Ctrica.1
equipment left in place. No additional equipment was found dunng the
clean-up in September 2008.
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Photo 82. (Bottom Cl'nter). Corroded metal reinforcing steel has
caused ,;,ignifkant spalling in ceiling of engine room a.rea. Titc
reinforced concrete ceiling is five feet thick at this point, so th1J
spalling has not yet created any structural conCl'm.
Photo 83. (Below). Large piea5 of concn.>te fulling from the ceiling do create a safcty issue for casemate \·isitors.

Photo 80. (Above). Concrete bases for engine and generator in front of engine
room fuel oil tank. Base in the foreground held the belt driven generator that was
powered by the engine.
Photo 81. (Top Cl'ntcr). Detail of gent'rator base.
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Photo 85. (Right). Cable gallery at low tide. The concrete is badly deteriorated.
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Photos 86-88. (AOO\·e and left). Various views of
cabk protective apron remain.,. Parts of the cable
housing probably date from the first 1911 ca!M!mate
on this s ite. A 1944 pro,cct added a more S('CUre
cable entry point.
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Photos 90-95. Due to the attempts to conceal
the presence of the fortification and nearly
seventy years of plant growth, the exterior
of the casemate has few distinguishing features. A number of ventilator stacks rise up
through the earthwork. The earthen covering
of the burster course has slumped revealing its
southeast corner.
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Assbciated Features
Photos 100 • 103. The.re is a pillbox located
slightly southwest of the west casemate entrance. It provided cover lo the landward
approaches to the casematc. The structure
measures approximately lO'xJO'. The earth has
blocked the entrance.
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Associated Feaures
Mine command

station & dormhorv
Though these two structures arc not physically
situated near the casematt>,
they played a ro!e in the
function of the casematc
operations.

Mmto 103. (Left). The mine command station is a two-story s tructure on Scarborough Hill. II
housed the observation equipment for mine plotting and, until 1945, the mine plotting room.
Photos 104-105. Above and Top left. The dormitory is a Sewell type building on Scarborough
Hill. It was constructed around 1911.
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